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SUMMARY RECORD - FIRST SESSION OF COMMITTEE II
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Convening of  the Session 

The Chairman of the Conference, Leonard H. Marks, acting as
Temporary Chairman, called the first session of Committee II to order
at 11:40 a.m.

Election of Committee Chairman

Mr. Marks invited nominations for Chairman of Committee II.
The Representative of Australia nominated the.Representative of Japan,
Mr. Ogiso. The Representatives of the Federal Republic of Germany,
Indonesia, the Republic of China and Venezuela seconded the nomination.
There being no other nominations, Mr. Ogiso was declared elected as
Chairman of Committee II.

Chairman Ogiso assumed the Cht.ir and expressed his thanks for the
honor bestowed upon him. He recognized the demands of the task before
him and promised to make every effort to do his best in this position.

Election of Vice Chnirmnn

Chairman Ogiso invited nominations for Vice Chairman of Committee II.
The Representntive of Jamaica nomlnated the Representative of Brazil,
Dr. de Abranches. The Rep/esentatives of Argentina, Lebanon and Japnn
seconded the nominat'Lon. There being no other nominations, Dr. de
Abranches was declared elected as Vice Chairmnn of Committee II.

Organization of Committe Work

Chairman Ogiso informed the Committee thnt the French and Spnnish
versions of document Com. II/1, which outlines a suggested work program,
were now read for distribution, and this would be done at the conclusion
of the session. He obsQrvcd, LhLit since there hod not yet been time to
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study this paper, it seemed preferable that discussion be taken up at
the next sesslon. Ar. Ogiso suggested, without objection, that the next
session take place Wedm.,.sd.ay, Februar 26, et 3:00 p.m. in the Main
Conference Room.' Accordingly, the session adjourned Rt 12:10 p.m.

* * *
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PROVISIONAL SUMMARY RECORD - FIRST SESSION OF COMNITTEE II
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1969

- Convening of the Session 

The Chairman of the Conference, Leonard H. Marks, acting as
Temporary Chairman, called the first session of Committee II to order
at 11:40 a.m.

Election of Committee Chairman

Mr. Marks invited nominations for Chairman of Committee II.
The Representative of Australia nominated the Representative of Japan,
Mr. Ogiso. The Representatives of the Federal Republic of Germany,
Indonesia, the Republic of China and Venezuela seconded the nomination.
There being no other nominations, Mr. Ogiso was declared elected as
Chairman of Committee II.

Chairman Ogiso assumed the Chair and expressed his thanks for the
honor bestowed upon him. He recognized the demands of the task before
him and promised to make every effort to do his best in this position.

Election of Vice Chairman

Chairman Ogiso invited nominations for Vice Chairman of Committee II.
The Representative of Jamaica nominated the Representative of Brazil,
Dr. de Abranches. The Representatives of Argentina, Lebanon and Japan
seconded the nomination. There being no other nominations, Dr. de
Abranches was declared elected as Vice Chairman of Committee II.

Organization of Committee Work.

Chairman Ogiso informed the Committee that the French and Spanish
versions of document Com. IT/1, which outlines a suggested work program,
were now ready for distribution, and this would be done at the conclusion
of the session. He observed that since there had not yet been time to
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study this paper, it seemed preferable that discussion be taken up at
the next session. Nr. Ogiso suggested, without objection, that the next
sessi,on take place Wednesday, Februory 26, at 3:00 p.m. in the Main
Conference Room. Accordingly, the session adjourned at 22:10 p.m.

* * *
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PROVISIONAL SUMMARY RECORD - SECOND SESSION OF COMMITTth II
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1969

Convening of the Session

Chairman Ogiso called the session to order at 3:15 p.m. He invited
Dr. de Abranches to take his seat as Vice Chairman. Dr. de Abranches
did so and expressed his appreciation for the confidence shown in him.

Consideration of Suggested Work Program (Com. IT/1) 

The Chairman suggested that the Committee focus on the document
Com. II/1 entitled "Legal and Procedural Questions," and invited dis-
cussion on the suggested work program contained therein.

The Representative of Argentina stated that this document includes
consideration of the amendment process but does not, however, mention the
closely related issue of duration of the definitive arrangements, and
suggested that this should be included in the discussions of this
Committee.

The Representative of Chile suggested that the work program contained
in the document in question be amended so that any discussion of definitions
be taken up after the other subject headings. He felt that only after the
other topics before this and other Committees were considered could it be
determined what definitions will be required. He also suggested that dis-
cussion of the legal status of INTELSAT (Item II) be based on paragraphs 231-
236 of the ICSC Report and not be limited in any way to papers tabled before
this Committee. He also felt that this Committee should express itself on
the issues such as the number of agreements, who will be the signatories,
the duration of the definitive arrangements, questions regarding transition
from interim to definitive arrangements, and the subject of entry into force.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany suggested that
the duration of the definitive arrangements would be included in a dis-
cussion of Item IV, dealing with Arcession, Supersession and Buy-Out.

NOTE: Any changes or corrections in this Summary Record must be submitted
to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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The Representative of the United States dbserved that except where
distinctions can be made between the work of the various Committees, same
problems of duplication would result should each of the Committees
attempt to broaden areas of its concern. He therefore ftvored maintaining
the work program as presented.

The Representative of the United Kingdom supported the position of
the Representative of Argentina that definitions be considered at a later
stage. He also asked the Chairman whether it was a proper understanding
that the subject of transitional arrangements, when considered by this
Committee, would only include juridical questions and not financial aspects.
It was his belief that since Committee III is charged with responsibility
for financial arrangements, detailed financial matters should be left to it.

The Chairman concurred with the view of the Representative of the

United Kingdom with resoect to the appropriateness of Committee III con-

sidering financial consequences.

The Secretariat offered the following clarifications: the paragraphs
of the ICSC Report cited in Item III (Privileges and Immunities) should
read 594-597; the matter of transition to the definitive arrangements is
before this Committee (Item IV), as well as before Committee III, where
reference is also made to paragraph 626 of the ICSC Report.

The Chairman noted by way of summation that several representatives
had suggested that the item "Definitions" be deferred to a later stage.
In the absence of objection it was so agreed.

The Chairman further noted that many of the items before Committee II
are interrelated with items before other Committees. It was clear that

Committee II should be responsible for the legal aspects but it was not

necessary to specify at this time which items before other Committees might

also have legal ramifications. He suggested a consensus appeared to have

developed that the suggested agenda (Com. II/1) be accepted as the basis

for the Committee's program of work while noting that any member would be

free to raise in this Committee any matter before another Committee which

had legal implications which needed examination in this Committee; in such

cases the Chairman would consult with the Chairman of the other Committee

and with his concurrence would open discussion in Committee II on the

appropriate legal aspects. Without objection it was so decided.

Concerning the question of the paragraph in the ICSC Report dealing

with transition (paragraph 626), the Chairman asked if Chile accepted the

view that this matter be raised in this Committee in connection with Item IV,

Accession, Supersession and Buy-Out. The representative of Chile agreed.

The Representative of Brazil suggested that the question of entry into

force (Item IV. A. 1) be treated as a separate item for discussion under
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Item TV since this question is ihdependent of the questions of accession
and supersession.

The Representative of the United States stated that significant and
difficult questions involving the transition from interim to definitive
arrangements were closely connected with the hypothetical question that
might be posed by non-continuing members, and these should be considered
as twp parts of the whole, with discussion permitted on either or both
aspects. The United States was concerned lest the inclusion of a separate
heading for entry into force inhibit free discussion.

The Representative of Sweden was inclined to share the view of the
United States that the two subjects are very closely interrelated.

The Representative of the United Kingdom pointed out that the issues
involved in Item IV have already been interrelated by inclusion of reference
to them in the interim arrangements and it was impossible to separate the
discussions completely.

The Chairman asked if it was acceptable that a separate paragraph
dealing with the subject of entry into force be included under Item IV
as slib-item C. The Representative of Sweden stated that this addition was
acceptable. The Representative of the United States stated that this
addition was acceptable if consideration of Item IV were not limited to a
point-by-point consideration but rather permitted free discussion of all
aspects of Item IV. This was also acceptable to the Representative of
Brazil. In light of the agreement indicated, the Chairman concluded that
the subject of entry into force would become sub-item C under Item IV,
Accession and Supersession and Buy-Out. It waz so agreed.

Discussion of Legal Status of INTELSAT 

The Chairman invited discussion of Item II, Legal Status of INTELSAT.
In response to a statement by the Representative of Chile, the Chairman
stated that it was his understanding that paragraphs 231-236 of the ICSC
Report formed the basis for discussion of legal status but that the dele-
gates are free to submit any documents or comments on this question.

The Representative of Switzerland stated that since the United States
document (Com. II/2) had been received only recently, the delegates should
be allowed more time in which to consider it before commenting. The
Representative of The Federal Republic of Germany agreed with this view.
The Chairman suggested that it might expedite Committee proceedings if there
were some preliminary discussion and he asked whether the Representative
of the United States would speak to its document (Cam. II/2).

The Representative of the United States, acknowledging the brief time
that the paper had been available to delegates, thought it would be useful
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to explain the theory upon which the document is based. He observed that

the document suggests a pragmatic--what works and what works best—appr
oach,

rather than a doctrinal or conceptual approach. He felt the present status

achieves two results: 1) it has operated without legal difficulty and

without unnecessary or undesirable complications in accomplishing its work,

and 2) the present joint venture form has enabled the different tele-

communications entities to join together directly in a venture which

financies, provides and operates the necessary facilities, without the ne
ed

of an intermediary, and, in so doing, reflects the kind of operati
on in

which INTELSAT is engaged. The Representative of the United States suggested

that this subject be discussed now even though other Committe
es may be in-

volved with matters related to this subject.

The Representative of Sweden stated that the circumstance
s surrounding

the 1964 arrangements were in various ways distinct fro
m those surrounding

the present arrangements. It is a major shortcoming of the present arrange-

ment that the owners of the space segment cannot speak in the
ir own name

about property they own. He recognized that this shortcoming included

serious political overtones, but, those shortcomings were still real
, re-

quiring resolution. He felt that the heart of the difficulty results from

the present arrangement whereby ownership of the system is in 
undivided

shares. The Representative of Sweden concluded that a legal personality was

therefore essential. He recognized that the organization performed two

distinct functions, one public and one commercial. With respect to the

public function, it seems appropriate that each member state be enti
tled to

one vote, while recognizing that majority requirement for decisi
ons is a

distinct issue. With respect to the commercial function, it seems to him

appropriate that voting be related to the share of the investment.

The Chairman recognized the complexity involved in this s
ubject and

the desirability of more time to study the paper submitte
d. He invited

discussion on other topics mentioned in document Com. II/1, wit
h the under-

standing that discussion of legal status would be resumed later
.

The Representative of Algeria expressed his hope that the p
ositions

of both Sweden and the United States would be further 
clarified in document

form.

The Chairman invited members who desired to speak to enter th
eir names

on the speakers list maintained by the Commit
tee Secretary.

The Representative of Australia, noting that the document submitte
d

by the United States mentioned the existence of cert
ain undesirable ramifi-

cations resulting from the granting of legal personality,
 asked that the

United States elaborate more fully on these disadvantages
.

The Representative of Mexico stated that 
the legal form the organization

would take was a key question upon which mu
ch of the work of Committee II

was dependent. He suggested that while it must await decisions of

Committee I on various matters) such as legal form) Committee II
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should proceed to explore the legal consequences flowing from the different
legal forms that Committee I may select.

Adjournment 

The Chairman suggested that the scheduling of the Committee's next
session be deferred until it became clear whether the trip to Cape Kennedy
continued as planned. The session adjourned at 4:40 p.m.

* * *
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SUMMARY RECORD - THIRD SESSION OF COMMITTEE II
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1969

Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso called the session to order at 3:10 p.m. He confirmed
that the Committee would defer consideration of Item I to a later stage of
its work.

Discussion of Item II, Legal Status of INTELSAT 

The Representative of Brazil suggested that it would be helpful to
clarify doubts common to many countries who use the Roman legal system if
the Committee considered what legal impediments there might be under various
legal systems if a joint venture concent were employed. These doubts arose
from the structure of legal systems and did not involve political considera-
tions. INTELSAT should possess the legal machinery most conducive to carrying
out its functions; however, the necessity for stable definitive arrangements
lasting over a number of years requires respect for certain basic precepts
of existing legal systems.

The Representative of Israel observed that, if his understanding is
correct, no special difficulties have arisen as to past legal activities of
INTELSAT, and that therefore there should be good reasons before another form
of legal relationship among the participants is substituted for the present
form. He suggested that the work of the Committee could be facilitated if
the Secretariat produced a document comparing the main advantages and dis-
advantages of the two legal forms that have been proposed, incorporating
references from the ICSC discussions.

The Secretary explained that in the time available, the Secretariat
most probably could not research and produce the desired document but would
be most willing to aid in assembling information made available by the various
delegations.

The Representative of Switzerland agreed that the solution of the ques-
tion of legal status must be satisfactory to all legal systems. To assist
in this respect, the Swiss delegation is preparing a paper comparing the
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proposed forms from the European standpoint. He proposed that the Committee
establish a small task force of jurists to draft a comparative document.

The Representative of the United States, recognizing the importance

of the questions mentioned by the Representatives of Brazil and Switzerland,

stated that now, as in 1964, it is important to construct a legal framework

for INTELSAT that can function effectively in, and consistent with, the

various legal systems. Moreover, this legal framework must be compatible

with and best suited to the functions and activities in which INTELSAT en-

gages. He noted that a joint venture is not itself a legal status nor does

it attempt to tailor itself to any particular legal system. Instead, it

relies upon the universally recognized principles of agency and contract and

the legal capacity of the various partners comprising the venture; it works

well where there is a broad basis of representation in the partnership. It

has been used worldwide by INTELSAT without difficulty. With respect to the

concern of various members regarding possible differences among the various

legal systems, the Representative of the United States stated that such

problems should be identified and examined to determine their validity in

terms of the specific business activities of INTELSAT, e.g. contracts,

acquisition, disposition and protection of property interests. He also felt

that the joint venture structure, besides being legally feasible and effect-

ive, is also well suited to the business of INTEIBAT, that of providing

satellite capacity and bandwidth to the various signatories for use in com-

binntion with their own earth stations, to create channels of communication.

In view of this cooperative relationship, he saw no necessity for placing

between the satellite and the signatories any form of ownership separate and

apart from the property interests of the signatories. To do so would serve

no purpose but to add to the administrative cost of the system. Recognizing

that the public interest nature of INTELSAT is basically organizational

rather than legal, he emphasized that a joint venture concept permitting

direct undivided ownership of the property by the signatories would not

dictate a particular organizational form. The joint venture had seemed to

work well for INTELSAT, and he felt that before consideration is given to

changing the legal form, a significant basis demonstrated by specific

problems should exist.

The Representative of the United Kingdom indicated that he had reached

no final conclusions but believed that in the final analysis INTELSAT's

legal status would depend upon its structure. He expressed doubts as to

whether the permanent organization could deal on an international plane

through an agent; he wondered, taking into account the general practice of

international organizations, whether the corporate structure should not be

viewed as normal, with the burden being on proving that it should not be

utilized.

The Representative of Chile, impressed by the substantial majority

recommendation regarding legal status in the ICSC Report, inquired as to the

United States' reasons.for recommending that the present legal form be re-

tained. He suggested that under the Roman law concept of agency, the
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manager is an unofficial agent of INTELSAT. He preferred that INTELSAT
have legal personality in international law with the signatories sharing
control to the extent of their interest in the entity, and that the lia-
bility be limited. Under Chilean law he saw no insurmountable problems
respecting privileges and immunities and taxation.

The Representative of the United States explained that the document
(Com. II/2) offered by the United States delegation was a sincere effort to
explore the issues concerning legal status. He offered several comments in
response to the questions raised by the Representatives of the United Kingdom
and of Chile. As a joint venture, INTELSAT could deal directly with public
international organizations both on a commercial and international basis.
As a legal matter, there wauld be nothing to preclude the partners from
designating an agent for a purpose in the furtherance of INTELSAT's business
as is presently done, the partners each having the legal capacity to appoint
an agent. INTELSAT's business makes unnecessary a world market value for
ownership shares in INTELSAT. Experience has shown that contracting is
easier in states that are members of INTELSAT since contractors know that
the local partner stands behind the contract. Financial matters that have
a direct impact on the partners in a joint venture, such as tax advantages
afforded them through a proportionate share of the venture's depreciation
of assets and other expenses, would, in the case of a legal entity, have
an impact upon that entity and would not pass through to the partners these
various tax advantages.

The Representative of the Philippines suggested that the difficulty may
lie with the legal interpretation of a partnership. He asked whether the
present status is one of general or limited partnership, and the extent to
which INTELSAT is now liable to suit. He also questioned whether a signatory,
as a principal, could also be an agent.

The Representative of Brazil, taking into account the previous statements
by various delegates, suggested that the Committee try to determine the draw-
backs in establishing a legal entity and avoid the more legalistic discussions.
To implement this, it was suggested that a small working group be established
to consider various alternatives including joint venture and legal entity,
and submit a report. He further noted that a change from the present manager
might entail a thorough revamping of the legal details.

The Representative of the United States agreed with the suggestion of
the Representative of Brazil as a practical way to proceed on the question
of legal status. Responding to the questions raised by the Representative
of the Philippines, the United States Representative stated that liability
of the undivided partners was a continuing concern, and that with respect
to third party liability, which varies according to jurisdiction, insurance
has been found to be the only acceptable solution. Regarding liability to
customers for interruption or failure to provide service, express "hold
harmless" provisions are contained in the allotment agreements, copies of
which could be made available to the delegates. As for party-defendants to
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to a suit, it was explained that first there must be jurisdiction over a
signatory after which the extent of its liability would depend upon the
legal system involved. Under the present arrangements, the other signa-
tories would contribute, to the extent of their proportionate investment,
to offset any loss and damages suffered by a signatory acting in INTELSAT's
behalf. In prosecuting a legal claim, the United States Representative
explained that it is not normally necessary to name all the partners, nor
does naming a partner normally require his appearance before the tribunal
hearing the claim. A distinct advantage afforded by the joint venture
format is that a claim may be prosecuted through the local signatory.

The Representative of Israel supported the forming of a working group

and suggested that it include in its consideration the reasons underlying

the recoiumendation in paragraph 233 of the ICSC Report.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany also supported

the suggestion of a work group which would study first the advantages and
disadvantages of legal forms associated with giving INTELSAT legal person-
ality. In addition, he suggested that the working group look into precedents
in other treaties and requested the United States to supply some examples
of multilateral joint ventures.

The Representative of Mexico stressed that the working group should

be as small as possible, contain delegates expressing opposing viewpoints,

and be open to all other delegates who wish to observe and, perhaps, inter-

vene.

The Representative of the United States, in response to the suggestion

of the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, urged that the

working group examine the pros and cons of several alternatives. As for

the matter of precedents, he stated that the United States would be pre-

pared to table in the working group examples supporting its position.

Chairman Ogiso named the representatives of the following States to the

working group: Brazil, Chile, Federal Republic of Germany, Philippines,

Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and the United States. He charged the

group with the tast of preparing a comparative table of the different legal

forms for presentation to the Committee.

Chairman Ogiso sought the Committee's consensus as to the date of the

next meeting. The Representative of Mexico, supported by the Representative

of Brazil, suggested that debate not resume until the working group has

finished its work. Chairman Ogiso adjourned the Committee at 5:10 p.m.

until further notice.

* * *
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PROVISIONAL SUMMARY RECORD - THIRD SESSION OF COMMITTEE II
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1969

Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso called the session to order at 3:10 p.m. He confirmed
that the Committee would defer consideration of Item I to a later stage of
its work.

Discussion of Item II  Legal Status of INTELSAT 

The Representative of Brazil suggested that it would be helpful to
clarify doubts common to many countries who use the Roman legal system if
the Committee considered what legal impediments there might be under various
legal systems if a joint venture concept were employed. These doubts arose
from the structure of legal systems and did not involve political considera-
tions. INTELSAT should possess the legal machinery most conducive to carrying
out its functions; however, the necessity for stable definitive arrangements
lasting over a number of years requires respect for certain basic precepts
of existing legal systems.

The Representative of Israel observed that, if his understanding is
correct, no special difficulties have arisen as to past legal activities of
INTELSAT, and that therefore there should be good reasons before another form
of legal relationship among the participants is substituted for the present
form. He suggested that the work of the Committee could be facilitated if
the Secretariat produced a document comparing the main advantages and dis-
advantages of the two legal forms that have been proposed, incorporating
references from the ICSC discussions.

The Secretary explained that in the time available, the Secretariat
most probably could not research and produce the desired document but would
be most willing to aid in assembling information made available by the various
delegations.

The Representative of Switzerland agreed that the solution of the ques-
tion of legal status must be satisfactory to all legal systems. To assist
in this respect, the Swiss delegation is preparing a paper comparing the

NOTE: Any changes or corrections in this Summary Report must be submitted
to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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proposed forms from the European standpoint. He proposed that the Committee
establish a small task force of jurists to draft a comparative document.

The Representative of the United States, recognizing the importance
of the questions mentioned by the Representatives of Brazil and Switzerland,
stated that now, as in 1964, it is important to construct a legal framework
for INTELSAT that can function effectively in, and consistent with, the
various legal systems. Moreover, this legal framework must be compatible
with and best suited to the functions and activities in which INTELSAT en-
gages. He noted that a joint venture is not itself a legal status nor does
it attempt to tailor itself to any particular legal system. Instead, it
relies upon the universally recognized principles of agency and contract and
the legal capacity of the various partners comprising the venture; it works
well where there is a broad basis of representation in the partnership. It
has been used worldwide by INTELSAT without difficulty. With respect to the
concern of various members regarding possible differences among the various
legal systems, the Representative of the United States stated that such
problems should be identified and examined to determine their validity in
terms of the specific business activities of INTELSAT, e.g. contracts,
acquisition, disposition and protection of property interests. He also felt
that the joint venture structure, besides being legally feasible and effect-
ive, is also well suited to the business of INTELSAT, that of providing
satellite capacity and bandwidth to the various signatories for use in com-
bination with their own earth stations, to create channels of communication.
In view of this cooperative relationship, he saw no necessity for placing
between the satellite and the signatories any form of ownership separate and
apart from the property interests of the signatories. To do so would serve
no purpose but to add to the administrative cost of the system. Recognizing
that the public interest nature of INTELSAT is basically organizational
rather than legal, he emphasized that a joint venture concept permitting
direct undivided ownership of the property by the signatories would not
dictate a particular organizational form. The joint venture had seemed to
work well for INTELSAT, and he felt that before consideration is given to
changing the legal form, a significant basis demonstrated by specific
problems should exist.

The Representative of the United Kingdom indicated that he had reached
no final conclusions but believed that in the final amlysis INTELSAT's
legal status would depend upon its structure. He expressed doubts as to
whether the permanent organization could deal on an international pinne
through an agent; he wondered, taking into account the general practice of
international organizations, whether the corporate structure should not be
viewed as normal, with the burden being on proving that it should not be
utilized.

The Representative of Chile, impressed by the substantial majority
recommendation regarding legal status in the ICSC Report, inquired as to the
United States' reasons for recommending that the present legal form be re-
tained. He suggested that under the Roman law concept of agency, the
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manager is an unofficial agent of INTELSAT. He preferred that INTELSAT
have legal personality in international law with the signatories sharing
control to the extent of their interest in the entity, and that the lia-
bility be limited. Under Chilean law he saw no insurmountable problems
respecting privileges and immunities and taxation.

The Representative of the United States explained that the document
(Com. II/2) offered by the United States delegation was a sincere effort to
explore the issues concerning legal status. He offered several comments in
response to the questions raised by the Representatives of the United Kingdom
and of Chile. As a joint venture, INTELSAT could deal directly with public
international organizations both on a commercial and international basis.
As a legal matter, there would be nothing to preclude the partners from
designating an agent for a purpose in the furtherance of INTELSAT's business
as is presently done, the partners each having the legal capacity to appoint
an agent. INTELSAT's business makes unnecessary a world market value for
ownership shares in INTELSAT. Experience has shown that contracting is
easier in states that are members of INTELSAT since contractors know that
the local partner stands behind the contract. Financial matters that have
a direct impact on the partners in a joint venture, such as tax advantages
afforded them thraugh a proportionate share of the venture's depreciation
of assets and other expenses, would, in the case of a legal entity, have
an impact upon that entity and wauld not pass through to the partners these
various tax advantages.

The Representative of the Philippines suggested that the difficulty may
lie with the legal interpretation of a T'artnership. He asked whether the
present status is one of general or limited partnership, and the extent to
which INTELSAT is now liable to suit. He also questioned whether a signatory,
as a principal, could also be an agent.

The Representative of Brazil, taking into account the previous statements
by various delegates, suggested that the Committee try to determine the draw-
backs in establishing a legal entity and avoid the more legalistic discussions.
To implement this, it was suggested that a small working group be established
to consider various alternatives including joint venture and legal entity,
and submit a report. He further noted that a change from the present manager
might entail a thorough revamping of the legal details.

The Representative of the United States agreed with the suggestion of
the Representative of Brazil as a practical way to proceed on the question
of legal status. Responding to the questions raised by the Representative
of the Philippines, the United States Representative stated that liability
of the undivided partners was a continuing concern, and that with respect
to third party liability, which varies according to jurisdiction, insurance
has been found to be the only acceptable solution. Regarding liability to
customers for interruption or failure to provide service, express "hold
harmless" provisions are contained in the allotment agreements, copies of
which could be made available to the delegates. As for party-defendants to
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to a suit, it was explained that first there must be jurisdiction over a
signatory after which the extent of its liability would depend upon the
legal system involved. Under the present arrangements, the other signa-
tories would contribute, to the extent of their proportionate investment,

to offset any loss and damages suffered by a signatory acting in INTELSAT's
behalf. In prosecuting a legal claim, the United States Representative
explained that it is not normally necessary to name all the partners, nor
does naming a partner normally require his appearance before the tribunal

hearing the claim. A distinct advantage afforded by the joint venture

format is that a claim may be prosecuted through the local signatory.

The Representative of Israel supported the forming of a working group

and suggested that it include in its consideration the reasons underlying

the recommendation in paragraph 233 of the ICSC Report.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany also supported

the suggestion of a work group which would study first the advantages and

disadvantages of legal forms associated with giving INTELSAT legal person-

ality. In addition, he suggested that the working group look into precedents

in other treaties and requested the United States to supply some examples

of multilateral joint ventures.

The Representative of Mexico stressed that the working group should

be as small as possible, contain delegates expressing opposing viewpoints,

and be open to all other delegates who wish to observe and, perhaps, inter-

vene.

The Representative of the United States, in response to the suggestion

of the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, urged that the

working group examine the pros and cons of several alternatives. As for

the matter of precedents, he stated that the United States would be pre-

pared to table in the working group examples supporting its position.

Chairman Ogiso nnmed the representatives of the following States to the

working group: Brazil, Chile, Federal Republic of Germany, Philippines,

Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and the United States. He charged the

group with the tast of preparing a comparative table of the different legal

forms for presentation to the Committee.

Chairman Ogiso sought the Committee's consensus as to the date of the

next meeting. The Representative of Mexico, supported by the Representative

of Brazil, suggested that debate not resume until the working group has

finished its work. Chairman Ogiso adjourned the Committee at 5:1_0 p.m.

until further notice.

* * *
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Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso called the session to order at 2:50 p.m. in the PAHO
Conference Hall. He called upon the Representative of the United Kingdom
to present, in the absence of the Chairman of the Working Group, a report
of the status of its work. The Representative of the United Kingdom stated
that the Working Group had not finished its debate of the issues before it
and expected that at the conclusion of its next meeting, tentatively planned
for the afternoon of Wednesday, March 5, it would begin to write this report.

Chairman Ogiso suggested that pending receipt of the report of the
Working Group the Committee begin discussion of Item II-3 and requested the
Representative of the United States, whose delegation had submitted II-3
to introduce the document.

Discussion of Itemi Privileges and Immunities

The Representative of the United States stated the document was self-
explanatory and based on the ICSC report which recommended that the question
of privileges and immunities be given careful consideration. The United States
has decided that a provision for privileges and immunities should be includ'ed
in the inter-governmental agreement and believed three forums appropriate:
(1) Certain privileges and immunities should be granted in the inter-
governmental agreement; (2) Additional privileges and immunities in a
headquarters agreement between INTELSAT and the country where the headquarters
is to be located; and (3) Additional privileges and immunities should be
negotiated as they become necessary in the course of the operation of the
organization with the individual countries involved.

The Representative of Sweden stated that the document submitted by the
United States apparently assumed that INTELSAT would not have legal personality.
In view of the fact that many countries have already expressed an interest
in having legal personality attached to the organization, consideration of
privileges and immunities should also proceed under the assumption that legal
personality would be given.

Chairman Ogiso stated that it was regretable but nevertheless unavoidable
that the Working Group had not completed its task, however,.he would like to
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propose the discussion continue with the understending that each country
make clear the basis of its assumption on,the legal personality for
INTELSAT.

The Representative of Chile stated the document submitted by the
United States refets on several occasions to a Board of Governors acting
on behalf of INTELSAT. He believed this implied that the document in
fact assumecl that legal personality would be granted since the board of
Governors could .not enter into an agreement regarding privileges and
immunities for an organization not having legal personality. He,therefore,
suggested that the diccussion proceed on an assumption of legal personality.

The Representative of the United States noted that under United States
law, privileges and immunities can be granted regardless of legal personality
and suggested that the Committee- move forward and leave legal personality and
its relation to privileges and immunities to the Working Group now consider-
ing legal personality.

The Representative of the United Ungdam stated that ths oueetion of legal
status was significant in view of.the fact that in .his country the granting
of privileges and immunities yas dependent on whether the international
organization had legal status.

The Chairman stated he wished to confirm that the United States had no
objection to continuing discussion on the basis of legal personality.

The Representative of the United States stnted that it was not his
understanding that Sweden and Chile had stated that work could not proaeed
without a decision on legal status. He understood Sweden's and Chile's
position was discussion of privileges and immunities should be based on the
assumption that legal personality was granted. He felt each country should
assume what was necessary in order to continue with the discussion. He
further stated that the Committee's objective should be to try to mold an
appropriate and effective privileges ond tmmunities orovision, if it decides
one is necessary, subject of course to later changes if developments so dictate.

The Representative of Chile said discussion could begin with the under-
etPading II:TELSAT hns e legal perconality. He asked how the Board of Governors
could represent INTELr;LT, as noted in Annex A, when the Bonrd of Governors

has no status since P!TELSAT has no identity or legnl status under his country's

legal system. He questioned whether en analysie could be made of privileges
-nd immunities and tnees independently of the question of legal status.

Chairman Cgiso steted that he recognized the difficulties in discussing
pr:vilegee and iseesmitiee without ,e decision on legel personality but vsked

thLt the discuecion proceed on the assumption that legal personality eas

granted vithout prejudice to the United States or .other countries thet hold

different views',
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?he euresentL,Lve of Sweden 3teted tht locluent submitted by
Seden C) envisioned a 3er- ration vithin the orgnnjeation eccording
to.functione, that is, public and commercial. This ceparntion wae not
intended as an end in itself, but wae expected to provide a more rational end

.workable division of the organization'e work. The principal consideration
supporting this divicion is the accommodation this separation lends to the
question of privileges and immunities. The dual structure would provide a
simple basis for decision on which privileges and immunities to grant. No
privileges nnd immunities would be granted to the commercial orgnn (corporation)
of the organization except national income and property taxes, because it
vould be unacceptnble to place the commercial enterprise on a better competitive
level with other commercial enterprises. With respect to the public functions,
the'organization would be entitled to receive a]l the appropriate privileges
and immunities ordinarily attributed to a purely international organization.
Ile stated that only by such a sepnration of functIons could the liability on
the commercial side be limited.

The Representative of Korea stated thet without n decision of the Working
Group regarding legal status, a consideration of all other items on the
agenda are rendered less meaningful. He suggested that those countries not
participating in the Working Group would like further details on the Working
Group proceedings.

Chairman Ogiso, noting the absence of the Chairman of the Working Group,
called upon the United Kingdom to provide the requested information.

The Representetive of the United Kingdom stated it has become apparent
that a fundamental cleavage has developed between those countries which support
the position for legal personality and those who believe no legal personality
is necessary. The Working Group has not completed its debate. It appeared to
him that, at the moment, a majority seemed to favor granting legal personality,
but it was possible that a different view could prevail.

The Representative o: the United Stntes stated thnt it would be heipful
to ascertain the attitudes of the members with respect to specific privileges
and immunities. It would be porticu]nrly helpful to know the position of the
members with respect to exemption from national income and property taxes, as
well ar each of the other privilege.° and immunities suggested in the document
submitted by the United States and suggested discussion on II-3 continue using
the previously agreed assuniptions.

The Representative of Sweden noted the interrelation of the privileges
and immunity discussion to Committee I consideration of the INTELSAT structure
and suggested the Committee move to a discussion of Item VII on Settlement of
Disputes,

The Representative of Chile said he was ready to continue discussion on
the basis of the ngreed asnumptions.
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The Representt.tie of the Netherlands stated that his Government would
have considersble difficulty with the provision of exemption from taxes as
presented in the United States document. He saw no reason why INTELSAT
should be given such exemption in view of the fact that it is a commercial
enterprise.

The Representative of Sweden ststed the simplicity of the Swedish
proposal was privileges and immunities would be granted to the public sector
but none to the commercial side of INTELSAT.

The Representative of Chile stated the United States document assumed
the headquarters of INTELSAT would be in the United States. The Committee
has no authority to determine where the headquarters should be. He believed
that a proper distinction should be drawn between taxes in the headquarter's
state and taxes in other member countries as well as between those applicable
to the organization and those applicable to the signatories.

The Representative of the United Kingdom stated that there appeared
to be some hesitancy to discuss privileges and immunities by this Committee.
This was not surprising in view of the fact that a multi-nationsa organization
is invol-red which, in addition, is to carry on a significant commercial
operation. The nearest parallel, which is not altogether helpful, is the
international banks. Since a number of decisions with respect to the structure
of the organization bear heavily on what privileges and immunities would be
appropriate, it may be preferable to include a provision in the agreement
regarding priVileges and immunities stated in general terms, with the specifics
left for adoption in a subsequent protocol. This approach would have the
vdvantage of providing the members with a full understanding of the nature
of the organization before decision on privileges and immunities was necessary.

The Representative of the United States responding to the remarks of
the Representative of Chile, stated the United States did not intend in its
document to determine the situs of the headquarters by reference to it in .
the document regarding privileges and immunities. It was his belief the
position of the United States would be the same regardless of where the
headquarters would be. He admitted that the public-e•ommercial dichotomy
had raised problems and that, because governments are involved, certain
privileges and immunities were beinE suggested. He supported the suggestion
of the United Kingdom that some privileges and immunities could be agreed
upon by the members subsequent to the adoption of the definitive arrangements.
He requested the Representative of Sweden to provide the Committee with an
indication which privileges and immunities would be granted to the public
organ under the Swedish proposal.

The Representative of Sweden stated its proposal differed from the
United Kingdom in that no delay would be involved and the relevant privileges
and immunities could be agreed upon and included in the definitive 4rrangements.
Responding to the Representative of the United States, he stated that the
organ performing the commercial functions would receive no privileges or
immunities except tax exemption, but the organ performing the public functions
would receive those privileges and immunities ordinarily granted internstionat
orFaniations.
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The Representative of Saudi Arabia stated that in deciding the question

of privileges and immunities the Committee must (1) determine the applicable

law and (2) decide whether the representatives of the organization are to

act in their sovereign or business capacity. In the case of the former, he

suggested that the solution to his question could be found in many inter-

. national organizations.

The Representative of Chile replying to the statement by the Representative

of the United States stated that he was not see,-ing to determine a site for

the headquarters but only referring to the language in attachment A of

Com. II/3 as a basis for his remarks. He viewed as extremely useful the

United States proposal presenting three possible solutions which would a
id

those countries in which it might be difficult to grant all of the privileges

and immunities in the definitive arrangements themselves. By way of reference

to Article XVI(b) of the Swedish proposal (Doc. 8) he explained that under

Chilean law privileges and immunities, as well as tax exemptions, as a general

rule,and with very few exceptions, are granted pursuant to laws approved by

the Congress of Chile. On the ether hand when international agreements con-

taining such provisions are ratified pursuant to Chilean law, the designated

provisions automatically become law in Chile. Therefore, he concluded that

a provision such as the Swedish article would have no practical effect i
n Chile

since domestic legislation would have to be enacted in order to grant any

privileges and immunities including tax exemptions not specified in the

definitive arrangements.

The Representative of Japan noted that two factors governed their

granting of privileges and immunities to international organizations:

(1) the legal status of the organization and (2) its structural character.

In Japan the rrivileges and immunities described in the United States

proposal, would require the organization to have legal Personality and

also be intergovernmental in character. Under current Japanese law

domestic legislation would have to be amended in order to grant privileges

and immunities to INTELSAT as envisioned in Com. II/31 but amending all the
relevant provisions of the domestic law would not be practically feasible
because it would require very cumbersome procedures.

The Representative of Pakistan noting that privileges and immunities
apparently vary among the various countries suggested that such a clause
in the definitive arrangements should be flexible and applicable within
all countries.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany inquired whether-,
under the Swedish concept, the property and assets of INTELSAT would be
subject to seizure. After quoting Article 7, Section 4 of the Charter of
the International Ban;: for Reconstruction and Development (World BanIr), he
as :ed for comments by the other delegates.

The Representative of Sweden noted that the Representative of the
Federal Republic or Germany was,correct in his interpretation of the Swedish
Proposal but sugested that the example of the World Bank was not relevant
an the Ban is not a mnrIlet operating exterprise but deals only with States
as clients, a restriction not applicable to INTELSAT. He argued that INTELSAT
would contract and therefore could expect to sue and be sued and its property
and assets, as a result, should be subject to seizure.
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The Representative of the United States, in res
ponding to the Chairman's

request that it comment on the immunities of prope
rty and assets under the

United States proposal, stated that such prope
rty and assets wouLd be immune

from confiscation and from property tax. In addition, it was his belief that

the World Bank's functions extended beyond tho
se described by the Swedish

Representative, since it also promotes financial
 undertakings and buys and

sells securities. In his view it was impossible to separate governmental

and commercial functions, for this reason
 the United States had included in

it paper those privileges and immunities wh
ich it thought INTELSAT should

have. He stated an interest in learning of other examp
les where there has been

a distinction made between the public and c
ommercial functions of an inter-

national organization, noting that privileg
es and immunities had been granted

the International Coffee Organization and t
he Cotton Institute, although they

also had commercial and public aspects.

The Representative of Sweden indicated th
at the examples offered by

the United States, such as the International 
Coffee Organi2,ation, did not

have a pUblic utility character thich , he sugg
ested, gave INTELSAT its

international public character apart from its co
mmercial character.

The Representative of the United States in re
ply urged as relevant the.

fact that INTELSAT is a sui generis organization a
nd thought it appropriate

that INTELSAT, because of its governmental chara
cter, should have certain

privileges and immunities but not necessarily all whic
h a purely governmental

organization would be entitled to. He reiterated the United States position

regarding certain privileges and immunities being con
tained in the definitive

arrangements while others would be set forth in a he
adquarters agreement.

The Representative of Switzerland supported the la
st two interventions

of the United States. He felt it quite difficult to separate clearly and

unambiguously the functions of the organization. He viewed the organization

under the definitive arrangements as truly international,
 and essentially

non-profit in character with universal participation, fun
ctioning essentially

as a public service for all nations. Consequently, he supported appropriate

privileges and immunities, including tax immunity, fo
r the organization, and

suggested the possibility of according INTELSAT privilege
s and immunities

greater than those mentioned in the United States paper
. He believed assets

and property should be free from seizure.

The Representative of Canada after endorsing the v
iews of both Switzerland

ard the United States, noted that Canadian law n
ormally accords privileges and

immunities on the basis of the United Nations Convention 
on Privileges and

Immunities. He viewed the privileges and immunities suggested by 
the United

States as roughly the same as those that could be 
feasibly accorded by Canada.

The Representative of Denmark inquired of the U
nited States as to the

consideration of privileges and immunities in a situa
tion where there is not

a private manager for INTELSAT. The Representative of the United States

responded that in his opinion the same prLvilege
s and immunities would be

appropriate.
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The kPpresentative or Australia noted that the matter of any privileges
and Immunities recommended or included in the definitive arrangements would
have to be referred to his Government ror appropriate legislative consider-
ation. For this reason he was inclined to agree with the suggestion of the
United Kingdom that the matter of privileges and immunities be left to a
subsequent protocol. He noted that Australia has a federal system of
government, under which the Commonwealth (Federal) Government levies taxes
on income while both the federal and state governments levy property taxes.
Althow;11 he couldn't predict what inrome tax exemptions Australia would afford
INTELSAT, he noted that international telecommunications are exempt from taxes
under current Legislation. He further noted that the proposed exemption from
income taxes by the United States would afford far greater benefits to the
other signatories if it j3 assumed that the bulk or INTELSAT income would
be earned in the United Stntes.

The Representative of Korea noted every country has its own distinct
procedure for granting privileges and immunities and suggested that the
debate of the Commidm should be directed to the types and extent of
privileges and immunities which INTELSAT should possess.

The Representative of Sweden noting the significance which .the
Representative of Switzerland attached to the immunity from seizure.,
referred to the statement in the Swiss paper Com. II/4 that an Organization
doing business must be subject to suit, and ased whether it was the Swiss
opinion that the enforcement of any judgement rendered against INTELSAT
should depend upon the decision of the INTELSAT Governing Body. In response
the Representative of Switzerland stated that this was only an apparent
discrepancy and wished to have his intervention understood in the sense of
Article 7, Section3 of the Charter of the World Bank, which he read to the
Committee.

The Representative of Sweden noting that presently a majority of INTELSAT
assets are privately owned asked of the Swiss Representative whether he had
taken into account in his consideration of the World Bani: example the extent
to which the property of the bank is privately owned. He renewed his question
as to whether a majority vote of the Governing Body could decide as to the
enforceability of a judgement against INTELSAT.

The Representative of India stated that INTELSAT, as an international
organization, should enjoy the privileges and immunities normally accorded
other international organizations. He supported thc United Kingdom and
Australian proposal for a general clause, such as paragraph 597 of the ICSC
Report, with the details to be specified later.

The Representative of Chile suggested that there was a latent problem
in the differentiation between public and commercial functions. He noted
that under the interim arrangements and the proposals for the definitive
arrangements specialized telecommunications entities may be designated as
INTELSAT signatories, their relations under the interim arrangements with
their respective governments having been expressly reserved as a matter of
domestic law. In some cases the governments provide funds for these tele-
communications entities in which case only a single interest is involved.
Thus, when such countriefz ae.ree as to the definitive arrangements they are
protectin,,: both tleir publft and the commercial interest as one. However,
when the :overnment is not an investor of funds in the signatory telecommuni-
cations entity there is a differentiation of interest, and the pUblic interest
should be nrotected by a domestic agreement between the Government and its
signator. Accordingly, the Representative viewed the present Article II of
the interim agreement as quite wise and hoped that it would be included in
the definitive arrangements.
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The Representctive of Frnce stated that it was difficult for him to
c2fer riny definitive views at this time as to the juridical structure of
INTELSAT; however, there were certain matters which he wished to note.
From the standpoint of privileges and immunities there must be a differentia-
tion of the public and commercial characters. For the public nature, the
problem is one of determining who will benefit, while from the commercial
viewpoint it must be stressed that there are states providing funds, and,
as a result, it would not be proper for others to benefit or derive profits
from such funds. He viewed the question of third party liability as
extremely difficult to solve consistent with the provisions relating to
liability of states contajned in the Treaty on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space. In this connection, it should be considered what property would be
subject to seizure to satisfy judgments obtained by third parties as well as
what form of justice could be applied to assure reimbursement to victims.

The Representative of the United Kingdom agreed with the United States
that it was very difficult to distinguish between public and commercial
functions, and surmised that there are large areas where it will be impossible
to distinguish the differences. In reference to the United States draft
Lrticle on -Privileges and immunities contained in Attachment A of Com. II/3,
he stated that the United Kingdom could accept most of it. Specifically, he
noted that subparagraph (a) was not really a matter of privileges and immunities,
that subparagraph (b) would require domestic legislation in the United Kingdom,
that subparagraphs (c) and (d) comprised a sensible arrangement, and that
subparagraph (e) would be quite satisfactory provided the word "additional" was
deleted and IWELSAT was an international organization.

The Representative of Australia supported the United Kingdom's statement
and stated a clause as proposed by the United Kingdom would be acceptable,
subject to any amendments which may become necessary after the adoption of the
legal form of the organization.

The Chairman,noting thot the discussions had been fruitful, stated his

belief that a majority of the delegates seemd to be in accord with the suggestion
of the United Kingdom for a general privileges and immunities clause with
details left to a later agreement or protocol. He then called for further views
based on the United States paper having understood the United Kingdam to have
voiced its approval of the subparagraphs contained therein and with the
understanding that no propoSal 'oas mAde to finalize the language.

The Representative of the United Kingdom, by means of clarification,
pointed out that at this stage the United States draft article would be
satisfactory if (1) there was a blank inserted in place of "Washington, D.C."

in subparagraph (a), (2) subparagraph (b) was deleted, and (3) the word
"additional" was deleted from subparagraph (e).

The Representative of Chile ex,Dressed his concern with the wording of
subparagraph (c) of the United States clause which, to him, seemed to omit

the signatories as immune from income taxation in the headquarters state,
-:lthough such imunity wa.s indicated as an example in Item 4 on page 3 of the
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United SL.Ltes p:4:›..)r. He asked a clarification Zr:om the United Staten
Representative.

.The Renresentative of thc United Stntes suggested that emph:tsis not be
p1Pced on the exp.mpl,:,s but, instead, on the draft language. In this connection,
he stated that the wcrd "partic3pants" in subparagraph (c) would include
signAories. He noted that the lzqlgunge, of course, could be chonged if
desired. In response to a further question irom the Representative of Chile,
the Representative of the United Kingdom pointed out that the Committee was
only considering general principles in discussing the language of the
United States draft article although he thought that the article was generally
satisfactory. He noted, of course, that he would want the word "participants"
to be undestood as dn,;luding signatories.

The Chairman emphasized that the present procedure was being followed
only for the purposes of discussion rlid that no commitments were being made by
any states during this discussion.

The Representative of Mexico, while noting that he was not in a position
to comment specifically as to any one of the provisicns, stated that under
Mexican law, if INTELSAT is an international organization the matter of
privileges and immunities would not be difficult but if it were a consortium,
'it would be questionable that it could grant them. He supported the idea of
a protocol and suggested that once the scope, structure, and legal status of
INTELSAT is determined the drafting of privileges and immunities should be
relatively easy.

The Chairman noted what seemed to him a slight difference of view between
the proposals of the United Kingdom and Mexico in that the former would accept
a general privileges and immunities.clause leaving the specifics to a later
protocol while the latter would prefer leaving the entire question of privileges
and immunities to a later protocol. As clarification, the Representative of
Mexico stated that he was reserving his position for the time being and recognized
that a general clause could be discussed in general terms with substaitive matters
2eft to later discussion and inclusion in a separate protocol.

Consideration of Sug ested Pro7r Com. II 1 Rev.am

The Chairman notinc that fruitful discussions had been achieved at this
meeting asked the Committee for suggestions as to whether the next meeting
should take up Item IV, .h..22LpAialLj2L1p=aLar.1_241d Buy-Out, or Item VII,
Settlement of Diaputes, assuming of course, that the Working Group is not in
a position to report back to the Committee by tomorrow afternoon. After
discussion by the delegates, including a statement by the Vice Mairman that in
his opinion he could not, unfortunately, give any conclusions about the progress
of the work of the Working Group until after a meeting scheduled for Wednesday
evening, the Chairman, hearing no objections, announced that Item IV would be
the next item for discussion. In addition the Chairman announced that
Ambassador Marks had requested the Committee to take over the consideration of
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Item VI on Committee I's agenda (Com. I/1 (Rev. 1))--Ntmber of agreements
constituting the definitive arrangements—because of its legal nature.
It was proposed by the Chairman that this item be included as Item X on
this Committee's agenda, and hearing no objections, it was placed on the
agenda.

Adjournment 

The meeting .was adjourned at 5:20 p.m. to conirene agp,in Wednesday,
March 5, at 2:30 k.m. in the. Pan American 'Health Organization Conference
Hall.
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Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso called the session to order at 2:50 p.m. in the PAHO
Conference Hall. He called upon the Representative of the United Kingdom
to present, in the absence of the Chairman of the Working Group, a report
of the status of its work. The Representative of the United Kingdom stated
that the Working Group had not finished its debate of the issues before it
and expected that at the conclusion of its next meeting, tentatively planned
for the afternoon of Wednesday, March 5, it would begin to write this report.

Chairman Ogiso suggested that pending receipt of the report of the
Working Group the Committee begin discussion of Item II-3 and requested the
Representative of the United States, whose delegation had submitted II-3
to introduce the document.

Discussion of Item 3, Privileges and Immunities 

The Representative of the United States stated the doaament was self-
explanatory and based on the ICSC report which recommended that the question
of privileges and immunities be given careful consideration. The United States
has decided that a provision for privileges and immuniLies should be includ:0
in the inter-governmental agreement and believed three forums appropriate:
(1) Certain privileges and immunities should be granted in the inter-
governmental agreement; (2) Additional privileges and immunities in a
headquarters agreement between INTELSAT and the country where the headquarters
is to be located; and (3) Additional privileges and immunities should be
negotiated as they become necessary in the course of the operation of the
organization with the individual countries involved.

The Representative of Sweden stated that the document submitted by the
United States apparently assumed that INTELSAT would not have legal personality.
In view of the fact that many countries have already expressed an interest
in having legal personality attached to the organization, consideration of
privileges and immunities should also proceed under the assumption that legal
personality would be given.

Chairman Ogiso stated that it was regretable but nevertheless unavoidable
that the Working Group had not completed its task, however, he would like to

NOTE: Any changes or corrections in this Summary Record must be submitted
to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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propose the discussion continue with the understanding that each country
make clear the basis of its assumption on the legal personality for
INTELSAT.

The Representative of Chile stated the document submitted by the
United States refers on several occasions to a Board of Governors acting
on behalf of INTELSAT. He believed this implied that the document in
fact assumed that legal personality would be granted since the board of
Governors could not enter into an agreement regarding privileges and
immunities for an organization not having legal personality. He,therefore,
suggested that the discussion proceed on an assumption of legal personality.

The Representative of the United States noted that under United States
law, privileges and immunities can be granted regardless of legal personality
and suggested that the Committee• move forward md leave legal personality and
its relation to privileges and immunities to the Working Group now consider-
ing legal personality.

The Representative of the United Mngdam stated that the question of legal
status wac significant in view of the fact that in his country the granting
of privileges and immunities was dependent on whether the international
organization had legal status.

The Chairman stated he wished to confirm that the United States had no
objection to continuing discussion On the basis of legal personality.

The Representative of the United States stated that it was not his
understanding thet Sweden and Chile had stated that work could not proceed
without e decision on legal status. He understood Sweden's and Chile's
position was discussion of privileges and immunities should be based on the
e.esumption that legal personality was granted. He felt each country should
assume what was necessary in order to continue with the discussion. He
further staten that the Committee's objecttve should be to try to mold an
appropriate and effective prIvileges and immunitier3 provision, if it decides
one is necessary, subject of course to later changes if developments so dictate.

The Representative of Chile said discussion could begin with the under-
standing INTELaAT hns a legal personality. He asked how the Board of Governors
could rcpre:;ent INTELSAT, noted in Annex A, when the Board of Governors
has no status since INTELSAT has no identity or legal status under his country's
legal system. He questioned whether an analysis could be made of privileges
and immunittes and texes independently of the question of legal status.

Chairman Ogiso stnted that he recoanized the difficulties in discussing
or3v-ilc,tLon and Lffulanities without a d...ici:;ion on levl personality but asked
that the discussion proceed on the assumption that legal personality was
granted without prejudice to the United States or other countries that hold
different views.
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The Representative of Sweden stated that the document submitted by
Sweden (Doc. 8) envisioned a separation wjthin the organization according
to functions, that is, public and commercial. This separation was not
intended as an end in itself, but was expected to provide a more rational and
workable division of the organization's work. The principal consideration
supporting this division is the accorrunodation this separation lends to the
question of privileges and immunities. The dual structure would provide a
simple basis for decision on which privileges and Lmmunities to grant. No
privileges and irrununities would be granted to the commercial orgnn (corporation)
of the organization except nntional incame and property taxes, because it
would be unacceptable to plFJce the commercial enterprise on a better competitive
level with other commercial enterprises. With respect to the public functions,
the organization would be entitled to receive all the appropriate privileges
and immunities ordinarily attributed to a purely international organization.
He stated that only by such a separation of functions could the liability on
the commercial side be limited.

The Representative of Korea stated that without a decision of the Working
Group regarding legal status, a consideration of all other items on the
agenda. are rendered less mc!aningful. He suggested that those countries not
participating in the Working Group would like furthcr details on the Working
Group proceedings.

Chairman Ogiso, noting the absence of the Chairman of the Working Group,
called upon the United Kingdom to provide the requested information.

The Representative of the United Kingdom stated it has become apparent
that a fundamental cleavage has developed between those countries which support
the position for legal personality and those who believe no legal personality
is necessary. The Working Group has not completed its debate. It appeared to
him that, at the moment, a majority seemed to favor granting legal personality,
but it was possible that a different view could prevail.

The Representative of the United States stated that it would be helpful
to ascertain the attitudes of the nembers with respect to specific privileges
and immunities. It would be particularly helpful to know the position of the
members with respect to exemption from national income and property taxes, as
well as each of the other privileges and Lmmunities suggested in the document
submitted by the United States and suggested discussion on I1-3 continue using
the previously agreed assumptions.

The Representative of Sweden noted the interrelation of the privileges
and immunity discussion to Committee I consideration of the INTELSAT structure
and suggested the Committee move to a discussion of Item VII on Settlement of
Disputes.

The Representative of Chile said he was ready to continue discusslon on
the basis of the agreed asaumptions.
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The Representtitive of the Netherlands stated that his Government wouldhave considerable difficulty with the provision of exemption from taxes aspresented in the United States document. He saw no reason why INTELSATshould be given such exemption in view of the fact that it is a commercialenterprise.

The Representative of Sweden stated the simplicity of the Swedishproposal was privileges and immunities would be granted to the public sectorbut none to the commercial side of INTELSAT.

The Representative of Chile stated the United States document assumedthe headquarters of INTELSAT would be in the United States. The Committeehas no authority to determine where the headquarters should be. He believedthat a proper distinction should be drawn between taxes in the headquarter'sstate and taxes in other member countries as well as between those applicableto the organization and those applicable to the signatories.

The Renresentative of the United Kingdom stated that there appearedto be some hesitancy to discuss privileges and immunities by this Committee.Thir was not surprising in view of the fact that a multi-national organizationis invol:ed which, in addition, is to carry on a significant commercialoperation. The nearest parallel, which is not altogether helpful, is theinternational banks. Since a number of decisions with respect to the structureof the organization bear heavily on what privileges and immunities would beappropriate, it may be preferable to include a provision in the agreementregarding privileges and immunities stated in general terms, with the specificsleft for adoption in a subsequent protocol. This approach would have theA.vantage of providini; the members with a full understanding of the natureof the organization before decision on privileges and immunities was necessary.
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The Representative of the United States responding to the remarks of
the Representative of Chile, stated the United States did not intend in its
document to determine the situs of the headquarters by reference to it in
the document regarding privileges and immunities. It was his belief the
position of the United States would be the same regardless of where the
headquarters would be. He admitted that the public-commercial dichotomy
had raised problems and that, because governments are involved, certain
privileges and immunities were being suggested. He supported the suggestion
of the United Kingdom that some privileges and immunities could be agreed
upon by the members subsequent to the adoption of the definitive arrangements.
He requested the Representative of Sweden to provide the Committee with an
indication which privileges and immunities would be granted to the pUblic
organ under the Swedish proposal.

The Representative of Sweden stated its proposal differed from the
United Kingdom in that no delay would be involved and the relevant privileges
and immunities could be agreed upon and included in the definitive arrangements.
Responding to the Representative of the United States, he stated that the
organ performing the commercial functions would receive no privileges or
immunities except tax exemption, but the organ performing the public functions
would receive those privileges and immunities ordinarily granted international
organizations.

The Representative of Saudi Arabia stated that in deciding the question
of privileges and immunities the Committee must (1) determine the applicable
law and (2) decide whether the representatives of the organization are to
act in their sovereign or business capacity. In the case of the former, he
suggested that the solution to his question could be found in many inter-
national organizations.

The Representative of Chile replying to the statement by the Representative
of the United States stated that he was not see.;ing to determine a site for
the headquarters but only referring to the language in attachment A of
Com. II/3 as a basis for his remarks. He viewed as extremely useful the
United States proposal presenting three possible solutions which would aid
those countries In which it might be difficult to grant all of the privileges
and immunittes in the definitive arrangements themselves. By way of reference
to Article XVI(b) of the Swedish proposal (Doc. 8) he explained that under
Chilean law privileges and immunities, as well as tax exemptions, as a general
rule,and with very few exceptions, are granted pursuant to laws approved by
the Congress of Chile. On the cther hand when international agreements con-
taining such provisions are ratified pursuant to Chilean law, the designated
provisions automatically become law in Chile. Therefore, he concluded that
a provision such as the Swedish article would have no practical effect in Chile
since domestic legislation would have to be enacted in order to grant any
privileges and immunities including tax exemptions not specified in the
definitive arrangements.
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The Representative of Japan noted that two factors governed their
granting of privileges and immunities to international organizations;
(1) the legal status of the organization and (2) its structural character.
In Japan the rrivileges and immunities described in the United States
proposal, would require the organization to have legal personality and
also be intergovernmental in character. Under current Japanese law
domestic legislation would have to be amended in order to grant privileges
and immunities to INTELSAT as envisioned in Com. II/3.

The Representative of Pakistan noting that privileges and immunities
apparently vary among the various countries suggested that such a clause
in the definitive arrangements should be flexible and applicable within
all countries.

The Representative of the Federal RepUblic of Germany inquired whether',
under the Swedish concept, the property and assets of INTELSAT would be
subject to seizure. After quoting Article 7, Section 4 of the Charter of
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development Odorld Bank), he
asked for comments by the other delegates.

The Representative of Sweden noted that the Representative of the
Federal Republic of Germany was correct in his interpretation of the Swedish
Proposal but suggested that the example of the World Bank was not relevant
as the Bank is not a market operating exterprise but deals only with States
as clients, a restriction not applicable to INTELSAT. He argued that INTELSAT
would contract and therefore could expect to sue and be sued and its property
and assets, as a result, should be subject to seizure.

The Representative of the United States, in responding to the Chairman's
request that it comment on the immunities of property and assets under the
United States proposal, stated that such property and assets would be immune
from confiscation and from property tax. In addition, it was his belief that
the World Bank's functions extended beyond those described by the Swedish
Representative, since it also promotes financial undertakings and buys and
sells securities. In his view it was impossible to separate governmental
and commercial functions, for this reason the United States had included in
it paper those privileges and immunities which it thought INTELSAT should
have. He stated an interest in learning of other examples where there has been
a distinction made between the public and commercial functions of an inter-
national organization, noting that privileges and immunities had been granted
the International Coffee Organization and the Cotton Institute, although they
also had commercial and public aspects.

The Representative of Sweden indicated that the examples offered by
the United States, such as the International Coffee Organization, did not
have a pUblic utility characterwhich., he suggested, gave INTELSAT its
international public character apart from its commercial character.
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The Representative of the United States in reply urged as relevant the.

fact that INTELSAT is a sui generis organization and thought it appropriate

that INTELSAT, because of its governmental character, should have certain

privileges and immunities but not necessarily all which a purely governmental

organization would be entitled to. He reiterated the United States position

regarding certain privileges and immunities being contained in the definitive

arrangements while others would be set forth in a headquarters agreement.

The Representative of Switzerland supported the last two interventions

of the United States. He felt it quite difficult to separate clearly and

unambiguously the functions of the organization. He viewed the organization

under the definitive arrangements as truly international, and essentially

non-profit in character with universal participation, functioning essentially

as a pUblie service for all nations. Consequently, he supported appropriate

privileges and immunities, including tax immunity, for the organization, and

suggested the possibility of according INTELSAT privileges and immunities
greater than those mentioned in the United States paper. He believed assets
and property should be free from seizure.

The Representative of Canada after endorsing the views of both Switzerland

and the United States, noted that Canadian law normally accords privileges and
immunities on the basis of the United Nations Convention on Privileges and
Immunities. He viewed the privileges and immunities suggested by the United
States as roughly the same as those that could be feasibly accorded by Canada.

The Representative of Denmark inquired of the United States as to the
consideration of privileges and immunities in a situation where there is not
a private manager for INTELSAT. The Representative of the United States
responded that in his opinion the same privileges and immunities would be
appropriate.

The Representative of Australia noted that the matter of any privileges
and immunities recommended or included in the definitive arrangements would
have to be referred to his Government for appropriate legislative consider-
ation. For this reason he was inclined to agree with the suggestion of the
United Kingdom that the matter of privileges and immunities be left to a
subsequent protocol. He noted that Australia has a federal system of
government, under which the Commonwealth (Federal) Government levies taxes
on income while both the federal and state governments levy property taxes.
Although he couldn't preddct what income tax exemptions Australia would afford
INTELSAT, he noted that international telecommunications are exempt from taxes
under current legislation. He further noted that the proposed exemption from
income taxes by the United States would afford far greater benefits to the
other signatories if it is assumed that the bulk of INTELSAT income would
be earned in the United States.

The Representative of Korea noted every country has its own distinct
procedure for granting privileges and immunities and suggested that the
debate of the Commidtbe should be directed to the types and extent of
privileges and immunities which INTELSAT should possess.
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The Representative of Sweden noting the significance which the
Representative of Switzerland attached to the immunity from seizure,
referred to the statement in the Swiss paper Com. II/4 that an Organization
doing business must be subject to suit, and asked whether it was the Swiss
opinion that the enforcement of any judgement rendered against INTELSAT
should depend upon the decision of the INTELSAT Governing Body. In response
the Representative of Switzerland stated that this was only an apparent
discrepancy and wished to have his intervention understood in the sense of
Article 7, Section3 of the Charter of the World Bank, which he read to the
Committee.

The Representative of Sweden noting that presently a majority of INTELSAT
assets are privately owned asked of the Swiss Representative whether he had
taken into account in his consideration of the World Bank example the extent
to which the property of the bank is privately owned. He renewed his question
as to whether a majority vote of the Governing Body could decide as to the
enforceability of a judgement against INTELSAT.

The Representative of India stated that INTELSAT, as an international
organization, should enjoy the privileges and immunities normally accorded
other international organizations. He supported the United Kingdom and
Australian proposal for a general clause, such as paragraph 597 of the ICSC
Report, with the details to be specified later.

The Renresentative of Chile suggested that there was a latent problem
in the differentiation between public and commercial functions. He noted
that under the interim arrangements and the proposals for the definitive
arrangements specialized telecommunications entities may be designated as
INTELSAT signatories, their relations under the interim arrangements with
their respective governments having been expressly reserved as a matter of
domestic law. In some cases the governments provide funds for these tele-
communications entities in which case only a single interest is involved.
Thus, when such countries agree as to the definitive arrangements they are
protecting both tlieir public and the commercial interest as one. However,
when the government is not an investor of funds in the signatory telecommuni-
cations entity there is a differentiation of interest, and the public interest
should be protected by a domestic agreement between the Government and its
signatory. Accordingly, the Representative viewed the present Article II of
the interim agreement as quite wise and hoped that it would be included in
the definitive arrangements.
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The Representative of Frsnce stated that it was difficult for him to
offer any definitive views at this time as to the juridical structure of
INTELSAT; however, there were certain matters which he wished to note.
From the standpoint of privileges and immunities there must be a differentia-
tion of the public and commercial characters. For the public nature, the
problem is cne of determining who will benefit, while from the commercial
viewpoint it must be stressed that there are states providing funds, and,
as a result, it would not be proper for others to benefit or derive profits
from such funds. He viewed the question of third party liability as
extremely difficult to solve consistent with the provisions relating to
liability of states conta'ned in the Treaty on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Spsce. In this connection, it should be considered what property would be
subject to seizure to satisfy judgments obtained by third parties as well as
what form of justice could be applied to assure reimbursement to victims.

The Representative of the United Kingdom agreed with the United States
that it was vi_ry difficult to distinguish between public and commercial
functions, and surmised that there are large areas where it will be impossible
to distinguish the differences. In reference to the United States draft
article on privileges and immunities contained in Attachment A of Com. II/3,
he stated that the United Kingdom could accept most of it. Specifically, he
noted that subparagraph (a) was not really a matter of privileges and immunities,
that subparagraph (b) would require domestic legislation in the United Kingdom,
that subparagraphs (c) and (d) comprised a sensible arrangement, and that
subparagraph (e) would be quite satisfactory provided the word "additional" was
deleted and IDTELSAT was an international organization.

The Representative of Australia supported the United Kingdom's statement
and stated a clause as proposed by the United Kingdom would be acceptable,
subject to any amendments vhich msy become necessary after the adoption of the
legal form of the orzanization.

The Chairman,ncting that the discussions had been fruitful, stated his
belief that a majority of the delegates seemed to be in accord with the suggestion
of the United Kingdom for a general privileges and immunities clause with
details left to a later agreement or protocol. He then called for further views
based on the United States paper having understood the United Kingdom to have
voiced its approval of the subparagraphs contained therein and with the
understending that no proposal was mbde to finalize the language.

The Representative of the United Kingdom, by means of clarification,
pointed out that at this sttge the United States draft article would be
satisfactory if (1) there was a blank inserted in place of Nashington, D.C."
in subparagraph (a), (2) eubparagraph (b) was deleted, and (3) the word
"additional" was deleted from subparagraph (e).

The Representative of Chile expressed his concern with the wording of
subp?ragraph (c) cf the United States clause which, to him, seemed to omit
the signatories as immune from income taxation in the headquarters state,
althoigh such immunity 1.7.as indicated as an example in Item 4 on page 3 of the
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United States paper. He asked a clarification from the United States
Representative.

The Representative of the United States suggested that emphasis not be
placed on the examples but, instead, on the draft language. In this connection,
he stated that the word "participants" in subparagraph (c) would include
signatories. He noted that the language, of course, could be changed if
desircd. In response to a further question from the Representative of Chile,
the Representtive of the United Kingdom pointed out that the Committee was
only considering general principles in discussing the language of the
United States draft article although he thought that the article was generally
satisfactory. He noted, of course, that he would want the word "participants"
to-be understood in'-iuding signatories.

The Chairman emphasized that the present procedure was being followed
only for the purposes of discussion and that no commitments were being made by
any states during this discucsion.

The Representative of Mexico, while noting that he was not in a position
to comment sl)ecifically as to any one of the provisials, stated that under
fle.xican law, if INTELSAT is an international organization the matter of
privileges and immunities would not be difficult but if it were a consortium,
it would be questionable that it could grant them. He supported the idea of
a protocol and suggested that once the scope, structure, and legal status of
INTELSAT is determined the drafting of privileges and immunities should be
relatively easy.

The Chairman noted what seemed to him a slight difference of view between
the proposals of the United Kingdom and Mexico in that the former would accept
a general privileges and immunities clause leaving the specifics to a later
protocol while the latter would prefer leaving the entire question of privileges
and immunities to a later protocol. As clarification, the Representative of
Mexico stated that he was reserving his position for the time being and recognized
that a general clause could be discussed in general terms with substaative matters
left to later discussion and inclusion in a separate protocol.

Consideration of Suggested Work Proram (Cam. IIALIKL.11

The Chairman noting that fruitful discussions had been achieved at this
meetin asked the Committee for suggestions as to whether the next meeting
should take up Item IV, Lccessj__ox.onany__d-Out, or Item VII,
Settlement of Disputes, assuming of course, that the Working Group is not in
a position to report back to the Committee by tomorrow afternoon. After
discussion by the delegates, including a statement by the Vice Mairman that in
his opinion he could not, unfortunately, give any conclusions about the progress
of the work of the Working Group until after a meeting scheduled for Wednesday
evening, the Chairman, hearing no objections, announced that Item IV would be
the next item for discussion. In addition the Chairman announced that
Ambassador Marks had requested the Committee to take over the consideration of
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Item VI on Committee I's agenda (Com. I/1 (Rev. 1))--NUmber of agreements
constituting the definitive arrangements—because of its legal nature.
It was proposed by the Chairman that this item be included as Item X on
this Committee's agenda, and hearing no objections, it was placed on the
agenda.

Adj ournment 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p.m. to convene again Wednesday,
March 5, at 2:30 p.m. in the Pan American Health Organization Conference
Hall.

* * *
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Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 2:50 p.m. He announced that
the working group dealing with legal status had rescheduled its meeting
for 2:30 p.m., Thursday, March 6. As agreed at the last meeting, the
Committee would consider Item IV, Accession, Supersession and Buy-Out.

Discussion of Item IV Accession Supersession and Bu -Out

The Chairman stated that document Com. II/5, submitted by the
United States, dealing with accession, supersession and buy-out, had been
reached by the Secretariat translation service late the -orvious evening
and the translations were still in prucess. He wondered whether the French-
and Spanish-speaking delegations might agree to some preliminary discussion
while awaiting these translations. No objections were perceived at this
point and the Chairman suggested the Representative of the United States
might make some introductory comments on the document. Since delegations
had not had an opportunity to study the document fully, he suggested the
United States Representative might comment in some detail.

The Representative of the United States stated that Article IX of
the Interim ArTangements provided general principles, not specifics,
regarding accession and supersession. Three basic questions must be resolved:(1) transfer of existing rights and obligations to the definitive arrange-
ments; (2) the percentage of present membership whose consent would benecessary to bring the definitive arrangements into force; (3) a procedurefor compensating present members if they do not accede to the definitivearrangements. An equitable rule would be for the new arrangements toenter into force when two-thirds of the present parties whose signatoriesheld 80% of the total investment acceded. Non-continuing members shouldreceive from the organization their net paid-in capital plus a reasonablereturn thereon; their previously acquired patent and data rights wouldcontinue so long as they abided by the conditions on which those rights
were granted. With respect to buy-out, Committee II should develop agenural rule with precise formulations left to Committee III. In Doc. 10,
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submitted by the United States, Article II of the proposed Intergovern-
mental Agreement and Article 2 of the proposed Operating Agreement
provide a simple method of transfering rights and obligations from the
interim to the definitive arrangements. Article XI(c) of the proposed
Intergovernmental Agreement, dealing with entry into force, was modeled
on Article XII of the Interim Agreement and requires the consent of
two-thirds of the parties whose signatories hold 80% of the investment.
A two-thirds majority is frequently found in international agreements
with amendment provisions. Article 16 of the proposed Operating Agree-
ment provides a procedure by which that Agreement wbuld enter into force
as to its signatories.

The Representative of Chile felt tha since the document (Com. II/5)
was not yet available in Spanish, it should not, in accordance with the
previous Conference understanding, be considered until circulated in all
three official languages. The Representative of Venezuela concurred.
The Chairman observed that the point was well taken, recalling that he
had suggested some preliminary comments in the interim which might be useful.
The Representative of France agreed with the Chilean Representative.
He wished to proceed but not on the basis of a document not yet available
in all official languages. Otherwise, he felt that an exchange of views
was altogether appropriate. He noted that a document submitted by Sweden
was before the Committee in the official languages. The Representative
of Sweden concurred, saying there was enough before the Committee for
a general exchange of views.

The Chairman asked if there were any objections to going on with
this item without reference to non-translated documents. The Repre-
sentative of the United States pointed out that Doc. 10, before the
Committee in the three official languages, contained the United States
position which the most recent document merely elaborated upon. The
Representative of Brazil suggested that Articles XI and 16 of Doc. 10
submitted by the United States should form the basis of the Committee's
discussion. The Representative of Chile suggested the discussion proceed
in general terms without specific reference to documents not fully trans-
lated and distributed. The discussion thereupon proceeded.

The Representative of Sweden, feeling that the substantive problem
with respect to this subject was rather limited in scope, suggested the
analysis proceed under that assumption, that legal personality will be
granted and the joint venture will continue. Regarding the first assump-
tion, he saw a very simple answer; the transfer or property owned in
undivided shares required the unanimous ap:reement of all parties. The
more difficult question arises when one tries to determine whether a
different result would obtain under the second assumption. Sweden felt
that since the Interim Agreement did not provide for amendment by less
than unanimous consent, it could not be replaced without unanimous consent.
As a result, there should be no significant difference under either basic
assumption. In addition, the United States proposal would permit expro-
priation of 20% of the property by the holders of the other 80%.
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The Representative of Chile asked whether paragraph 20 of the Rules

of Procedure, as adopted, which states that the agreement shall be adopted

by two-thirds of the representatives, meant that the definitive arrange-

ments shall enter into force by that majority. The Representative of

Gweden stated that acceptance of rules of procedure could in no way

amend or revise a duly ratified treaty. The Representative of Mexico

fully agreed with Sweden. Without an express statement to the contrary,

unanimity is the rule in international law.

Procedural rules are general rules for discussions that could not

be used to permit a group of states to bind another state without its

consent.

The Representative of Chile wished to clarify if one country could

prevent the definitive arrangements from entering into force by merely

refusing to accede. The Representative of Mexico replied that those

agree to continue under definitive arrangements will obviously consider

them binding while the remainder will consider the interim agreements

applicable.

The Representative of the United Kingdom noted that adoption of a

text by this Conference has nothing to do with ratification by the govern-

ments and accession to the definitive arrangements. The former shall

be governed by the two-thirds majority rule adopted in the Rules of

Procedure. For entry into force the rules of international Law,

as expressed in the International Law Commission's Draft Convention on

Treaties, require unanimous consent for supersession, unless the earlier

agreement provided for supersession by less than unanimous consent.

Such provision was included in the Interim Arrangements. By Article XV
the Interim Agreement remains in effect until entry into force of the
definitive arrangements; this provision clearly shows that definitive
arrangements were envisioned, Article IX safeguards investments, which
would be unnecessary if unanimous consent was intended. Unanimity is
not required; it was therefore necessary to arrange for entry into force
of the definitive arrangements by less than all the parties to the
Interim Agreement. A requirement of two-thirds of the parties with about
80% of the investment was about right. Providing present members one
year to accede to the definitive arrangements seemed appropriate. Com-
pensation of non-continuing members should be considered in depth by
Committee III but general legal principles should be set by this
Committee. Reasonable compensation involved some fair system for
valuing the non-continuing member's share of the assets and liabilities.

Chairman Ogiso asked if there was any disagreement that adoption
of the text of definitive arrangements by two-thirds of the Conference
Representatives pursuant to the Rules of Procedure was separate from the
question of entry into force of such arrangements. No disagreement was
noted.
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The Representative of Venezuela shared the United Kingdom's view

that the Interim. Agreement looked to the conclusion of definitive

arrangements and, in that connection, included substantive as well as

procedural aspects.

The Representative of Sweden agreed with the International Law

Commission's draft and, therefore, with the principles of international

law expressed by the United Kingdom Representative. However, he disagreed

with the latter's application of those principles to the present situation.

Specifically, the Interim Agreement does not provide for less than unanimous

consent for supersession. No amendment procedure was included; this was

conclusive that unanimous consent was essential. The Special Agreement,

in contrast to the Interim Agreement, has an amendment clause; therefore,

less than unanimous consent might suffice with respect to the Special

Agreement. He found it impossible to determine from the Interim Agree-

ment what percentage of the parties would have to agree to its supersession;

a small number of members could thus merely claim rights under some definitive

arrangements mutually agreed upon by them and declared to have entered

into force. He could not conclude that it was possible to terminate the

Agreement by majority vote.

The Representative of India disagreed with the Representative of

Sweden and agreed with the United Kingdom Representative. Sweden attaches

too much emphasis to the absence of any amendment provisions in the interim

arrangements. There was no need to include such an amendment provision

since that agreement was intended at the outset to be merely interim,

and that definitive arrangements would be concluded within a short time

to replace them. Article IX clearly established this Conference and the

procedure to be followed for valid definitive arrangements to come into

force, after which no rights can be claimed under the Interim Agreement

since, by the express terms of Article XV, it would no longer be in force.

Nor could a small number of countries claim INTELSAT property under

definitive arrangements which were not the result of strict adherence

to Article IX.

The Representative of Argentina agreed with the Representative of

India. The present arrangements are merely interim; Article IX was

sufficient to avoid any assertion of arbitrary procedures. He did not

share the Swedish concern regarding expropriation since INTELSAT is the

subject of international legislation.

The Representative of the Philippines generally agreed with the

Representativesof India and Argentina. All the parties signed the Interim

Agreement knowing that sooner or later a permanent agreement would be

signed. In the meantime, the Interim Agreement remains in force and aan

be acceded to. No one member should have a veto as to how and when the

permanent arrangements enter into force. Proposed Article XXI,Convention
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on the Law of Treaties,provides in subparagraph (a) that: "A Treaty

enters into force in such a manner and upon such a date, as it may

provide, or as the negotiating states may agree." This is the crux of

the problem and requires this Conference to negotiate terms and conditions

relating to the entry into force of the definitive arrangements.

The Representative of Brazil felt that the Committee should deal

first with accession, and secondly with supersession. Recognizing that

the debate was concerned with supersession, he stated that only in the

absence of a convention to which the Conference could look for guidance

should the principles of international law be applied. Articles IX(a)

and (b) of the Interim Agreement constituted such a convention and pro-

vided norms by which the Conference should be guided. The definitive

arrangements shall be substituted for the interim arrangements and they

shall safeguard the investment made by the signatories to the Special

Agreement. The draft Convention of the Law of Treaties cannot be utilized

at this time as it has not come into force. Parties who signed the interim

arrangements acknowledged their rights and obligations would be terminated

by entry into force of definitive arrangements. It would be necessary

to negotiate separate agreements with non-continuing parties to provide

equitable reimbursement, but he saw no danger of expropriation.

The Representative of Saudi Arabia agreed with the Representative

of India and described the interim arrangements as having a time limit,

after which they would have no binding effect. He asked whether a party

could sign the definitive arrangements with reservations and, if so, to

what extent.

The Representative of Venezuela, noting the valuable contribution

of the Brazilian Representative, asked whether he felt a non-continuing

member recognized his ownership rights could be affected by the new

agreement. The Representative of Brazil felt the interim arrangements

left this question unanswered; it could be handled by separate agreement

or arbitration.

The Representative of Denmark felt there might be a conflict between

a single global system and entry into force of the definitive arrangements;

since the interim arrangements are binding until there is unanimous

accession to the new arrangements, there may end up two systems. While

in many multi-lateral agreements a revised agreement could be applied

to one group of parties while retaining the original agreement in force

as to the remainder, this cuuld not be done for INTELSAT without ignoring

the single global system concept.

The Representative of Sweden shared other delegates' interest in

assuring no veto power for one or a small group of states. However, he

found it necessary to make a formal reservation on the legal structure

of the interim agreement. None of the interventions in suppert of a less-

than-unanimity rule had been convincing. Recognizing that Article IX(b)

has some bearing on the substance of the agreements and thus obligates
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the parties to act in a certain direction, it is silent as to entry into

force of the definitive arrangements and the concurrent termination of

the interim arrangements. The interim character of the present arrange-

ments has no bearing on the present problem. They were entered into by

consent of all of the signatories and cannot be replaced without their
consent. The Supplemental Agreement on Arbitration had not come into
force until signed and ratified by all parties to the Interim Agreement.

The Representative of France noted that the final text of the Convention
on Treaties has yet to be drafted and thus reference must be to customary
international law in which the principle for supersession is unanimity.

There were two delicate problems regarding supersession; safeguarding

the members' rights and buy-out. If the definitive arrangements were

to be effective, they must eliminate these problems for the present

members.

The Representative of Australia referred to the observation by the

Swedish Representative that nothing in the Interim Agreement concerned

its amendment, although the Special Agreement contains an amendment

provision. Article IX of the Interim Agreement provides for a Conference

of the parties to that Agreement. The Interim Agreement can not be

amended by the two-thirds majority vote provided for in the Conference

Rules of Procedure. This does not preclude amendment of the Special

Agreement by the ICSC, operating on the two-thirds basis in the Special

Agreement. He agreed with the United Kingdom that the interim arrange-

ments contemplate replacement by permanent arrangements although he was

unable to find specific provisions on the mechanics for replacing the

interim arrangements.

The Representative of the United States fully agreed with the

United Kingdom, India, and Brazil. International law does not require

unanimity. The interim agreement implies a less-than-unanimity require-

ment for entry into force of the definitive arrangements. A common sense

approach was preferable. He questioned whether the delegates wished to

apply to the present situation a rule that an existing agreement cannot

be changed without unanimous consent of the parties thereto. If better

definitive arrangements exist, whose entry into force would not prejudice

the rights of any present members, the United States would prefer to

supercede the interim arrangements. As a matter of clarification, the

United States was not suggesting expropriation; those members not continuing

would be adequately compensated. He disagreed with the Swedish position,

believing their draft provisions did not adquately cover the matters under

consideration. As a matter of procedure, he suggested the Committee

consider the specific language before it in Docs. 8 and 10 and try to
formulate recommendations.
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To clarify a question relating to the Swedish position, the Chair-
man inquired of its Representative whether he felt an ITU member, after
the adoption of the definitive arrangements text and accession to it by
most, but not all, of the necessary present members, could accede to the
Interim Agreement to obstruct entry into force of the definitive arrange-
ments.

The Representative of Sweden answered in the affirmative. There
existed a precedent; the coming into force of the Supplemental Agreement
on Arbitration had been delayed through the need for new acceding States
to ratify it. In reply to the United States, he noted that a treaty could
be amended by either unanimous consent of the parties or pursuant to
provisions of an amendatory clause; since the Interim Agreement did not
contain the latter, unanimity was necessary.

The United States Representative, replying to a question by the
Argentine Representative, felt the Committee could discuss the specific
languqge proposed by the United States without referring to the textual
commentary in Com. II/5. The proposed provisions in Doc. 10 relating
to the matter under discussion do not significantly vary from similar
articles in other international agreements.

The Chairman, observing that there was no objection, invited discussion
on the pertinent language before the Committee.

The Representative of Chile noted that under Article XI(c) of the
United States proposed Intergovernmental Agreement, there exist two joint
requirements for entry into force: (1) two-thirds of the parties to
the Interim Agreement and (2) that these should represent at least 80%
of the investment share under the interim arrangements. Under this arrange-
ment the definitive arrangements could not enter into force without
United States consent, nor could they under a unanimity requirement.
Referring to the manner in which the ITU 1965 Convention specifies its
entry into force he suggested entry into force of the definitive arrange-
ments be on the basis of a quorum decided upon by this Conference.
Otherwise, one member could block the substitution of the definitive
arrangements for the interim arrangements.

The Chairman asked the United iltates Representative about the property
rights of a present member who, for domestic reasons, is unable to join
the new organization before the entry into force of the definitive arrange-
ments. The Representative of the United States responded that draft Article
XI(c) covers this problem by allowing a government to sign the definitive
agreement subject to later ratification, in which case the agreement could
be provisionally applied until subsequent ratification. A one-year grace
period is provided under Article 4 of the proposed Operating Agreement,
but the Signatory of the member would not have a vote until either its final
approval of the new agreement or its statement of intention to apply the new
agreement provisionally was deposited.
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The Representative of Brazil said that, regarding ratification, his'
delegation could accept the United States proposed Article XI, although
the language could be improved. The Draft Convention on the Law of
Treaties contains five methods by which governments can be bound by a
treaty; signature without reservation, acceptance, appraral, accession,
and ratification. In this regard he noted confusion as to the United States
language, since in many countries legislative or other domestic approval
is necessary before the government can become bound by an agreement. He
suggested a paragraph describing the manner in which a government can
become a party to the definitive arrangements and a separate paragraph
on supersession and ratification. These views were shared by the
Representative of Argentina who expressed surprise at the concept of
accession with reservation.

The Representative of the United States indicated that, although
the language of Article XI could probably be improved, it came in large
measure from the Interim Agreement. He further noted the International
Coffee Agreement allows for signature subject to later approval. He
suggested that the precise wording be considered by a working group.
The Chairman hoped the United States would suggest specific wording.

The United Kingdom Representative reiterated his general agreement
with the principles in proposed Article XI. Referencing the Swedish
working draft, Doc. 8, he disagreed with the requirement of unanimous
acceptance before the definitive arrangements could enter into force,
as expressed in Article XXII.

The Representative of Switzerland recognized it might be impractical
to demand unanimity because of the effect a non-consenting member's veto
would have.

The United States proposal was inmnsistent with a no-veto concept
since it would give a veto to the largest participant.

The Chairman suggested that at its next session the Committee first
return to Item Legal Status, if the report of the Working Group is
available, and also be prepared to continue discussion on Ilmt IV and
perhaps even Item V and VI. He also requested that delegates submit papprs
as early as possible to the Secretariat so they can be prepared and
distributed well ahead of the meeting -blink:. The next session would be
Friday, March 7, at 2:30 p.m.

Adjournment 

The session was adjourned at 5:30 p.m.

* * *
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Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 2:50 p.m. He announced that

the working group dealing with legal status had rescheduled its meeting

for 2:30 p.m., Thursday, March 6. As agreed at the last meeting, the

Committee would consider Item IV, Accession, Supersession and Buy-Out.

Discussion of Item IV Accession Supersession and Bu -Out

The ghairman stated that document Com. II/5, submitted by the

United States, dealing with accession, supersesion and buy-out, had been

reached by the Secretariat translation service late the prcivious evening

and the translations were still in process. He wondered whether the French-

and Spanish-speaking delegations might agree to some preliminary discussion

while awaiting these translations. No objections were perceived at this
point and the Chairman suggested the Representative of the United States
might make some introductory comments on the document. Since delegations
had not had an opportunity to study the document fully, he suggested the
United States Representative might comment in some detail.

The Representative of the United States stated that Article IX of
the Interim Arrangements provided general principles, not specifics,
regarding accession and supersession. Three basic questions must be resolved:
(1) transfer of existing rights and obligations to the definitive arrange-
ments; (2) the percentage of present membership whose consent would be
necessary to bring the definitive arrangements into force; (3) a procedure
for compensating present members if they do not accede to the definitive
arrangements. An equitable rule would be for the new arrangements to
enter into force when two-thirds of the present parties whose signntories
held 80% of the total investment acceded. Non-continuing members should
receive from the organization their net paid-in capital plus a reasonable
return thereon; their previously acquired patent and data rights would
continue so long as they abided by the conditions on which those rights
were granted. With respect to buy-out, Committee II should develop a
genural rule with precise formulations left to Committee III. In Doc. 10,

7577-777.777Eges or corrections in this Summary Record must be submitted
to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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submitted by the United States, Article II of the proposed Intergovern-
mental Agreement and Article 2 of the proposed Operating Agreement
provide a simple method of transfering rights and obligations from the
interim to the definitive arrangement:. Article XI(c) of the proposed
Intergovernmental Agreement, dealing with entry into force, was modeled
on Article XII of the Interim Agreement and requires the consent of
two-thirds of the parties whose signatories hold 80% of the investment.
A two-thirds mnjority is frequently found in international agreements
with amendment provisions. Article 16 of the proposed Operating Agree-
ment provides a procedure by which that Agreement wbuld enter into force
as to its signatories.

The Representative of Chile felt tha since the document (Com. II/5)
was not yet available in Spanish, it should not, in accordance with the
previous Conference understanding, be considered until circulated in all
three official languages. The Representative of Venezuela concurred.
The Chairman observed that the point was well taken, recalling that he
had suggested some preliminary comments in the interim which might be useful.
The Representative of France agreed with the Chilean Representative.
He wished to proceed but not on the basis of a document not yet available
in all official languages. Otherwise, he felt that an exchange of views
was altogether appropriate. He noted that a document submitted by Sweden
was before the Committee in the official languages. The Representative
of Sweden concurred, saying there was enough before the Committee for
a general exchange of views.

The Chairman asked if there were any objections to going on with
this item without reference to non-translated documents. The Repre-
sentative of the United States pointed out that Doc. 10, before the
Committee in the three official languages, contained the United States
position which the most recent document merely elaborated upon. The
Representative of Brazil suggested that Articles XI and 16 of Doc. 10
submitted by the United States should form the basis of the Committee's
discussion. The Representative of Chile suggested the discussion proceed
in general terms without specific reference to documents not fully trans-
lated and distributed. The discussion thereupon proceeded.

The Representative of Sweden, feeling that the substantive problem
with respect to this subject was rather limited in scope, suggested the

analysis proceed under that assumption, that legal personality will be

granted and the joint venture will continue. Regarding the first assump-
tion, he saw a very simple answer; the transfer of -property owned in
undivided shares required the unanimous agreement of all parties. The
more difficult question arises when one tries to determine whether a
different result would obtain under the second assumption. Sweden felt
that since the Interim Agreement did not provide for amendment by less
than unanimous consent, it could not be rep1Pced without lananimous consent.
As a result, there should be no significant difference under either basic
assumption. In addition, the United States proposal would permit expro-
priation of 20% of the property by the holders of the other 80%.
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The Representative of Chile asked whether paragraph 20 of the Rules
of Procedure, as adopted, which states that the agreement shall be adopted
by two-thirds of the representatives, meant that the definitive arrange-
ments shall enter into force by that majority. The Representative of
Sweden stated that acceptance of rules of procedure could in no way
amend or revise a duly ratified treaty. The Representative of Mexico
fully agreed with Sweden. Without an express statement to the contrary,
unanimity is the rule in international Iaw.

Procedural rules are general rules for discussions that could not
be used to permit a group of states to bind another state without its
consent.

The Representative of Chile wished to clarify if one country could
prevent the definitive arrangements from entering into force by merely
refusing to accede. The Representative of Mexico replied that those who
agree to continue under definitive arrangements will obviously consider
them binding while the remainder will consider the interim agreements
applicable.

The Representative of the United Kingdom noted that adoption of a
text by this Conference has nothing to do with,ratification by the govern-
ments and accession to the definitive arrangemdnts. The former shall
be governed by the two-thirds majority rule adopted in the Rules of
Procedure. For entry into force the rules of international law,
as expressed in the International Law Commission's Draft Convention on
Treaties, require unanimous consent for supersession, unless the earlier
agreement provided for supersession by less than unRrimous consent.
Such provision was included in the Interim Arrangements. By Article XV
the Interim Agreement remains in effect until entry into force of the
definitive arrangements; this provision clearly shows that definitive
arrangements were envisioned, Article IX safeguards investments, which
would be unnecessary if unanimous consent was intended. Unanimity is
not required; it was therefore necessary to arrange for entry into force
of the definitive arrangements by less than all the parties to the
Interim Agreement. A requirement of two-thirds of the parties with about
80% of the investment was about right. Providing present members one
year to accede to the definitive arrangements seemed appropriate. Com-
pensation of non-continuing members should be considered in depth by
Committee III but general legal principles should be set by this
Committee. Reasonable compensation involved some fair system for
valuing the non-continuing member's share of the assets and liabilities.

Chairman Ogiso asked if there was any disagreement that adoption
of the text of definitive arrangements by two-thirds of the Conference
Representatives pursuant to the Rules of Procedure was separate from the
question of entry into force of such arrangements. No disagreement was
noted.
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The Representative of Venezuela shared the United Kingdom's view

that the Interim Agreement looked to the conclusion of definitive

arrangements and, in that connection, included substantive as well as

procedural aspects.

The Representative of Sweden agreed with the International Law

Commission's draft and, therefore, with the principles of international

law expressed by the United Kingdom Representative. However, he disagreed

with the latter's application of those principles to the present situation.

Specifically, the Interim Agreement does not provide for less than unanimous

consent for supersession. No amendment procedure was included; this was

conclusive that unanimous consent was essential. The Special Agreement,

in contrast to the Interim Agreement, has an amendment clause; therefore,

less than unanimous consent might suffice with respect to the Special

Agreement. He found it impossible to determine from the Interim Agree-

ment what percentage of the parties would have to agree to its supersession;

a small number of members could thus merely claim rights under some definitive

arrangements mutually agreed upon by them and declared to have entered

into force. He could not conclude that it was possible to terminate the

Agreement by majority vote.

The Representative of India disagreed with,the Representative of

Sweden and agreed with the United Kingdom Representative. Sweden attaches

too much emphasis to the absence of any amendment provisions in the interim

arrangements. There was no need to include such an amendment provision

since that agreement was intended at the outset to be merely interim,

and that definitive arrangements would be concluded within a short time

to replace them. Article IX clearly established this Conference and the

procedure to be followed for valid definitive arrangements to come into

force, after which no rights can be claimed under the Interim Agreement

since, by the express terms of Article XV, it would no longer be in force.

Nor could a small number of countries claim INTELSAT property under

definitive arrangements which were not the result of strict adherence

to Article IX.

The Representative of Argentina agreed with the Representative of

India. The present arrangements are merely interim; Article IX was

sufficient to avoid any assertion of arbitrary procedures. He did not

share the Swedish concern regarding expropriation since INTELSAT is the

subject of international legislation.

The Representative of the Philippines generally agreed with the

Representativesof India and Argentina. All the parties signed the Interim

Agreement knowing that sooner or later a permanent agreement would be

signed. In the meantime, the Interim Agreement remains in force and can

be acceded to. No one member should have a veto as to how and when the

permanent arrangements enter into force. Proposed Article XXI,Convention
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on the Law of Treaties,provides in subparagraph (a) that: "A Treaty
enters into force in such a manner and upon such a date, as it may
provide, or as the negotiating states may agree." This is the crux of
the problem and requires this Conference to negotiate terms and conditions
relating to the entry into force of the definitive arrangements.

The Representative of Brazil felt that the Committee should deal
first with accession, and secondly with supersession. Recognizing that

the debate was concerned with supersession, he stated that only in the

absence of a convention to which the Conference could look for guidance

should the principles of international law be applied. Articles IX(a)

and (b) of the Interim Agreement constituted such a convention and pro-

vided norms by which the Conference should be guided. The definitive

arrangements shall be substituted for the interim arrangements and they

shall safeguard the investment made by the signatories to the Special

Agreement. The draft Convention of the Law of Treaties cannot be utilized

at this time as it has not come into force. Parties who signed the interim_

arrangements acknowledged their rights and obligations would be terminated
by entry into force of definitive arrangements. It would be necessary,
to negotiate separate agreements with non-continuing parties to provide
equitable reimbursement, but he saw no danger of expropriation.

The Representative of Saudi Arabia agreed With the Representative
of India and described the interim arrangements as having a time limit,
after which they would have no binding effect. He asked whether a party
could sign the definitive arrangements with reservations and, if so, to
what extent.

The Representative of Venezuela, noting the valuable contribution
of the Brazilian Representative, asked whether he felt a non-continuing
member recognized his ownership rights could be affected by the new
agreement. The Representative of Brazil felt the interim arrangements
left this question unanswered; it could be handled by separate agreement
or arbitration.

The Representative of Denmark felt there might be a conflict between
a single global system and entry into force of the definitive arrangements;
since the interim arrangements are binding until there is unanimous
accession to the new arrangements, there may end up two systems. While
in many multi-lateral agreernents a revised agreement could be applied
to one group of parties while retaining the original agreement in force
as to the remainder, this cnuld not be done for INTELSAT without ignoring
the single global system concept.

The Representative of Sweden shared other delegates' interest in
assuring no veto power for one or a small group of states. However, he
found it necessary to make a formal reservation on the legal structure
of the interim agreement. None of the interventions in support of a less-
than-unanimity rule had been convincing. Recognizing that Article IX(b)
has some bearing on the substance of the agreements and thus obligates
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the parties to act in a certain direction, it is silent as to entry into

force of the definitive arrangements and the concurrent termination of

the interim arrangements. The interim character of the present arrange-

ments has no bearing on the present problem. They were entered into by

consent of all of the signatories and cannot be replaced without their

consent. The Supplemental Agreement on Arbitration had not come into

force until signed and ratified by all parties to the Interim Agreement.

The Representative of France noted that the final text of the Convention

on Treaties has yet to be drafted and thus reference must be to customary
international law in which the principle for supersession is unanimity.

There were two delicate problems regarding supersession; safeguarding

the members' rights and buy-out. If the definitive arrangements were

to be effective, they must eliminate these problems for the present

members.

The Representative of Australia referred to the observation by the

Swedish Representative that nothing in the Interim Agreement concerned

its amendment, although the Special Agreement contains an amendment

provision. Article IX of the Interim Agreement provides for a Conference

of the parties to that Agreement. The Interim Agreement can not be

amended by the two-thirds majority vote provided for in the Conference

Rules of Procedure. This does not preclude amendment of the Special

Agreement by the ICSC, operating on the two-thirds basis in the Special

Agreement. He agreed with the United Kingdom that the interim arrange-

ments contemplate replacement by permanent arrangements although he was

unable to find specific provisions on the mechanics for replacing the

interim arrangements.

The Representative of the United States fully agreed with the

United Kingdom, India, and Brazil. International law does not require

unanimity. The interim agreement implies a less-than-unanimity require-

ment for entry into force of the definitive arrangements. A common sense

approach was preferable. He questioned whether the delegates wished to

apply to the present situation a rule that an existing agreement cannot

be changed without unanimous consent of the parties thereto. If better

definitive arrangements exist, whose entry into force would not prejudice

the rights of any present members, the United States would prefer to

supercede the interim arrangements. As a matter of clarification, the

United States was not suggesting expropriation; those members not continuing

would be adequately compensated. He disagreed with the Swedish position,

believing their draft provisions did not adquately cover the matters under

consideration. As a matter of procedure, he suggested the Committee

consider the specific language before it in Does. 8 and 10 and try to
formulate recommendations.
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To clarify a question relating to the Swedish position, the Chair-
man inquired of its Representative whether he felt an ITU member, after
the adoption of the definitive arrangements text and accession to it by
most, but not all, of the necessary present members, could accede to the
Interim Agreement to obstruct entry into force of the definitive arrange-
ments.

The Representative of Sweden answered in the affirmative. There
existed a precedent; the coming into force of the Supplemental Agreement
on Arbitration had been delayed through the need for new acceding States
to ratify it. In reply to the United States, he noted that a treaty could
be amended by either unanimous consent of the parties or pursuant to
provisions of an amendatory clause; since the Interim Agreement did not
contain the latter, unanimity was necessary.

The United States Representative, replying to a question by the
Argentine Representative, felt the Committee could discuss the specific
languctge proposed by the United States without referring to the textual
commentary in Com. II/5. The proposed provisions in Doc. 10 relating
to the matter under discussion do not significantly vary from similar
articles in other international agreements.

The Chairman, observing that there was no objection, invited discussion
on the pertinent language before the Committee.

The Representative of Chile noted that under Article
United States proposed Intergovernmental Agreement, there
requirements for entry into force: (1) two-thirds of the
the Interim Agreement and (2) that these should represent

XI(c) of the
exist two joint
parties to
at least 80%

of the investment share under the interim arrangements. Under this arrange-
ment the definitive arrangements could not enter into force without
United States consent, nor could they under a unanimity requirement.
Referring to the manner in which the ITU 1965 Convention specifies its
entry into force he suggested entry into force of the definitive arrange-
ments be on the basis of a quorum decided upon by this Conference.
Otherwise, one member could block the substitution of the definitive
arrangements for the interim arrangements.

The Chairman asked the United States Representative about the property
rights of a present member who, for domestic reasons, is unable to join
the new organization before the entry into force of the definitive arrange-
ments. The Representative of the United States responded that draft Article
XI(c) covers this problem by allowing a government to sign the definitive
agreement subject to later ratification, in which case the agreement could
be prcvisionally applied until subsequent ratification. A one-year grace
period is provided under Article 4 of the proposed Operating Agreement,
but a member would not have a vote until its final approval of the new
agreement was deposited.
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The Representative of Brazil said that, regarding ratification, his
delegation could accept the United States proposed Article XI, although
the language could be improved. The Draft Convention on the Law of
Treaties contains five methods by which governments can be bound by a
treaty; signature without reservation, acceptance, approval, accession,
and ratification. In this regard he. noted confusion as to the 'United States
language, since in many countries legislative or other domestic approval
is necessary before the government can become bound by an agreement. He
suggested a paragraph describing the manner in which a government can
become a party to the definitive arrangements and a separate paragraph
on supersession and ratification. These views were shared by the
Representative of Argentina who expressed surprise at the concept of
accession with reservation.

The Representative of the United States indicated that, although
the language of Article XI could probably be improved, it came in large
measure from the Interim Agreement. He further noted the International
Coffee Agreement allows for signature subject to later approval. He
suggested that the precise wording be considered by a working group.
The Chairman hoped the United States would suggest specific wording.

The United Kingdom Representative reiterated his general agreement
with the principles in proposed Article XI. Referencing the Swedish
working draft, Doc. 8, he disagreed with the requirement of unanimous
acceptance before the definitive arrangements could enter into force,
as expressed in Article XXII.

The Representative of Switzerland recognized it might be impractical
to demand unanimity because of the effect a non-consenting member's veto
would have.

The United States proposal was inaonsistent with a no-veto concept
since it would give a veto to the largest participant.

The Chairman suggested that at its nexb session the Committee first
return to Item I; Legal Status, if the report of the Working Group is
available, and also be prepared to continue discussion on Item IV and
perhaps even Item V and VI. He also requested that delegates submit papprs
as early as possible to the Secretariat so they can be prepared and
distributed well ahead of the meeting time. The next session would be
Friday, March 7, at 2:30 p.m.

Adjournment 

The session was adjourned at 5:30 p.m.

* * *
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Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 2:50 p.m. and observed that
since the Working Group had not completed its work, discussion of Item II
would have to be deferred. He noted that Com. II/6 (Mexico) and Com. II/7
(Japan) had been submitted to the Committee. Since Com. II/6 deals with
legal status, he suggested it be considered when the subject was before
the Committee and that now there be discussion of Com. II/7. The Rep-
resentative of Mexico while agreeing to defer discussion of Com. 11/6 states
their document dealt not only with Item II, Legal Status, but also Item
III, Privileges and Immunities. Chairman Ogiso invited Japan to discuss
Item IV, Accession, Supersession, and Buy-Out (Com. II/7).

Discussion of Item IV, Accession, Supersession and Buy-Out 

The Representative of Japan wished to discuss a consequence flowing
from supersession of the interim arrangements by the definitive arrangements.
Noting the new agreement could enter into force by consent of a certain
-number of prior members representing a substantial majority who participated

in the interim arrangements, he believed the United States formula quite
reasonable, as a general proposal, although, he reserved the right to
comment later on specific wording. However, if the definitive arrangements
provide for their entry into force and supersession of the interim arrange-
ments on approval without reservation by, for example, two-thirds the prior
members, a considerable number of governments, because of domestic require-
ments for parliamentary approval, may not be able to accede before such entry
into force. These members will, therefore, lose their membership in INTELSAT
until they get domestic approval to accede to the permanent agreement. This
situation will create a problem for those members and their designated
signatories that desire to continue in INTELSAT. This problem could en-
danger the smooth transition from the interim to the definitive arrangements.

The Japanese Delegation, therefore, proposed the provision set forth in
paragraph I of Com. II/7, be included in the lngergovernmental Agreement.

NOTE: Any changes or corrections in this Summary Record must be submitted

to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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Thus, any party to the interim arrangements who signs, subject to later
approval, acceptance or ratification shall automatically, without necessity
of a declaration, become a provisional party to the new arrangements. It
would then have one year to comply with the domestic requirements necessary
to its final adherence.

Ammemonnummmilw

Replying to the Representative of Korea, the Representative of the
United States said that Article XI(d)(l) included ratification within the
term "approval". Since the Japanese proposal apparently meant automatic
provisional application, he stated the same problem would exist under either
proposal; for this reason the United States had not recommended automatic
provisional application.

The Representative of Canada stated Article XI(d)(ii) of the United
States proposal drew no distinction between withdrawal of parties who merely
provisionally accepted and those who acceded. The draft Convention on the
Law of Treaties does so distinguish, and a similar distinction should be
considered by this Committee.

The Representative of the United Kingdom referred to the Swiss statemert
at the fifth session that ownership of investment shares should not provide
a veto over entry into force of the definitive arrangements. He understood
this concern but the fact was that the United States presently holds 53%

of the investment shares. As a practical matter, to prevent a United States

veto it would be necessary to lower the maximum ownership required for

approval to 47%. That 47% would then have to be unanimous and it might be

necessary to buy out the other 53% of the capital, a difficult, if not im-

possible burden for the remaining members. While the definitive arrangements

may better distribute investment quotas, one cannot ignore present realities.

The two-thirds, including 80%, figures suggested by the United States seem

reasonable and should be accepted as a middle-course.

The Representative of Chile while agreeing that entry into force should

not be permitted by just any majority, noted as a problem the meaning of sub-

stantial financial interest in document Com. II/5. It might be aavisable

to discard a quorum element in favor of final approval by an appreciable

majority such as two-thirds or possibly even three-fourths of the prior members.

The Representative of Israel suggested the Committee focus on the sub-

stantive legal questions involved rather than devoting present time to the

language of a final resolution which could be dealt with by a drafting group:

The Representative of the United States agreed with the United Kingdom

position and disagreed with that of the Representative of Chile regarding the

80% requirement, as it contained undesirable ramifications. He agreed with

the Representative of Canada that those provisional members who later decide

to withdraw could come under the buy-out rather than the withdrawal provisions;

but there should be a time limit.

•
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Replying to a query by the Representative of Algeria regarding Con-
gressional ratification of the definitive agreement, the Representative
of the United States said that the question of the advice and consent of
the United States Senate would depend on the terms of the document; he
pointed out that the Interim Arrangements had not required such approval.

The Representative of Brazil appreciated the Japanese proposal and
recognized the prob]em with United States draft Article XT. However, the
solution suggested by Japan might present additiona] problems as it was
impossible to establish provisional acceptance in some countries by mere
signature to the agreement. The problem when the treaty does not provide
specific procedure, involves those countries who, after giving provisional
acceptance, then decide not to grant final approval. Prior notifcation to
all members is required, and the countries wauld have twelve months to
decide. The United States draft includes a three-month withdrawal procedure,
but he thought the general rule more equitable. He agreed with the United
Kingdom regarding entry into force, and disagreed with Chile as the 80%
ownership requirement raised not a legal problem, but a policy decision,
that could be better considered by Committee I or III. The agreement could
enter into force with twn-thirds or possibly three-fourths of the prior
members consenting, and 80% of the ownership of investment shares also
agreeing; whether such requirements were advisable was a separate question.
His delegation will submit a document with a draft article.

The Representative of Chile said he did not find entry into force on
the working schedule of any other committee hence it must be resolved in this
Committee.

The Representative of the Philippines noted the United States proposal
included no time limit for countries who provisionally approve the definitive
agreement while the Japanese proposal setsaone year limit. He asked the
Representative of Japan for clarification. The latter said that without a
time limit the final agreement would be uncertain; a fixed time would ensure
the stability.

The Representative of Korea was uncertain about the definition of
approval. The Representative of the United States interpreted it to include
ratification, while the Japanese proposal read "approval, acceptance or
ratification." What was the distinction? The Representative of Japan said
the phrase in the Japanese proposal followed common international practice and
no difference between the proposals was intended.

The Representative of Mexico pointed out the draft Convention on the Law
of Treaties, while a worthwhile guide, deals solely with intergovernmenta1
agreements and its relevance should be borne in mind in this Conference that
deals with a unique situation involving a mix between governmental and com-
mercial interests.
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The Representative of Argentinn asked why the proposed United
States Article XI limited provisional acceptance to governments signing
the Agreement subject to reservation before entry into force. The United
States Representative said this was the traditionnl approach and noted its
use in Article XII of the Interim Agreement. However, it would be acceptable
to expand this to expressly include "acceptance or ratification."

The Representative of Israel asked the Representative of Japan if a
government could apply an international agreement provisionally without
declaring it was going to do so? The Representative of Japan reiterated
that under the United States proposal any government which could provisionally
apply the agreement would be expected to do so since otherwise its membership
in INTELSAT would lapse. The Japanese proposal safeguards the interest of
such members by providing automatic provisional status for one year after
entry into force to give guvernments time to carry out legislative require-
ments.

After ascertaining, at the request of the Representative of Chile, that
no member desired to comment further at that time, on Item IV B, Obligations
and Rights of Non-Continuing Prior Members, the Chairman opened the floor fur
discussion of Item V, Withdrawal Provisions, noting this would not preclude
comments reinted to earlier items as appropriate.

Discussion of Item V, Withdrawal Provisions 

At the request of the Chairman the Representative of the United States
discussed briefly the applicable provisions regarding withdrawal in Doc. 10.
The United States was merely suggesting a sound method, regardless of which
organ of INTELSAT implements it or whether there are one or two agreements.
Furthermore, the United States was not attempting by these provisions to
resolve issues concerning the responsibilities of various organs, this
being the province of other committees.

The Representative of Canada suggested a potential dispute as tu the
rLghts and obligations or withdrawing party should be left to arbitration
rather than the Board of Governors. The Representative of Germany agreed and
noted a second method could be an annex to the definitive arrangements.

The Representative of Brazil suggested withdrawal be deferred since the
present discussions are based on assumptions whose validity could not now be

established.

The Representative of the United States agreed that withdrawal might be

handled by arbitration, but felt it should follow a decision by the appropriate

organ of the organization, thus presenting the arbital panel with findings

upon which it could render an appropriate decision.
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Rererencing Article P8 or Doc. 8 the 'Representative or Chile stated the
withdrawal proposals of the United States did not mention loss or capital or
withdrawing party. He suggested the definitive arrangements should cover the
question. The Representative of Colombia said this matter is under discussion
in Committee III.

The Representative of the United Kingdom noted that the United States
withdrawal provisions do not mention the capital of a withdrawing signatory
and the operating agreement may require a covering clause.

The Representative of Algeria supported the comments of Chile and Colombia
that the matter falls within the purview of Commlttee II.

The Representative of Syria associated himself with the point raised
by the Representative of Chile regarding loss of capital.

Procedure

The Chairman, noting that Committee III is presently discussing the
financial rights and obligations of a withdrawing member, suggested further
discussion be deferred until the Committee received a summary of Committee III
discussions. He also asked that the Working Group submit its report on Monday's
session. Thereafter the Committee would discuss the remaining Agenda items.

Adjournment 

The session adjourned at 4:40 p.m., to reconvene on Monday, March 10,
at 2:30 p.m.

* * *
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Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso convened thq session at 2:50 p.m. and observed that

since the Working Group had not completed its work, discussion of Item II

would have to be deferred. He noted that Com. II/6 (Mexico) and Com. II/7

(Japan) had been submitted to the Committee. Since Com. II/6 deals with

legal status, he suggested it be considered when the subject was before

the Committee and that now there be discussion of Com. II/7. The Rep-

resentative of Mexico while agreeing to defer discussion of Com. II/6 states

their document dealt not only with Item II, Legal Status, but also Item

III, Privileges and Immunities. Chairman Ogiso invited Japan to discuss

Item IV, Accession, Supersession, and Buy-Out (Com. II/7).

Discussion of Item IV, Accession, Supersession and Buy-Out 

The Representative of Japan wished to discuss a consequence flowing

from supersession of the interim arrangements by the definitive arrangements.

Noting the new agreement could enter into force by consent of a certain

-411mber of prior members representing a substantial majority who participated

in the interim arrangements, he believed the United States formula quite

reasonable, as a general proposal, although, he reserved the right to

comment later on specific wording. However, if the definitive arrangements

provide for their entry into force and supersession of the interim arrange-

ments on approval without reservation by, for example, two-thirds the prior

members, a considerable number of governments, because of domestic require-

ments for parliamentary approval, may not be able to accede before such entry

into force. These members will, therefore, lose their membership in INTELSAT

until they get domestic approval to accede to the permanent agreement. This

situation will create a problem for those members and their designated

signatories that desire to continue in INTELSAT. This problem could en-

danger the smooth transition from the interim to the definitive arrangements.

The Japanese Delegation, therefore, proposed the provision set forth in

paragraph I of Com. II/7, be included in the Ingergovernmental Agreement.
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Thus, any party to the interim arrangements who signs, subject to l
ater

approval, acceptance or ratification shall automatically, without necessi
ty

of a declaration, become a provisional party to the new arrangements. It

would then have one year to comply with the domestic requirements necessa
ry

to its final adherence.

Replying to the Representative of Korea, the Representative of the

United States said that Article XI(d)(1) included ratification with
in the

term "approval". Since the Japanese proposal apparently meant automatic

provisional application, he stated the same problem would exist under 
either

proposal; for this reason the United States had not recommended automa
tic

provisional application.

The Representative of Canada stated Article XI(d)(ii) of the Uni
ted

States proposal drew no distinction between withdrawal of 
parties who merely

provisionally accepted and those who acceded. The draft Convention on the

Law of Treaties does so distinguish, and a similar distinc
tion should be

considered by this Committee.

The Representative of the United Kingdom referred to the Swis
s statement

at the fifth session that ownership of investment shares should not
 provide

a veto over entry into force of the definitive arrangements. He understood

this concern but the fact was that the United States presently 
holds 53%

of the investment shares. As a practical matter, to prevent a United States

veto it would be necessary to lower the maximum ownership required 
for

approval to 47%. That 47% would then have to be unanimous and it might be

necessary to buy out the other 53% of the capital, a difficult, if 
not im-

possible burden for the remaining members. While the definitive arrangements

may better distribute investment quotas, one cannot ignore pr
esent realities.

The two-thirds, including 80%, figures suggested by the United 
States seem

reasonable and should be accepted as a middle-course.

The Representative of Chile stated that, while he agreed that the entry

into force would require accession by a substantial majority, he believed that

the meaning of the words "substantial financial interest" contained in the

conclusion of document Com. II/5 could become a problem if the final text of

the Definitive Agreements should be approved without requiring such "substantial

financial interest," because in such case the Delegation that presented document

Com. II/5 might believe that the requirements that it thought necessary for

the provisional arrangements to be replaced by definitive arrangements had not

been attained. In order that no country could, all by itself, prevent the entry

into force of the definitive arrangements, the Representative of Chile proposed

that, in accordance with tha Special Agreement, the requirement of a percentage

of the total investment quota contained in draft Article XI(c) of Doc. 10

requiring accession by only two-thirds or even three-fourths of the Parties

to the Provisional Agreement for entry into force of the definitive arrange-

ments, should be eliminated.
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The Representative of Israel suggested the Committee focus on the sub-

stantive legal questions involved rather than devoting present time to the

language of a final resolution which could be dealt with by a drafting group:

The Representative of the United States agreed with the United Kingdom

position and disagreed with that of the Representative of Chile regarding the

80% requirement, as it contained undesirable ramifications. He agreed with

the Representative of Canada that those provisional members who later decide

to withdraw could come under the buy-out rather than the withdrawal provisions;

but there should be a time limit.

Replying to a query by the Representative of Algeria regarding Con-
gressional ratification of the definitive agreement, the Representative
of the United States said that the question of the advice and consent of
the United States Senate would depend on the terms of the document;_ he
pointed out that the Interim Arrangements had not required such approval.

The Representative of Brazil appreciated the Japanese proposal and
recognized the problem with United States draft Article XI. However, the
solution suggested by Japan might present additional problems as it was
impossible to establish provisional acceptance in some countries by mere
signature to the agreement. The problem when the treaty does not provide
specific procedure, involves those couatries who, after giving provisional
acceptance, then decide not to grant final approval. Prior notifcation to
all members is required, and the countries would have twelve months to
decide. The United States draft includes a three-month withdrawal procedure,
but he thought the general rule more equitable. He agreed with the United
Kingdom regarding entry into force, and disagreed with Chile as the 80%
ownership requirement raised not a legal problem, but a policy decision,
that could be better considered by Committee I or III. The agreement could
enter into force with two-thirds or possibly three-fourths of the prior
members consenting, and 80% of the ownership of investment shares also
agreeing; whether such requirements were advisable was a separate question.
His delegation will submit a document with a draft article.

The Representative of Chile said he did not find entry into force on
the working schedule of any other committee hence it must be resolved in this
Committee.

The Representative of the Philippines noted the United States proposal
included no time limit for countries who provisionally approve the definitive
agreement while the Japanese proposal setsaone year limit. He asked the
Representative of Japan for clarification. The latter said that without a

time limit the final agreement would be uncertain; a fixed time would ensure

the stability.

The Representative of Korea was uncertain about the definition of
approval. The Representative of the United States interpreted it to include

ratification, while the Japanese proposal read "approval, acceptance or
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ratification." What was the distinction? The Representative of Japan said

the phrase in the Japanese proposal followed common international practice and

no difference between the proposals was intended.

The Representative of Mexico pointed out the draft Convention on the Law

of Treaties, while a_worthwhile guide, deals solely with intergovernmental

agreements and its relevance should be borne in mind in this Conference that

deals with a unique situation involving a mix between governmental and com-

mercial interests.

The Representative of Argentina asked why the proposed United States

Article XI limited provisional acceptance to governments signing the Agreement

subject to reservation before entry into force. The United States Representative

said this was the traditional approach and noted its use in Article XII of the

Interim Agreement. However, it would be acceptable to expand this to expressly

include "acceptance or ratification."

The Representative of Israel asked the Representative of Japan if a

government could apply an international agreement provisionally; whilst not

being able to declare, it was going to do so? The Representative of Japan

reiterated that under the United States proposal any government which could

provisionally apply the agreement would be expected to do so since otherwise its

membership in INTELSAT would lapse. The Japanese proposal safeguards the

interest of such members by providing automatic provisional status for one year

after entry into force to give governments time to carry out legislative require-

ments.

After ascertaining, at the request of the Representative of Chile, that

no member desired to comment further at that time, on Item IV B, Oblig
ations

and Rights of Non-Continuing Prior Members, the Chairman opened the floor fo
r

discussion of Item V, Withdrawal Provisions, noting this wauld not preclude

comments related to earlier items as appropriate.

Discussion of Item V, Withdrawal Provisions 

At the request of the Chairman the Representative of the United Sta
tes

discussed briefly the applicable provisions regarding withdrawal in Doc.
 10.

The United States was merely suggesting a sound method, re
gardless of which

organ of INTELSAT implements it or whether there are one or two 
agreements.

Furthermore, the United States was not attempting by these provisions to

resolve issues concerning the responsibilities of various organ
s, this

being the province of other committees.

The Representative of Canada suggested a potential dispute as
 to the

rights and obligations of a withdrawing party should be left 
to arbitration

rather than the Board of Governors. The Representative of Germany agreed and

noted a second method could be an additional agreement to the definitive

arrangements setting out in detail the procedures for final settlem
ent.
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The Representative of Brazil suggested withdrawal be deferred since the

present discussions are based on assumptions whose validity could not now be

established.

The Representative of the United States agreed that withdrawal might be

handled by arbitration, but feat it shorid follow a decision by the appropriate

organ of the organization, thus presenting the arbital panel with findings

upon Which it could render an appropriate decision.

The Representative of Chile stated that Article XII of Doc. 10 does not

contain any provision referring to loss or return of the capital provided by

the withdrawing party. On the other hand, Article 28 of Annex A of Doc. 8
has a pirovision covering that matter. He suggested that the definitive

arrangements should incorporate a clear provision on the subject, based on
whatever the Conference decides regarding the loss or return of capital in

case of such a withdrawal.

The Representative of the United Kingdom noted that the United
 States

withdrawal provisions do not mention the capital of a with
drawing signatory

and the operating agreement may require a covering clause
.

The Representative of Algeria supported the comments of 
Chile and Colombia

that the matter falls within the purview of Committee II.

The Representative of Syria associated himself with the 
point raised

by the Representative of Chile regarding loss of capital.

Procedure

The Chairman, noting that Committee III is presently discussing th
e

finnncial rights and obligations of a withdrawing member, suggested further

discussion be deferred until the Committee received a summary of Committee III

discussions. He also asked that the Working Group submit its report on Monday's

session. Thereafter the Committee would discuss the remaining Agenda items.

Adjou_rnment 

The session adjourned at 4:40 p.m., to reconvene on Monday, March 10,

at 2:30 p.m.

* * *
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Convening of the Session

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 2:45 p.m. He noted that the
working group had submitted its report on legal status, but felt it appropriate
that consideration be deferred until the members had an opportunity to study
this important document. At his request, the Working Group's Chairman, the
Representative of Brazil, introduced the report, noting that it is largely
self-explanatory. A single recommendation had been impossible. A careful
review at the next session might keep in mind the other than legal considera-
tions involved, which might be within the perview of other committees.

Discussion of Item X, Number of Agreements 

Chairman Ogiso noted that Committee I had asked that Committee II take
up the question of number of agreements as early as possible because several
items in the former's agenda depended on Committee II's conclusions on this
subject. There was no objection to his suggestion that this topic be discussed
next and then the Committee could return to its work schedule.

The Representative of the United Kingdom stated that there should be two
agreements as in the interim arrangements. The post office is about to become
a public corporation in the United Kingdom, and it is this entity which will
finance telecommunications operations. Without two separate agreements, United
Kingdom approval would require a special act of Parliament.

The Representatives of the United States, Italy, Peru, Chile, Mexico,
Australia, the Philippines, Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, Malaysia, Canada
and Belgium agreed that there should be two agreements.

The Representatives of the United States, Venezuela and Malaysia felt
the first should be an intergovernmental agreement and the second an operating
agreement. The Italian Representative explained that the Italian telecommuni-
cations entity is an independent agency and the two agreements would conform
better with Italian operational arrangements. The Representative of Peru stated
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that Peru had just established a separate telecommunications entity and two

agreements would be more convenient. The Representative of Chile expressed

concern regarding the content of the two agreements, and suggested that

Committee II consider what belongs in each.

The Representative of Australia agreed with the Representative of Chile

that the subject matter of each agreement must also be considered by this

Committee. For example, the final structure of the organization may affect

the number of agreements necessary. Assuming the organizational form would

permit two agreements, his delegation would support that proposal, the first

agreement being among governments and the second an operating agreement,

including provision for arbitration.

The Representative of the Philippines' endorsement of two agreements wns

related to the proposal that the organization be three-tiered. He also urged

that the agreements include provisions on duration, arbitration, privileges

and immunities and exemptions.

The Representative of Brazil felt since not only governments are involved

but also telecommunications entities, some of which are private corporations,

it is necessary to have at least two agreements. One would be among govern-

ments and the second among the commercial entities. At present there are

three agreements, the intergovernmental,the special and the arbitration

agreements. Are two or three agreements needed? The United States proposal,

Doc. 10, annexes the arbitration provisions to the operating agreement. Brazil

supports this proposal. Brazil would accept an arbitration clause in the

intergovernmental agreement or as an annex thereto, but would not favor a

separate agreement for arbitration. Brazil takes the same position regarding

privileges and immunities. The Swedish proposal for only one agreement with

an annex for by-laws of incorporation and arbitration should be discussed in

another committee.

Chairman Ogiso noted that there seemed to be a consensus in the Committee

supporting one agreement for governments and another for communications entities.

He noted that it might be more appropriate to discuss where to place the arbitra-

tion provisions when the Committee considers Item VII, Settlement of Disputes.

He thus suggested that the Committee limit its present discussion to the number

of agreements and he asked if any delegation objected to two separate agreements.

The Representative of Sweden stated that, as indicated by his delegation's

proposals, one agreement seemed appropriate, but his delegation could accept

two separate agreements.

The Representative of France had no position, as yet, regarding the number

of agreements because he agreed with the Representatives of Chile and Australia

that it was important to know the content of the agreements. Two separate

agreements, one among governments and the other among commercial entities might

create difficult problems, for example, regarding arbitration. It might be

difficult to determine whether the government or communications entity should

be the party in an arbitration proceeding. The responsibility of the parties

should be clear in the final agreements. The arguments in favor of two
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agreements, which are based on national legal considerations, do not seem
decisive because they may be contradictory. Moreover, numerous international
commitments which link physical and juridical entities that have less
relationship to Lhe state than the telecommunications organizations are not
divided into several texts. Anyway, as required by the Space Treaty, what-
ever solution is adopted it must be made very clear that, in the final
analysis, the responsibility is that of the governments or of the Organiza-
tion. In any case, there can be no question of creating a precedent in rile
matter in case of amendment or revision or in any other case.

The Representative of Chile, acknowledging the importance of two agree-

ments, pointed out that problems may result when a government is not also a

signatory to the operating agreement unless the agreements are carefully

drawn. The intergovernmental agreement must provide for privileges and

immunities because only governments can do that. It must also include an

arbitration nrovision, because a dispute may arise solely between governments,

withdrawal provisions to deal with that possibility, and amendment provisions

so that that agreement may be altered. For the same reasons the operating

agreement must also make provision for arbitration, withdrawal and amendment.

The Representative of Mexico felt that the legal status of signatories

must be determined; because only then could the scope of their authority be

known and consequently what should be included in the operating agreement.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany preferred one

agreement, but recognized the difficulties one agreement would present to a

number of countries. The legal structure the organization would assume and

the content of each agreement should influence the decision regarding the

number of agreements.

The Representative of Canada felt the arbitration provisions, which the
United States proposal makes an annex to the operating agreement, might be
moved to the intergovernmental agreement. On privileges and immunities, a
determination must be made as whether they should be included in a protocol
adopted subsequent to the other agreements or embodied in the agreements
themselves.

The Representative of the United Kingdom stated that there were few areas
legally required to be included in the intergovernmental agreement: transfer
of rights, granting of privileges and immunities, limitation of non-competition,
eligibility of membership, arbitration and designation of entities to participate
in the second agreement.

The Representative of the United States suggested that the discussion of
the contents of the agreements be postponed until other Committees have reported.
The Representative of Australia noted that the position presented by the Repre-
sentative of the United Kingdom would probably require a treaty rather than an
international executive agreement. The Representative of Brazil stated that
the question of treaty as opposed to executive agreement was an internal matter
dependent on the legal system of each country.

Chairman Ogiso stated that it appeared the Committee had reached a
consensus that there should be two agreements. A number of delegations felt
that this Committee should consider the content of the two agreements but he
suggested that a fruitful discussion await the decisions of other Committees.
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He also acknowledged that some questions might arise as a result of having

designated entities as signatories to the operating agreement but he suggested

that this matter could be examined at a later stage. There being no objection,

he concluded that there was a consensus in support of two agreements.

Discussion of Item VI, ',lability of Partners

Without objection, he suggested the Committee move on. Conclusion of

the question of withdrawal, the Chairman noted, might await the decisions

of other committees regarding financial obligations of signatories. Since

there were no representatives wishing to address Item V, the Committee moved

on to Item VI, of Partners, inter se. The Chairman noted the

question of third party liability was also before this Committee but he

suggested it would be preferable,to avoid confusion, to discuss that issue

separately when legal status is considered.

The Representative of the United States noted that Article 14 of the

U.S. proposed operating agreement (Doc. 10), closely resembled Article 13

of the Special Agreement. The Representative of Chile observed the U.S.

Article 14 would require radical change if legal status is granted since it

must reflect the legal establishment of the entity, vis-a-vis the members.

The Representative of Mexico observed a meaningful solution would be

difficult if not related to legal status since in a joint venture it is one

of partnership relations, while in a legal entity it is the relation of the

entity to its members. The Representative of Venezuela suggested deferring

consideration until after discussing the Working Group's report.

The Representative of Brazil, while noting the relation between legal

status and liability,thought the discussions could continue since the proposed

Article 14 did not refer to partners but to "Signatories as such," and thus

did not confine itself to either form of legal status. Article 14 exempts

non-government signatories from liability for failure of the sioace segment,

including the launch sequence, and leaves liability with governments, thus

eliminating the need for liability insurance. Governments signing the

definitive arrangements will expressly undertake international responsibility

for accidents.

The Representative of Chile observed that the matter of liability in

proposed Article 14 was direct77 related to legal personality; if personality

existed the only entity responsible would be INTELSAT and not its partners

or members, and no possibility for loss or damage being caused by a member

arose. Thus he viewed legal personality as a determining factor in drafting

this provision.

The Representative of Israel suggested that the discussion proceed with

inter se liability since, regardless of the legal status, the organiz
ation

as a whole should be liable rather than any single member. Responding to a

request by the Chairman for clarification, the U.S. Representative stated the
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United States viewed Article 14 as useful whether legal personality wasconferred or lot since a manager or a signatory may be given responsibilityfor launch services. ha suggested discussion be postponed until legal statuswas considered further. The Chairman concurred.

Discussion of Item VII, Settlement of Disputes 

The Representativo of the Federal Republic of Germany noted the unanimousICSC Report recommendation that arbitration provisions be part of the defini-tive arrangements vhich he took to mean both agreements. If the conferenceagreed the only a-,ion left is drafting and rearranging the Articles, andpermitting statPs to be parties. He proposed a small working group, but theU.K. Representative suggested certain matters could usefully be discussedfirst. The Chairman, noting the Committee had developed the procedure of ageneral exchange of views before submitting an item to a working group suggestedCommittee consideration. The Representative of the United States describedthe proposed Article 15 of the operatinv agreement and the annex thereto(Doc. 10) as essentially the same as the present arbitration agreement. Somechanges had seemed desirable: making the wording consistent with the proposedorganizonal structure; recommending explicitly that the term of a panelmember commence on appointment of the seventh member; allowing a signatory tosubmit a replacement nomination; reducing the panel quorum from six to five;permitting the actions or non-actions of Parties to be the subject of arbitra-tion; and including arbitration provisions in the Operating Agreement.

Responding to the Italian Representative, the Representative of Brazilfelt the arbitration provisions should be in or annexed to the IntergovernmentalAgreement, rather than the Operating Agreement since proposed Article 15 includedboth agreements in its terms of reference. Therefore, retention of arbitrationin the Operating Agreement would raise questions concerning disputes betweengovernments. He suggested the working group, when established, offer guidanceon placement of the arbitration provisions either as a separate protocol or aspart of the main agreements. The former would allow members to sign the mainagreements without signing the protocol; however, he felt that under the defini-tive arrangements governments must accept arbitration of disputes. The Repre-sentative of the United States explained the U.S. had suggested a separateannex owing to its length and not through a desire for a separate protocol.

The Representative of the United Kingdom, viewing arbitration as anintegral part of the definitive arrangements, supported a separate arbitrationannex as part of the agreements ihotead of a separate protocol. It would bemore appropriate,if governments are to be possible parties, to place the arbitra-tion in the Intergovernmental rather than the Operating Agreement. The presentscope of arbitration was reasonably. satisfactory; determination of the obliga-tion of both the organization and a withdrawing party might be added.

The Representative of Argentina noted it might be best to avoid compulsoryarbitration. If a member was in doubt as to the arbitration provisions,including them in the main agreements might make a member reluctant to sign;a separate protocol might be helpf-1.
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The Reprenentative of Pakistan asked the Secretary to obtain information

on the present arb.itration panel: (1) the names of its me:noers, (P) the

chairman's nnmo, (3) number of cases referred to it, and (4) the costs to

date. Thc.. Secrotary noted hr. would consult with the Manarer and dirtriff,

the rc-clorc,d irirorr - n. The Representative of Pakistan also staved ilia!
plovision shodld be made for settlement of disputes between members regarding

the sp,Ice

The Chairman reriested permission to move onto Items 'VIII and IX and
suggested the United States Representative make introductory remarks on these
matters as incorporsted in its proposed. agreements (Doc. 10).

Discussion of Item VIII, Amendment Provision

The Representative of the United States described Article XIV of its
proposed Intergovernmental Agreement as a new article permitting any party
or signatory to propose an amendment to the Board of Governors which would,
in turn, submit it to the Assembly. The proposed Operating Agreement includes
Article 17 which is similar to the present amendatory provision, Article 15,
in the Special Agreement.

The Representative of Chile expressed concern on certain points in the
U.S. proposal. Amendment of either agreement would be decided by the same
body which would raise a problem where a Party to the Intergovernmental
Agreement is not the Signatory to the Operating Agreement. The Operating
Agreement should be amended by the Signatories and, the Intergovernmental
Agreement by the Parties; a four-tier structure would avoid this problem.

He expressed concern that an additional quorum requirement, namely, a percentage
of the investment shares, would permit a member or small group of members to
possess a veto power.

In response, the Representative of the United States compared amendment

of the Operating Agreement by an assembly of governments to the present
Conference. Further, although governments may adopt amendments

to the Operating Agreement, Article 17 would leave approval to the signatories.

He agreed that the quorum requirement could be left blank for determination

by the Plenary Session.

Discussion of Item IX, Reservations 

The Representative of the United States, by way of introducing this matter,

noted that Article XII of the proposed intergovernmental agreement would not

permit reservations, nor would the revised Article XII presented by the Brazilian
Delegation in Com. II/8.

Establishment of Working Group 

The Chairman, in response to a suggestion by the U.S. Representative that

a working group might begin drafting the Committee's report to the Plenary

Session, especially on those matters generally agreed, believed that most agenda

items had not yet been sufficiently discussed with the possible exception of

Item IV, Accession, Supersession and Buy-Out. Therefore, there being no
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objection, a working group consisting of Brazil, Japan, Sweden, the United
Kingdom and the United States was established to deal with Item IV. The
Chairman noted that other delegations would be welcome to participate in or
observe the work of the gxoup.

Adjournment 

The session adjourned at 5:30 p.m., to meet Wednesday, March 12, at
2:30 p.m., to consider the first Working Group's report and then discuss
settlement of disputes, amendments and reservations.

* * *
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Convening of the Session

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 2:45 p.m. He noted that the

working group had submitted its report on legal status, but felt it appropriate

that consideration be deferred until the members had an opportunity to study

this important document. At his request, the Working Group's Chairman, the

Representative of Brazil, introduced the report, noting that it is largely

self-explanatory. A single recommendation had been impossible. A careful

review at the next session might keep in mind the other than legal considera-

tions involved, which might be within the perview of other committees.

Discussion of Item X, Number of Agreements 

Chairman Ogiso noted that Committee I had asked that Committee II take

up the question of number of agreements as early as possible because several

items in the former's agenda depended on Committee II's conclusions on this
subject. There was no objection to his suggestion that this topic be discussed

next and then the Committee could return to its work schedule.

The Representative of the United Kingdom stated that there should be two
agreements as in the interim arrangements. The post office is about to become

a public corporation in the United Kingdom, and it is this entity which will
finance telecommunications operations. Without two separate agreements, United

Kingdom approval would require a special act of Parliament.

The Representatives of the United States, Italy, Peru, Chile, Mexico,
Australia, the Philippines, Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, Malaysia, Canada
and Belgium agreed that there should be two agreements.

The Representatives of the United States, Venezuela and Malaysia felt
the first should be an intergovernmental agreement and the second an operating
agreement. The Italian Representative explained that the Italian telecommuni-
cations entity is an independent agency and the two agreements would conform
better with Italian operational arrangements. The Representative of Peru stated

Note: Any changes or corrections in this Summary Record must be submitted
to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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that Peru had just established a separate telecommunications entity and two

agreements would be more convenient. The Representative of Chile expressed

concern regarding the content of the two agreements, and suggested that

Committee II consider what belongs in each.

The Representative of Australia agreed with the Representative of Chile

that the subject matter of each agreement must also be considered by this

Committee. For example, the final structure of the organization may affect

the number of agreements necessary. Assuming the organizational form would

permit two agreements, his delegation would support that proposal, the first

agreement being among governments and the second an operating agreement,

including provision for arbitration.

The Representative of the Philippines' endorsement of two agreements was

related to the proposal that the organization be three-tiered. He also urged

that the agreements include provisions on duration, arbitration, privileges

and immunities and exemptions.

The Representative of Brazil felt since not only governments are involved

but also telecommunications entities, some of which are private corporations,

it is necessary to have at least two agreements. One would be among govern-

ments and the second among the commercial entities. At present there are

three agreements, the intergovernmental,the special and the arbitration

agreements. Are two or three agreements needed? The United States proposal,

Doc. 10, annexes the arbitration provisions to the operating agreement. Brazil

supports this proposal. Brazil would accept an arbitration clause in the

intergovernmental agreement or as an annex thereto, but would not favor a

separate agreement for arbitration. Brazil takes the same position regarding

privileges and Immunities. The Swedish proposal for only one agreement with

an annex for by-laws of incorporation and arbitration should be discussed in

another committee.

Chairman Ogiso noted that there seemed to be a consensus in the Committee

supporting one agreement for governments and another for communications entities.

He noted that it might be more appropriate to discuss where to place the arbitra-

:don provisions when the Committee considers Item VII, Settlement of Disputes.

ffe thus suggested that the Committee limit its present discussion to the number

of agreements and he asked if any delegation objected to two separate agreements.

The Representative of Sweden stated that, as indicated by his delegation's

proposals, one agreement seemed appropriate, but his delegation could accept

two separate agreements.

The Representative of France had no position, as yet, regarding the number

of agreements because he agreed with the Representatives of Chile and Australia

that it was important to know the content of the agreements. Two separate

agreements, one among governments and the other among commercial entities might

create difficult problems, for example, regarding arbitration. It might be

difficult to determine whether the government or communications entity should

be the party in an arbitration proceeding. The responsibility of the parties

should be clear in the final agreements.
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The Representative of Chile, acknowledging the importance of two agree-

ments, pointed out that problems may result when a government is not also a

signatory to the operating agreement unless the agreements are carefully

drawn. The intergovernmental agreement must provide for privileges and

immunities because only governments can do that. It must also include an

arbitration provision, because a dispute may arise solely between governments,

withdrawal provisions to deal with that possibility, and amendment provisions

so that that agreement may be altered. For the same reasons the operating

agreement must also make provision for arbitration, withdrawal and amendment.

The Representative of Mexico felt that the legal status of signatories

must be determined; because only then could the scope of their authority be

known and consequently what should be included in the operating agreement.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany preferred one

agreement, but recognized the difficulties one agreement would present to a

number of countries. The legal structure the organization would assume and

the content of each agreement should influence the decision regarding the

number of agreements.

The Representative of Canada felt the arbitration provisions, which the
United States proposal makes an annex to the operating agreement, might be
moved to the intergovernmental agreement. On privileges and immunities, a
determination must be made as whether they should be included in a protocol
adopted subsequent to the other agreements or embodied in the agreements
themselves.

The Representative of the United Kingdom stated that there were few areas
legally required to be included in the intergovernmental agreement: transfer
of rights, granting of privileges and immunities, limitation of non-competition,
eligibility of membership, arbitration and designation of entities to participate
in the second agreement.

The Representative of the United States suggested that the discussion of
the contents of the agreements be postponed until other Committees have reported.
The Representative of Australia noted that the position presented by the Repre-
sentative of the United Kingdom would probably require a treaty rather than an
international executive agreement. The Representative of Brazil stated that
the question of treaty as opposed to executive agreement was an internal matter
dependent on the legal system of each country.

Chairman Ogiso stated that it appeared the Committee had reached a
consensus that there should be two agreements. A number of delegations felt
that this Committee should consider the content of the two agreements but he
suggested that a fruitful discussion await the decisions of other Committees.
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He also acknowledged that some questions might arise as a result of having
designated entities as signatories to the operating agreement but he suggested
that this matter could be examined at a later stage. There being no objection,
he concluded that there was a consensus in support of two agreements.

Discussion of Item VI, Liability of Partners

Without objection, he suggested the Committee move on. Conclusion of
the question of withdrawal, the Chairman noted, might await the decisions
of other cammittees regarding financial obligations of signatories. Since
there were no representatives wishing to address Item V, the Committee moved
on to Item VI, Liability of Partners, inter se. The Chairman noted the
question of third party liability was also before this Committee but he
suggested it would be preferable,to avoid confusion, to discuss that issue
separately when legal status is considered.

The Representative of the United States noted that Article 14 of the
U.S. proposed operating agreement (Doc. 10), closely resembled Article 13
of the Special Agreement. The Representative of Chile observed the U.S.
Article 14 would require radical change if legal status is granted since it
must reflect the legal establishment of the entity, vis-a-vis the members.

The Representative of Mexico observed a meaningful solution would be
difficult if not related to legal status since in a joint venture it is one
of partnership relations, while in a legal entity it is the relation of the
entity to its members. The Representative of Venezuela suggested deferring
consideration until after discussing the Working Group's report.

The Representative of Brazil, while noting the relation between legal
status and liability,thought the discussions could continue since the proposed
Article 14 did not refer to partners but to "Signatories as such," and thus
did not confine itself to either form of legal status. Article 14 exempts
non-government signatories from liability for failure of the space segment,
including the launch sequence, and leaves liability with governments, thus
eliminating the need for liability insurance. Governments signing the
definitive arrangements will expressly undertake international responsibility

for accidents.

The Representative of Chile observed that the matter of liability in

proposed Article 14 was directly related to legal personality; if personality

existed the only entity responsible would be INTELSAT and not its partners

or members, and no possibility for loss or damage being caused by a member

arose. Thus he viewed legal personality as a determining factor in drafting

this provision.

The Representative of Israel suggested that the discussion proceed with

inter se liability since, regardless of the legal status, the organization

as a whole should be liable rather than any single member. Responding to a

request by the Chairman for clarification, the U.S. Representative stated the
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United States viewed Article 14 as usefUl whether legal personality was
conferred or not since a manager or a signatory may be given responsibility
for launch services. He suggested discussion be postponed until legal status
was considered further. The Chairman concurred.

Dir,cussion of Item VII, Settlement of Disputes,

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany noted the unanimous
ICSC Report recommendation that arbitration provisions be part of the defini-
tive arrangements which he took to mean both agreements. If the conference
agreed the only action left is drafting and rearranging the Articles, and
permitting states to be parties. He proposed a small working group, but the

U.K. Representative suggested certain matters could usefully be discussed
first. The Chairman, noting the Committee had developed the procedure of a
general exchange of views before submitting an item to a working group suggested
Committee consideration. The Representative of the United States described

the proposed Article 15 of the operating agreement and the annex thereto
(Doc. 10) as essentially the same as the present arbitration agreement. Some
changes had seemed desirable: making the wording consistent with the proposed
organizational structure; recommending explicitly that the term of a panel
member commence on appointment of the seventh member; allowing a signatory to

submit a replacement nomination; reducing the panel quorum from six to five;
permitting the actions or non-actions of Parties to be the subject of arbitra-
tion; and including arbitration provisions in the Operating Agreement.

Responding to the Italian Representative, the Representative of Brazil
felt the arbitration provisions should be in or annexed to the Intergovernmental
Agreement, rather than the Operating Agreement since proposed Article 15 included

both agreements in its terms of reference. Therefore, retention of arbitration

in the Operating Agreement would raise questions concerning disputes between
governments. He suggested the working group, when established, offer guidance

on placement of the arbitration provisions either as a separate protocol or as
Dart of the main agreements. The former would allow members to sign the main
agreements without signing the protocol; however, he felt that under the defini-
tive arrangements governments must accept arbitration of disputes. The Repre-
sentative of the United States explained the U.S. had suggested a separate
annex owing to its length and not through a desire for a separate protocol.

The Representative of the United Kingdom, viewing arbitration as an
integral part of the definitive arrangements, supported a separate arbitration
annex as part of the agreements instead of a separate protocol. It would be
more appropriate,if governments are to be possible parties, to place the arbitra-
tion in the Intergovernmental rather than the Operating Agreement. The present
scope of arbitration was reasonably. satisfactory; determination of the obliga-
tion of both the organization and a withdrawing party might be added.

The Representative of Argentina noted it might be best to avoid compulsory
arbitration. If a member was in doubt as to the arbitration provisions,
including them in the main agreements might make a member reluctant to sign;
a separate protocol might be helpful.
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The Representative of Pakistan asked the Secretary to obtain information
on the present arbitration panel: (1) the names of its members, (2) the
chairman's name, (3) number of cases referred to it, and (4) the costs to
date. The Secretary noted he would consult with the Manager and distribute
the requested information.

The Chairman requested permission to move onto Items VIII and IX and

suggested the United States Representative make introductory remarks on these
matters as incorporated in its proposed agreements (Doc. 10).

Discussion of Item VIII, Amendment Provision

The Representative of the United States described Article XIV of its

proposed Intergovernmental Agreement as a new article permitting any party

or signatory to propose an amendment to the Board of Governors which would)
in turn, submit it to the Assembly. The proposed Operating Agreement includ&s
Article 17 which is similar to the present amendatory provision, Article 15,

in the Special Agreement.

The Representative of Chile expressed concern on certain points in the

U.S. proposal. Amendment of either agreement would be decided by the same
body which would raise a problem where a Party to the Intergovernmental

Agreement is not the Signatory to the Operating Agreement. The Operating

Agreement should be amended by the Signatories and, the Intergovernmental

Agreement by the Parties; a four-tier structure would avoid this problem.

He expressed concern that an additional quorum requirement, namely, a percentage

of the investment shares, would permit a member or mmall group of members to

possess a veto power.

In response, the Representative of the United States compared amendment

of the Operating Agreement by an assembly of governments to the present

Conference. Further, although governments may adopt amendments

to the Operating Agreement, Article 17 would leave approval to the signatories.

He agreed that the quorum requirement could be left blank for determination

by the Plenary Session.

Discussion of Item IX, Reservations 

The Representative of the United States, by way of introducing this matter,

noted that Article XII of the proposed intergovernmental agreement would not

permit reservations, nor would the revised Article XII presented by the Brazilian

Delegation in Com. 11/8.

Establishment of Working Group 

The Chairman, in response to a suggestion by the U.S. Representative that

a working group might begin drafting the Committee's report to the Plenary

Session, especially on those matters generally agreed, believed that most agendp

items had not yet been sufficiently discussed with the possible exception of

Item IV, Accession, Supersession and Buy-Out. Therefore, there being no
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objection, a working group consisting of Brazil, Japan, Sweden, the United
Kingdom and the United States was established to deal with Item IV. The
Chairman noted that other delegations would be welcome to participate in or
observe the work of the group.

1 Adjournment

The session adjourned at 5:30 p.m., to meet Wednesday, March 12, at
2:30 p.m., to consider the first Working Group's report and then discuss
settlement of disputes, amendments and reservations.
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Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 2:50 p.m. He announced that the

Steering Committee today requested all committues to complete their work by

Monday, March 17, in order to report to the Plenary. It requested the

Working Group report on Legal Status be submitted to Committee I for considera-
tion in connection with the structure of the organization. As this report
had already been broadly is:-.:ussed in the Committee and Working Group, he
asked if there was any further discussion pTior to its referral to Committee I.

The Representative of Chile asked whether Committee II would make a
decision on the report prior to referring it to Committee I or the Plenary.

Chairman Ogiso said that the Steering Committee had expressed its desire

that Committees not vote on differing views but submit them to the Plenary,

as it had been generally agreed to operate by consensus so far as possible.
The Chairman suggested this procedure be followed for the Working Group report.

The Representative of the United Kingdom could not agree to submit an
unamended report to Committee I because he felt it contained criticism by
the minority of the majority position. A balanced presentation would require
criticism of the minority position and he could only agree to a report where
both sides were equally and free:Iy presented. He felt the criticism of the
majority position contained several inaccuracies, not only of what the majority
advocated but also for what its report would contain. He referred to paragraph ],
page 2 of Annex B which disputes the statement that within the Consortium
structure a signatory fannot perform legal actions except through a private
r.orporation. The majority report on this subject states,on page 2, as follows:
"As will be hhown more fully later, under the present arrangements it is in
practice impossible for the participants, although sovereign States, to perform
legal actions except through a private corporation subject to local law or
a Signatory." Thus, the unqualified statement in Annex B is incorrect. In
Annex B, paragraph 2, the statement is made that the majority report alleges

Note: Any Changes or corrections in this Summary Record must be submitted
to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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a joint venture has no contractual capacity. This apparently refers to the

statement on page 4 of the majority report which says a joint venture has
no contractual capacity and, therefore, cannot be a party to a contract.

The majority report statement was intended only to indicate that the

joint venture could not contract as such, it did not deny it had capacity

to contract through other parties. In the third paragraph of Annex B the

statement is made that Signatories have no rights or claims directiy against

INTELSAT contractors. This refers to page 4 of the majority report which
states it is doubtful at all whether the Signatories are parties to contracts

and have any rights or claims against the other party to the contract which

they could assert without going through one particular partner. This is

different from the unqualified statement in paragraph 3 of Annex B. For

these reasons the United Kingdom could not support the two parts of the

Working Group report going to Committee I in urPmended form.

The Representative of Korea suggested the Working Group meet again to

try to resolve the differences. Chairman Ogiso felt that after so much effort,

another Group meeting would probably not be fruitful. He asked the Chairman

of the Working Group for his opinion. Speaking as Working Group Chairman,

the Representative of Brazil felt that, despite every effort, consensus had

been impossible; it was even difficult to agree on the manner in which the

report should be presented.

The Representative of Chile felt the Working Group had concluded its

task. He saw no contradiction in two opposing views being presented in the

report; it should now be considered and if agreement could not be reached

the Committee should vote on the report.

The Representative of the Philippines stated that the Working Group had

discharged its responsibilities. He believed the report to be self-explanatory,

Presenting the two sides, and a reading of the criticism in the minority report

would easily reveal its shortcomings. He, therefore, felt that the Summary

Record of this debate should be included in the report submitted to Committee I

and the Plenary. Chairman Ogiso agreed with this suggestion and said he

would arrange for the Summary Record to be included in the report referred

to Committee I and the Plenary.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany supported the

criticisms by the Representative of the United Kingdom regarding the submission

of the report of the Working Group.

The Representative of France agreed with the Representative of the Federal

Pepublic of Germany. He believed the normal procedure regarding working group

reports had not been followed; opinions differing from a majority position were

ordinarily presented in footnotes rather than in an independent critique.

The Representative of Switzerland supported the Philippine proposal and

associated himself with the comments by the Representatives of the Federal

Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom. He believed the procedure followed

by the minority, to say the least, was extraordinary. If the minority position
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had been presented in objective form, it cuuld have taken the form taken by
the majority position. If that course had been followed the advantages and
disadvantages of either position would have clearly been set forth in a fair
and objective manner.

The Representative of Argentina supported some of the views already
expressed but reserved the right to comment on the substance of the report
when such discussion is held before this or some other committee.

Chairman Ogiso felt there was a consensus in the Committee to follew -the
procedure earlier suggested by him. He hoped the substance of the report could
now be discussed and he suggested that those delegutions that had nut purticipateu
in tne Working Group express their views.

The Representative of Sweden endorsed the position presented by the
Representative of the United Kingdom.

The Representative of the United Kingdom agreed that the summary record
of this discussion be attached to the report of the Working Group. Paragraph 4
of Annex B of the minority report referred to relations with other organizations.
The majority report was concerned with agreements not informal relations. No
member of the majority would question that the joint venture could conduct
informl relations and arrive at informal arrangements with an international
specialized agency. What concerned the majority was that it was not possible to
enter into an agreement.

The Representative of Switzerland endorsed the statements of the United
Kingdom. There was in addition another area of misrepresentation in Paragraph
7 of the minority report regarding inventions, data, title to patents and the
distribution of know-how. While a procedure had been worked out for the trans-
fer of title from COMSAT to other signatories, there was considerable doubt that
the distribution of know-how had been worked out and that this recently-adopted
procedure worked well. It had encountered some difficulties and resistance.
As to complete and non-discriminatory access by other parties, it has been
suggested that a signatory could not go directly to the contractor but must go
through a particular signatory to obtain data. In the process of doing so,
a certain amount of censoring could be involved. The question was whether the
partners of the consortium actually are co-owners of the patents, data, and
know-how who can make use of patents, data and know-how without further permission.

The Representative of the United Kingdom, referring to paragraph 5, of the
minority report, noted the statement that telecommunications entities have
demonstrated their ability to protect their property and investments. But the
point is overlooked that what is at issue is the protection of the property,
not only of the telecommunications entities, but also of INTELSAT and its 68
co-owners. While certain telecommunications entities may sue in the courts of
their own countries, very grave difficulties would be confronted in the courts
of other countries. A problem would arise in the courts of some countries where
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sovereign immunity was not waived. Another difficulty would be the necessity

in some instances of bringing representative actions where authorization for

such actions might be required or where the defense might wish to join other

members. With regard to paragraph 6, it is stated that the United States would
be capable of granting privileges and immunities; but the majority report

reverted to previous statements that a number of countries would have difficulty
in granting privileges and immunities if no legal personality were granted,

or, if it were possible to do so, it would require a lengthy process involving

legislation.

The Representative of Sweden pointed out that difficulty would arise with

respect to sovereign immunity. Other than a tax exemption,no privileges and

iLlmunities would be granted.

The Representative of Canada believed the majority recommendation of the

ICSC Report was significant in taking a position favoring legal personality.

The joint venture had been an appropriate form to begin with but now that the

organization had 68 members and contemplated definitive arrangements, it should
be given truly international status. An international organization with legal

personality offered clear functional and legal advantages in terms of capacity

to contract and to own and dispose of property. With respect to privileges and

immunities, there was doubt whether Canada could grant them unless a legal

personality were involved.

The Representative of Mexico recalled his delegation's Document Com. II/6,

dealing with the legal status most appropriate to the organization. After

considering the discussion and Documents Com. II/8 and Com. II/9 the Mexican

Delegation agreed with the majority position.

The Representative of France agreed that the organization should have a

distinct legal personality for three specific reasons: (1) to attract new

members to the organization it is psychologically essential that it be recognized

by all countries; (2) partnership or joint ventures, while frequently used in

the past, have been abandoned for more modern and flexible forms; (3) legally,

for decisions taken by the organization to be easily implemented in all countries,

it was necessary to have a form acceptable in all countries. A partnership or

a joint venture is a much more complicated form. It would also be difficult

to grant privileges and immunities to an orgnnization without a legal personality.

The Representative of Austria favored a structure more in conformity with

the purposes of the organization. A separate legal status was widely sunported

by a majority of the members and he associated his delegation with the majority

view.

The Chairman said he would refer the report of the Working Group along

with the Summary Record of the discussion just concluded to Committee I.
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governments. This seemed best as the provisions would then cover all types of
legal disputes that mip-ht arise under the two agreements. It would not be
difficult to transfer the necessary provisions from the proposed Operating
Agreement to the proposed Intergovernmental Agreement.

In response to a request for clarification by the Chairman, the Representa-
tive of the United States stated that the United States proposal was intended
to include disputes between signatories to the Operating Agreement as well as
those between parties to the Intergovernmental Agreement, and in tbis connection
subscribed to the view of Brazil that the latter disputes be included.

The Representative of Korea felt that in order to cover all possible
disputes the arbitration provisions should be included in the Intergovernmental
Agreement.

The Chairman asked the Representative of the United States if the arbitra-
tion agreement might be attached to the Intergovernmental Agreement as well as
the Operating Agreement. The United States Representative responded that he
would have to consult his Government.

The Representative of Chile stated that any dispute arising from any cause
or reason under the Intergovernmental Agreement should be subject to arbitration,
with the only parties being the governments themselves or a government and
INTELSAT. In disputes of an operationnl nature, the parties would be either the
signatories themselves or a signatory and INTELSAT, assuming the latter had
legal personality. In case there is a separate manager entity the Board of
Governors should include it within the scope of arbitration procedures.

The Representative of Switzerland supported the view of the Representative
of Brazil that the scope of the arbitration tribunal should be broad and should
be part of the Intergovernmental Agreement and not the Operating Agreement.
Furthermore, it was unacceptable that the appointment of the members of tribunal
be by the Board of Governors or that a tribunal appointed in this manner could
render a decision binding sovereign states.

The Representative of Mexico agreed it was absolutely essential that the
arbitration provisions deal with both governments and signatories. The United
States proposal approached the problem from the standpoint of the signatory
to the Operating Agreement; governments as parties to the Intergovernmental
Agreement would not be able to accept arbitration along those lines. Therefore,
he felt that it would be necessary to have either two separate arbitration
agreements or one agreement with two separate and distinct sections.

The Representative of the United Kingdom, concurring with Brazil and
Switzerland, stated that it should be possible for the governments to be parties
to arbitration, especially since a more complicated structure for INTELSAT
might make the competence of the various organs of greater significance. For
example, if a weighted-vote organ rendered a decision allegedly exceeding its
powers, an aggrieved government party who felt the decision should have been
taken by an organ with equal votes would be able to protect its vote. Furthermore,
if governments were to be parties to arbitration, the provisions should be included
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in the Intert;overnmental Agreement. The Representative stated that he was
satisfied with the scope oT the present ;Ilipplementary Areement on Arbitration.
Specifically he noted that matters pertaining to withdrawn] should definitely
be a subject for arbitration. However, business and commercial decisions
of the Board of Governors should not be subject to arbitration. Arbitration
on matters between INTELSAT and third party contractors would be impractical
since a contractor would rarely submit to arbitration by a panel selected by
the other party.

The Representative of Argentina noted that arbitration between states
is rather exceptional. Thus, if the arbitration agreement did not provide
for the settlement of disputes between states, other means could Possibly be
provided. If the system of arbitration proposed by the United States included
states as potential parties, a signatory would be in a position to force a state
to submit to arbitration. However, it might be possible to have another type
of arbitration applicable only to states, and in such a case the arbitration
cl2uses would have to appear in both agreements.

The Representative of the United States noted that disputes might be
intertwined between the Intergovernmental and Operational Agreements; it would
be difficult to function with two different arbitral procedures. It would
seem better to try to solve the problem with one agreement rather than two.

The Representative of the Philippines supported arbitration with respect
to signatories and the commercial aspects of the organization and reserved
his position on arbitration between states.

The Representative of Brazil referred to the intervention of the Repre-
sentative of Argentina and noted that a signatory could not effectively
institute arbitration against its own designated government since elsewhere
in the agreement there would be a Provision (like that in the present Interim
Arrangements) that relationships between a party and its signatory were matters
for domestic resolution. In response the Representative of Argentina observed
that such a clause did not mean that a procedure cauld not be instituted.
There was also a possibility of similar difficulties if two or three states
designated the same signatory.

The Representative of Chile asked what would happen if a dispute arose
between a government, signatory to the Operating Agreement, and a non-governmental
telecommunications entity which was the signatory of another country. The
Representative of Argentina replied that his government would not accept suit
brought by any signatory to the Operating Agreement but a suit could be brought
against the Argentinian entity signatory to that agreement.

The Chairman inquired about the appointment by the Board of Governors of
members to the panel from which presidents of tribunnls would be selected. In
response the Representative of the United States said this seemed appropriate
to the organizational structure recommended. However, Committee I was presentiy
debating the structure of the organization; this Committee might merely note
opposing views and leave the final decision to the Plenary.
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Discussion of Item VII, Settlement of Disputes 

The Chairman indicated that in connection with this topic there were
two concrete proposals by Sweden and the United States, namely, Docs. 8
and 10, respectively. He suggested the discussion take these proposals into
account but could, of course, go further if so desired.

The Representative of Sweden was concerned that under Article 2 of Annex A
of Doc. 10 (United States proposed Arbitration Agreement), the members of the
panel from which the president would be chosen for an arbitral tribunal could
be appointed by the weighted voting of the Board of Governors. He compared
this with Article VI(10) of the Swedish proposal (Doc. 8) which would have the
Assembly members,each with one vote, elect the tribunal.

The Representative of France felt the rules for settling disputes between
states should be as close as possible to those normally applied in public
international 1Rw; for other disputes, such as commercial ones, the procedures
should be such as to resolve these as soon as practicable. Each state should
have an equal voice in selecting the panel and the latter should be completely
independent.

The Representative of Chile noted that if INTETSAT is given legal personality,
Article 1 of the United States Annex A should reflect that the only parties would
be INTELSAT and the signatories and not include the Board of Governors or the
Assembly. The Representative of the United States noted this would be true
whether INTELSAT was given legal personality or not, and it could be provided
elsewhere in the agreement who would represent the organization.

The Representative of Pakistan suggsted that the arbitral provisions
remain flexible to cover both legal disputes and operational disputes between
signatories.

In response to a question of the Representative of the Philippines the
Representative of the United States stated it was traditional for an arbitral
tribunal to determine whether a matter was within its scope of jurisdiction;
and the United States arbitral provisions were intended to resolve all foresee-
able types of disputes. If others should arise in the future they might be
settled under applicable principles of law.

The Representative of Argentin  asked why Article 15 of the proposed
Operating Agreement refers to "Parties" while Article 1 of Annex A does not.
The Representative of the United States noted he was not in a position to
answer at this time.

The Representative of Brazil, after reviewing the proposals of both the
United States and Sweden noted that settlement of disputes between governments
was not included in the provisions. The Committee should initially decide if
it should recommend that the arbitral provisions also include disputes between
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The Representative of Japan noted a fundamental difference between disputes
arising from the application and interpretation of the Intergovernmental Agree-
ment and those arising under the Operating Agreement. As to the former, some
means for settlement would be necessary but it was doubtful that arbitration
would be satisfactory. As to the latter, a commercial form of arbitration
was preferable.

The Representative of Mexico believed there must be a difference between
the two types of arbitration agreements since a sovereign power would not submit
to arbitration on a basis equal with a commercial concern.

The Representative of Australia doubted whether it was necessary or
desirable to annex the arbitration agreement to the Intergovernmental Agreement.
He could not think of any dispute which could not be brought under an agreement
annexed to the Operating Agreement, i.e., between signatories, or between a
signatory and an organ of INTELSAT. Under Article 10 of the United States
Annex,if a signatory went to arbitration with either the Assembly or the Board
of Governors, the decision of the tribunal would be binding on the respondent
organ as well as on all of the signatories or parties, respectively.

The Representative of Chile subscribed to the previous intervention of
Mexico. A mechanism for arbitration between signatories would be necessary
but it was difficult to determine whether an arbitration agreement was needed
to decide disputes between states. For instance, if the Intergovernmental
Agreement does not define any rights and obligations between the Parties, such
a mechanism may not be necessary. Therefore, the Committee should await the
definition of the substance composing the two agreements before deciding on the
need for arbitration between states. It would be advisable to set UD an arbitral
mechanism in the Operating Agreement not only for disputes between signatories
but also between signatories and INTELSAT if it has legal personality.

By way of summary, the Chairman identified two questions facing the
Committee: (1) The necessity for an arbitration Provision under the Operating
AP'reement on which there appeared to be a definite, favorable consensus.
(2) The necessity for a Procedure for settlement of disputes arising between
parties to the Intergovernmental Agreement; on this the views of the members
were divided. As suggested by the Representative of Chile, it might be better
to withhold a decision on interparty disputes until the substance of the Inter-
governmental Agreement became more definite. Arbitration was not the only
Procedure for the settlement of a dispute between states; governments could
choose other methods. For these reasons, he felt that the second question
might require more time before a decision could be reached. He therefore
nroposed that a working group be appointed at this time to study arbitral pro-
visions applying between signatories and between signatories and the organization.

The Representative of the United States suggested that in view of the short
amount of time, the working group should also cover the settlement of disputes
arising between states under the Intergovernmental Agreement. There would seem
to be no necessity to know in advance the substantive provisions of an agreement
before deciainE on arbitration provisions; an arbitral mechanism was preferred
to the International Court of Justice and the delay associated therewith.
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The Representative of Brazia thought if governments were going to sign
the Operating Agreement it might then become necessary to have a mechanism
for settlements of disputes between such governments and the organization.
The Representative of Argentina noted that in signing the Operating Agreement
a government was doing so in a commercial or telecommunications capacity and
not necessarily in a purely sovereign capacity.

The Representative of the United States observed that disputes could arise
under the Intergovernmental Agreement and that actions of signatories could
affect governments. Therefore, he felt there should be a comprehensive arbitra-
tion agreement applying both to parties and to signatories and to matters under
both the Intergovernmental and OperatinE Agreements.

The Chairman indicated that the mandate of the working group could be
expanded to include parties in matters arising under the Intergovernmental
Agreement. If the working group was unable to reach an agreement as to this it
could so report to the Committee. The Representative of the Federal Republic
of Germany cautioned against terms of reference that are too broad.

The Representative of the United Kingdom believed the working group should
try to establish whether or not governments should be parties, and identify any
differences and the grounds for them. In this suggestion, he was joined by the
Representative of the United States who thought nothing further could be done
in this Committee or Committee I to assist the working group in its task.

The Chairman, noting that the majority seemed to prefer that the working
group deal with all questions under this item, stated that the working group
would consider the following matters relating to arbitration:

1. Arbitration procedures between signatories to the Operating Agreement
and between a signatory and the organization.

2. Arbitration procedures between parties to the Intergovernmental
Agreement, as well as the question of whether such procedures are necessary.

3. The criteria for appointing the tribunal.

4. The differences, if any, which may arise depending on
organization has legal personality. 

whether the

5.
ments.

The location of the arbitration provisions in the Definitive Arrange-

6. Such other issues as the working group deems appropriate.

The Chairman suggested that the working group use the U.S. and Swedish
drafts as possible bases for their consideration and attempt to produce a
single report with respect to the question of arbitration. It was decided
that the working group would be made up of the following delegations: Brazil,
Chile, France, Japan, Mexico, the Philippines, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia,
the United Kingdom, and the United States. It was further suggested, for the
sake of expediency, that the working group prepare its report in the form of a
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report from this Committee to the Plenary, it being understood that the
Committee would have the right to amend or revise any or all of the report
as it desired before it was submitted to the Plenary.

Discussion of Procedure

In response to inquiries from the Representatives of Chile and Mexico,
the Chairman explained that the Steering Committee had agreed that because
the report of the working group on legal status bore a close relationship
to the question of structure, it be sent to Committee I for its use and
information during its consideration of the question of structure. He reiterated
that the Summary Record of today's session would be attached to the submission.
The Chairman noted that the report was provided to Committee I to enable it
to consider the question of the structure of INTELSAT in the broadest possible
scope and was not meant to be a conclusive report of this Committee, and agreed
to so indicate in his transmission to Committee I. The Chairman noted that
this was an exceptional case and was not intended to establish a precedent in
regard to other reports which, unless otherwise decided, would be sent by this
Committee to the Plenary.

The Representative of France had no objection to exchange of documents
for information purposes between the various Committees. As to working group
documents, divergent views should all be reflected in order to assist the
Committee and permit the Plenary to note the various views.

Establishment of the Working Group on Privileges and Immunities 

The Chairman suggested that the same working group also concern itself
with the question of privileges and immunities, Item III. He noted that this
had already been discussed in the Committee but that reference to a working
group had been deferred until the report on the legal status had been submitted.

The Representative of Japan sought to determine whether the working
group would consider the question of INTELSAT's immunity from taxation as
proposed in Article XIII(b) of the U.S. draft Intergovernmental Agreement.

The Chairman stated that this would be left to the working group.

Agenda for the Ninth Session 

The Chairman proposed that the Committee take up first at its next session

Item IV (Accession, Supersession and Buy-Out) if the report of that working group

is available. The Committee could next take up Item VIII (Amendment Processes),

Item IX (Reservations) and Item VI (Liability of Partners Inter-Se). If Committee

III has reached some conclusions on the subject of withdrawal,Item V (Withdrawal

Provisions) might be discussed.

Adjournment 

This session was adjourned at 6:30 p.m. The next meeting was scheduled

for 2:30 p.m. on Friday, March 14, 1969.

* * *
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Convening of the Session

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 2:55 p.m.

riaport of Working Group on Accession Supersession and Buy-Out.

The Working Group Chairman, the Representative of the United Kingdom,
reported almost unanimous agreement on entry into force, including whether
unanimous consent of present members and a fixed percentage of investment
should be prerequisites. Regarding the transfer of rights from the
interim to the definitive arrangements, the group proposed two alternatives,
assuming the organization was granted legal personality. Under the first,
the rights and Obligations of the members under the Interim Arrangements
would be transferred to the signatories under the definitive arrangements;
under the second, the rights and Obligations would be transferred to INTELSAT.
With respect to buy-out unanimous agreement was reached on various principles.

The Representative of Chile Observed that the Working Group report read
as if it were a final Committee document, but it is yet to be determined
whether the majority and minority positions reflect the entire Committee.
Regarding Article XI, the Conference had not yet decided whether ITU menber-
ship would be required to participate in INTELSAT. Regarding Article XII,
his delegation did not concur that a percentage of the investment should be
required, although it was acceptable that a greater percentage than a simple
majority would be necessary for the agreements to enter into force. The
provision on transfer of rights, should apply only to those who accede to the
definitive arrangements.

The Representative of Korea stated that under Article XII(c), in theory,
provisional application would continue forever if a government did not state
its intention of withdrawing and did not deposit the instrument as provided.
A one year limitation should be attached.
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The Representative of Sweden stated that his delegation was about to

submit a statement setting forth its position on the Working Group report.

The Interim Agreements cannot be interpreted as permitting a majority to

bring definitive arrangements into force with effect of expropriating

the shares of the minority.

The Swiss Representative could not accept entry into force being

dependent on agreement by those countries awning a certain percentage of the

investment. He agreed with the Chilean view that the majority required for entry
into force could be higher than two-thirds. He supported the second alter-

native regarding transfer of rights and obligations of the present meMbers

to INTELSAT.

The Representative of France stated that the new agreements could enter

into force only by unanimous consent of the present members and that entry

into force should not be related to any percentage of investment. The transfer

of rights and dbligations was linked to other aspects of the Agreements and it

should be dealt more precisely.

The Representative of the United Kingdom agreed with Articles, xT, XII,

XIII, and XVII in the report and with the second alternative regarding the

transfer of rights and obligations because otherwise INTELSAT would have

difficulty in dbtaining credit for its operations and could not function with-

out the consent of all members.

The Representative of Sweden supported the second alternative on the

transfer of rights and dbligations but reserved on the exact phrasing.

The Representative of Canada generally associated himself with Articles

XI, XII, XIII, and XVII in the report and the buy-out provisions. He favored

the second alternative on transfer of rights and dbligations as the first

would defeat attempts to give the organization legal status.

The Representative of Brazil suggested that, since less than one-third

the present members hold more than a majority of the investment shares, the

decision regarding a requirement of percentage of investment for entry into

force should be left to Committee I as it is a political decision. Therefore,

the percentage for the majority of shares should be left blank. He suggested

Article XII include a provision for provisional application for the transfer

of rights and obligations. NO legal impedement existed with respect to either

9.1ternative. The choice is based on political considerations and, therefore,

should be left to the Plenary. Regarding buy-out, the three principles in the

report should be presented as texts to the Plenary.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany favored the pro-

posal in Article II(b).

The Representative of the United Kingdom stated that most rights and

obligations inter se would lapse with the termination of the Interim
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Arrangements except, for example, provisions relatlng to safeguarding
of investments and the rights and Obligations of members to third parties.

The Representative of the United States agreed with the Brazilian
view that the ownership of the space segment by signatories of INTELSAT
should be decided by the Plenary. As to the Korean suggestion, for a time
limit on provisional acceptance, he did not believe it necessary as this was
an internal matter. International Obligations would be the same were the
acceptance provisional or definitive.

The Chairman asked members' views regarding the suggestion for a time

limitation. The Representative of Canada was still undecided on the exact

distinction between provisional and definitive acceptance. The Representative

of Algeria asked what the legal status would be if a country initially

accepted the agreements with reservations and then withdrew. The Represen-

tative of Brazil said that the mOority view in the Working Group was no

distinction existed between provisional and definitive acceptance. The

minority view which his delegation shared, felt there was a distinction.

Provisional entry into force is relatively new in international law and its

exact implications are undefined, He felt an important distinction exiets

between acceptance with reservation and unconditional acceptance as the former

was tantamount to acceptance unless annulled which is different from uncondi-

tional acceptance. The agreements should reflect these differences, allowing

different rights and Obligations for the different forms of acceptance.

Chairman Ogiso suggested that as no agreement had been reached for a
time limitation for definitive acceptance the report would be submitted to the
Plenary with a footnote indicating this alternative. The Representative of
Korea concurred.

The Representative of Argentina asked what would happen under Article XII(c)
if the Definitive Arrangements are not ratified within the 18-month period. The
Representative of the United Kingdom replied the Working Group considered 18
months sufficient for the legislative processes of all countries to accede. If
an insufficient number of countries acceded within 18 months it would be necessary
to call another conference to alter the draft of Definitive Arrangements.

Chairman Ogiso noted he understood the United Kingdom believed 18 months
was sufficient time for all countries to complete their Parliamentary procedures
since only signature was involved, not ratification and approval. If govern-, ,
:Ments had not signed within 18 months there was little possibility they would sign.

The Representative of the Philippines supported Articles XI, XIII, and XVI/
as well as the principles regarding buy-out. He suggested clarifying Article
xr(a) by deleting the last sentence and inserting part of it in the first
sentence. The Representatives of the United States and the United Kingdom felt
the alterations might create more ambiguties than clarification.

The Representative of Korea suggested the paragraph include a provision for
acceptance by a percentage of the financial investment. The Chairman thought
this was for the Plenary to decide, noting that the report would reflect all views.
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The Observer from Ghana questioned the appropriateness 
of designating

the Governing Body to determine financial conditio
ns under Article XII(d).

The Representative of the United States indicated it 
was not the intention

to determine in this Committee the structure or fu
nction of any particular

organ of the Organization.

The Representative of Mexico in principle agreed with the conte
nt of

Com. II/10 for refering it to the Plenary, while reserving the right 
to make

comments or clarifications. He noted some translation problems on legal

terminology in the Spanish text and suggested an editing group be established.

The Representative of Argentina reserved his position on the report on

accession, supersession and buy-out which he viewed the Committee as having

generally approved.

The Representatives of Mexico, Brazil and Algeria suggested that some

legal terms in the report might be translated more precisely. The Chairman

asked that any translation refinements be reported to the Secretariat.

Chairman Ogiso asked if the Committee could adopt the Working Group report.

The Representative of Sweden, noted that the Report had not been available until

this morning, asked that discussion be kept open.

The Representative of the United Kingdom drew attention to the blaia on

Page 5 of the Report and explained this blank should be filled in to indicate

which alternative the Committee favored on the transfer of rights and dbligations.

The Representative of Chile noted that he wanted the minority view explained in

greater detail if the Committee agreed to submit the report as the majority view.

The Representative of the United Kingdom noting previous Committee discussions

dbserved that a majority seemed to prefer alternative two, the transfer of rights

and dbligations to INTELSAT. The Chairman, noting no objection, declared alternative

two the majority view but deferred a decision on the report until the next meeting.

The United States dbjected to deferral as the views of the delegates had been ex-

pressed in earlier Committee discussions and could be further expressed at the

Plenary.

Discussion of Item X - Amendment Processes

The Representative of the United States referenced Article XIV of the draft

Intergovernmental Agreement and Article 17 of the proposed Operating Agreement,

(Doc. 10), as a suggested method for providing for amendment processes.

References to various organs by name was not an attempt to establish in this

Committee the structure or responsibility of the various organs.
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The Representative of Chile noted that under a th.ree-tiex str
ucture

a problem could arise in that governments, party to the Tntergovernmenta
l

Agreement, could decide amendments to the Operating Agreement, even though

various signatorjes to that agreement were private entities and not

governments. He did no see how any collegiate body could undergo changes

which its members did not approve. For this reason, he favored a four-tier

structure with an assembly of signatories. The Representative of the United

States noted that it would 'be a domestic matter between an individual

government and the signatory as to who would cast itstevote in an Assembly

considering an amendment, and that it was quite similar to the present

Conference where governments are negotiating an operational agreement that

will subsequently be signed by designated signatories. The Representative

of Argentina concurred. The Representative of Chile felt this matter might

need further study.

The Representative of Argentina understood the operating agreement to be

merely an accessory to the intergovernmental agreement. He sought clarifi-

cation whether the proposed amendment machinery would enable the Board of

Governors to block amendments, and. whether an Assembly decision czi an amend-

ment would be subject to arbitration under proposed Article XV. The Repre-

sentative of the United States replied that under this draft, although the

Beard of Governors could recommend against an amendment, it could not block

it and must forward it to the Assembly. On the second question it waE not

intended that a decision of the Assembly on an amendment be saject to

arbitration.

The Representative of the United Kingdam was satisfied generally with

proposed Article XIV, but noted that adequate discussion in the Assembly prior

to a vote on an amendment would be necessary, and, further, that last minute

prop-)sals should be avoided. He proposed at least three months notice be

required before a meeting of the Assembly to consider an amendment. The

Representative of the United States felt a more flexible rule would be

preferable as the infrequency of Assembly meetings would pose a problem with

setting a definitive notice period. The Representative of Brazil did not see

how the definitive arrangements could be legally amended without the partici-

pation of all governments. Both agreements should be capable of being amended

'by an Assembly comprised of governments on the recommendation of the Board of

Governors, without any further approvals or considerations.

The Representative of the United States noted its draft was based on an

Assembly made up of parties or signatories as determined by the respective

governments. While it would be difficult for an Assembly of signatories to

amend the Intergovernmental Agreement, it would likewise be difficult for an

Assembly of Governments, without the signatories, to amend the operating

agreement.
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The Representative of Chile disagreed with the Representativ
e of

Brazil. Nothing in the Special Agreement indicated that private signatories

were considered representatives of Governments. A solution would be to

distinguish clearly the commercial function of the telecommunicati
ons entities,

signatory to the operating agreement, from ptblic functions by putting 
the

former only in the Operating Agreement and the latter in the Intergover
nmental

Agreement. Noting that the operating agreement will be an international

agreement, he felf it would require domestic approval only in those jur
isdic-

tions where the Government was the signatory. The RePresentative of Peru

suggested that there was a contradiction in logic in letting a comme
rical

signatory propose an amendment to an intergovernmental agreement. The Repre-

sentative of Sweden drew attention to the amendatory provisions in the Swedish

draft, namely Articles VI (3), and XII(b) (i) of the Organization Agreement

and Articles 11 (v) and 29 of the Statute of the Corporation. He further stated

that in as much as the Swedish draft separated the public and commercial functions

it was proper for the Governing Body to regulate its activities.

The Representative of Brazil noted that the clear distinction between publ':

and commercial functions in the Swedish draft supported his previous argument.

He referenced Article 29 (c) of the proposed Swedish Statute which would require

immediate approval by the Organization of any increase in capital voted by the

Board of Governors. Such approval was necessary since the Corporation cannot be altered

without the consent of the States which created it. Recognizing that a t,:m step

process may be necessary for amendment of either Agreement, it would not be

possfble for the signatory to the Operating Agreement to amend it without the

approval of the states. The Representative of Chile noted he had referred to the

Swedish document not necessarily to give support to its suggested amend
ment pro-

cedure but rather to note that it clearly separates ptblic and comme
rcial functions.

He also noted that the Definitive Arrangements would provide that 
relations between

a government and its signatories were a matter of domestic concern.

The Representative of France stated that regardless of the
 structure of

INTELSAT, decisions pertaining to amendments should be 
submitted for the approval

and ratification of the States.

Discussion of Item IX, Reservations 

The Representative of the United States noted that Article XI (
d), in the

Annex to Com. II/10, provided that there should be no reserv
ations to the proposed

Intergovernmental Agreement. He observed, however, that this would not preclude

signature subject to later ratifications or approvals.

The Representative of France noted that Article XI (d) 
appeared feasible at

this time but he would be unable to give a definitive opinion until the final

text of the Agreement is known, and, therefore, thought that th
e matter should be

postponed to a later stage. The Representativasof Sweden, the Federal Republic

of Germany and Syria supported the French statement.
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The Chairman, noting the views of the delegates, proposed that the
Report of this Committee to the Plenary should note that while there was no
substantial dbjection to the United States draft proposal the delegates
found it difficult to commit themselves without knowing the contents of the
final agreement. The Representative of Mexico supported the Chairman's
suggestion.

Procedure

After noting the views of several delegates and the requirement that this
Committee's Report be submitted by Tuesday, March 18, so that it could be
taken up by the Plenary, the Chairman asked Working Group II/B to meet on
Saturday, March 15 at 2:30 p.m. to complete its work on settlement of disputes,
privileges and immunities, and to take up item VIII, Amendment Processes. This
would enable the Conraittee to consider at its next session the Report of this
Working Group as well as the Report on Accession, Supersession, and Buy-out.
In addition, the Committee will at that time consider further the items of LiabL1D'
and Withdrawal, and prepare its final report for the Plenary.

The Representative of Algeria stated that he represented his delegation both
in Committee I and II, and since those committees would be meeting at the same
time on Monday, he reserved his position as to any decision taken in Commfttee II
during his absence.

Adjournment 

The session was adjourned at 6:30 p.m. The next session is scheduled for
Monday, March 17, at 10:00 a.m.

* * *
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Convening of the Session

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 2:55 p.m.

Report of Working Group on Accession, Supersession, and Buy-Out 

The Working Group Chairman, the Representative of the United Kingdom,

reported almost unanimous agreement on entry into force, including whether

unanimous consent of present members and a fixed percentage of investment

should be prerequisites. Regarding the transfer of rights from the

interim to the definitive arrangements, the group proposed two alternatives,

assuming the organization was granted legal personality. Under the first,

the rights and dbligations of the members under the Interim Arrangements

would be transferred to the signatories under the definitive arrangements;

under the second, the rights and Obligations would be transferred to INTELSAT.

With respect to buy-out unanimous agreement was reached on various principles.

The Representative of Chile dbserved that the Working Group report read

as if it were a final Committee document, but it is yet to be determined

whether the majority and minority positions reflect the entire Committee.

Regarding Article XI, the Conference had not yet decided whether ITU member-

ship would be required to participate in INTELSAT. Regarding Article XII,

his delegation did not concur that a percentage of the investment should be

required, although it was acceptable that a greater percentage than a simple

majority would be necessary for the agreements to enter into force. The

provision on transfer of rights, should apply only to those who accede to the

definitive arrangements.

The Representative of Korea stated that under Article XII(c), in theory,

provisional application would continue forever if a government did not state

its intention of withdrawing and did not deposit the instrument as provided.

A one year limitation should be attached.

Note: Any changes or corrections in this Summary Record must be sUbmitted

to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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The Representative of Sweden stated that his delegation was about to

sUbmit a statement setting forth its position on the Working Group report.

The Interim Agreements cannot be interpreted as permitting a majority to

bring definitive arrangements into force. No language in the Interim

Agreements indicates this authority and the absence of any amendment pro-

visions in the Intergovernmental Agreement implies that unanimous consent

is necessary. He reserved the right to comment further.

The Swiss Representative could not accept entry into force being

dependent on agreement by those countries owning a certain percentage of the

investment. He agreed with the Chilean view that the majority required for entry

into force could be higher than two-thirds. He supported the second alter-

native regarding transfer of rights and obligations of the present members

to INTELSAT.

The Representative of France stated that the new agreements could enter

into force only by unanimous consent of the present members and that entry

into force should not be related to any percentage of investment. The transfer

of rights and dbligations was linked to other aspects of the Agreements and it

should be dealt more precisely.

The Representative of the United Kingdom agreed with Articles, XI, XII,

XIII, and XVII in the report and with the second alternative regarding the

transfer of rights and dbligations because otherwise INTELSAT would have

difficulty in obtaining credit for its operations and could not function with-

out the consent of all members.

The Representative of Sweden supported the second alternative on the

transfer of rights and obligations but reserved on the exact phrasing.

The Representative of Canada generally associated himself with Articles

XI, XII, XIII, and XVII in the report and the buy-out provisions. He favored

the second alternative on transfer of rights and dbligations as the first

would defeat attempts to give the organization legal status.

The Representative of Brazil suggested that, since less than one-third

the present members hold more than a majority of the investment shares, the

decision regarding a requirement of percentage of investment for entry into

force should be left to Committee I as it is a political decision. Therefore,

the percentage for the majority of shares should be left blank. He suggested

Article XII include a provision for provisional application for the transfer

of rights and obligations. No legal impedement existed with respect to either

alternative. The choice is based on political considerations and, therefore,

should be left to the Plenary. Regarding buy-out, the three principles in the

report should be presented as texts to the Plenary.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany favored the pro-

posal in Article II(b).

The Representative of the United Kingdom stated that most rights and

obligations inter se would lapse with the termination of the Interim
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Arrangements except, for example, provisions relating to safeguarding
of investments and the rights and dbligations of nembers to third parties.

The Representative of the United States agreed with the Brazilian
view that the ownership of the space segment by signatories of INTELSAT
should be decided by the Plenary. As to the Korean suggestion, for a time
limit on provisional acceptance, he did not believe it necessary as this was
an internal matter. International obligations would be the same were the
acceptance provisional or definitive.

The Chairman asked members' views regarding the suggestion for a time

limitation. The Representative of Canada was still undecided on the exact
distinction between provisional and definitive acceptance. The Representative

of Algeria asked what the legal status would be if a country initially
accepted the agreements with reservations and then withdrew. The Represen-
tative of Brazil said that the majority view in the Working Group was no
distinction existed between provisional and definitive acceptance. The
minority view which his delegation shared, felt there was a distinction.
Provisional entry into force is relatively new in international law and its
exact implications are undefined. He felt an important distinction exists
between acceptance with reservation and unconditional acceptance as the former
was tantamount to acceptance unless annulled which is different from uncondi-
tional acceptance. The agreements should reflect these differences, allowing
different rights and Obligations for the different forms of acceptance.

Chairman Ogiso suggested that as no agreement had been reached for a
time limitation for definitive acceptance the report would be submitted to the
Plenary with a footnote indicating this alternative. The Representative of
Korea concurred.

The Representative of Argentina asked what would happen under Article XII(c)
if the Definitive Arrangements are not ratified within the 18-month period. The
Representative of the United Kingdom replied the Working Group considered 18
months sufficient for the legislative processes of all countries to accede. If
an insufficient number of countries acceded within 18 months it would be necessary
to call another conference to alter the draft of Definitive Arrangements.

Chairman Ogiso noted he understood the United Kingdom believed 18 months
was sufficient tim for all countries to complete their Parliamentary procedures
since only signature was involved, not ratification and approval. If govern-
ments had not signed within 18 months there was little possibility they would sign.

The Representative of the Philippines supported Articles XI, XIII, and XVII
as well as the principles regarding buy-out. He suggested clarifying Article
Xr(a) by deleting the last sentence and inserting part of it in the first
sentence. The Representatives of the United States and the United Kingdom felt
the alterations might create more ambiguties than clarification.

The Representative of Korea suggested the paragraph include a provision for
acceptance by a percentage of the financial investment. The Chairman thought
this was for the Plenary to decide, noting that the report would reflect all views.
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The Observer from Ghana questioned the appropriateness of designating

the Governing Body to determine financial conditions under Article XII(d).

The Representative of the United States indicated it was not the intention

to determine in this Committee the structure or function of any particular

organ of the Organization.

The Representative of Mexico in principle agreed with the content of

Com. II/10 for refering it to the Plenary, while reserving the right to make
comments or clarifications. He noted some translation problems on legal
terminology in the Spanish text and suggested an editing group be established.

The Representative of Argentina reserved his position on the report on

accession, supersession and buy-out which he viewed the Committee as having
generally approved.

The Representatives of Mexico, Brazil and Algeria suggested that some

legal terms in the report might be translated more precisely. The Chairman

asked that any translation refinements be reported to the Secretariat.

Chairman Ogiso asked if the Committee could adopt the Working Group report.
The Representative of Sweden, noted that the Report had not been available until
this morning, asked that discussion be kept open.

The Representative of the United Kingdom drew attention to the blank on
Page 5 of the Report and explained this blank should be filled in to indicate
which alternative the Committee favored on the transfer of rights and dbligations.
The Representative of Chile noted that he wanted the minority view explained in
greater detail if the Committee agreed to submit the report as the majority view.

The Representative of the United Kingdom noting previous Committee discussions
dbserved that a majority seemed to prefer alternative two, the transfer of rights
and Obligations to INTELSAT. The Chairman, noting no objection, declared alternative
two the majority view but deferred a decision on the report until the next meeting.
The United States objected to deferral as the views of the delegates had been ex-
pressed in earlier Committee discussions and could be further expressed at the
Plenary.

Discussion of Item X - Amendment Processes

The Representative of the United States referenced Article XIV of the draft
Intergovernmental Agreement and Article 17 of the proposed Operating Agreement,
(Doc. 10), as a suggested method for providing for amendment processes.
References to various organs by name was not an attempt to establish in this
Committee the structure or responsibility of the various organs.
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The Representative of Chile noted that under a three-tier structure
a problem could arise in that governments, party to the IntergovernmentalAgreement, could decide amendments to the Operating Agreement, even thoughvarious signatories to that agreement were private entities and notgovernments. He did no see how any collegiate body could undergo changeswhich its members did not approve. For this reason, he favored a four-tierstructure with an assembly of signatories. The Representative of the UnitedStates noted that it would be a domestic matter between an individualgovernment and the signatory as to who would cast its'.vote in an Assemblyconsidering an amendment, and that it was'quite similar to the presentConference where governments are negotiating an operational agreement thatwill sUbsequently be signed by designated signatories. The Representativeof Argentina concurred. The Representative of Chile felt this matter mightneed further study.

The Representative of Argentina understood the operating agreement to bemerely an accessory to the intergovernmental agreement. He sought clarifi-cation whether the proposed amendment machinery would enable the Board ofGovernors to block amendments, and whether an Assembly decision on an amend-ment would be subject to arbitration under proposed Article XV. The Repre-sentative of the United States replied that under this draft, although theBoard of Governors could recommend against an amendment, it could not blockit and must forward it to the Assembly. On the second question it was notintended that a decision of the Assembly on an amendment be sUbject toarbitration.

The Representative of the United Kingdam was satisfied generally withproposed Article XIV, but noted that adequate discussion in the Assembly priorto a vote on an amendment would be necessary, and, further, that last minuteproposals should be avoided. He proposed at least three months notice berequired before a meeting of the Assembly to consider an amendment. TheRepresentative of the United States felt a more flexible rule would bepreferable as the infrequency of Assembly meetings would pose a problem withsetting a definitive notice period. The Representative of Brazil did not seehow the definitive arrangements could be legally amended without the partici-pation of all governments. Both agreements should be capable of being amendedby an AsseMbly comprised of governments on the recommendation of the Board ofGovernors, without any further approvals or considerations.

The Representative of the United States noted its draft was based on anAssembly made up of parties or signatories as determined by the respectivegovernments. While it would be difficult for an Assembly of signatories toamend the Intergovernmental Agreement, it would likewise be difficult for anAssembly of Governments, without the signatories, to amend the operatingagreement.
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The Representat've of Chile djsagreed wlth the Representative of
Brazil. Nothing in the Special Agreement indicated that private signatories
were considered representatives of Governments. A solution would be to
distinguish clearly the commercial function of the telecommunications entities,
signatory to the operating agreement, from ptblic functions by putting the
former only in the Operating Agreement and the latter in the Intergovernmental
Agreement. Noting that the operating agreement will be an international
agreement, he felf it would require domestic approval only in those jurisdic-
tions where the Government was the signatory. The Representative of Peru
suggested that there was a contradiction in logic in letting a commerical
signatory propose an amendment to an intergovernmental agreement. The Repre-
sentative of Sweden drew attention to the amendatory provisions in the Swedish
draft, namely Articles VI (3), and XII(b) (i) of the Organization Agreement
and Articles 11 (v) and 29 of the Statute of the Corporation. He further stated
that in as much as the Swedish draft separated the public and commercial functions
it was proper for the Governing Body to regulate its activities.

The Representative of Brazil noted that the clear distinction between public
and commercial functions in the Swedish draft supported his previous argument.
He referenced Article 29 (c) of the proposed Swedish Statute which would require
immediate approval by the Organization of any increase in capital voted by the
Board of Governors. Such approval was necessary since the Corporation cannot be altered
without the consent of the States which created it. Recognizing that a two step
-Process may be necessary for amendment of either Agreement, it would not be
possible for the signatory to the Operating Agreement to amend it without the
approval of the states. The Representative of Chile noted he had referred to the
Swedish document not necessarily to give impport to its suggested amendment pro-
cedure but rather to note that it clearly separates public and commercial functions.
He also noted that the Definitive Arrangements would provide that relations between
a government and its signatories were a matter of domestic concern.

The Representative of France stated that regardless of the structure of
INTELSAT, decisions pertaining to amendments should be submitted for the approval
and ratification of the States.

Discussion of Item IX, Reservations

The Representative of the United States noted that Article XI (d), in the
Annex to Com. II/10, provided that there should be no reservations to the proposed
Intergovernmental Agreement. He dbserved, however, that this would not preclude
signature subject to later ratifications or approvals.

The Representative of France noted that Article XI (d) appeared feasible at
this time but he would be unable to give a definitive opinion until the final
text of the Agreenent is known, and, therefore, thought that the matter should be
postponed to a later stage. The Representative3of Sweden, the Federal Reptiblic
of Germany and Syria supported the French statement.
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The Chairman, noting the views of the delegates, proposed that the
Report of this Committee to the Plenary should note that while there was no
substantial dbjection to the United States draft proposal the delegates
found it difficult to commit themselves without knowing the contents of the
final agreement. The Representative of Mexico supported the Chairman's
'suggestion.

Procedure

After noting the views of several delegates and the requirement that this
Committee's Report be subndtted by Tuesday, March 18, so that it could be
taken up by the Plenary, the Chairman asked Working Group II/B to meet on
Saturday, March 15 at 2:30 p.m. to complete its work on settlement of disputes,
privileges and immunities, and to take up item VIII, Amendment Processes. This
would enable the Committee to consider at its next session the Report of this
Working Group as well as the Report on Accession, Supersession, and Buy-out.
In addition, the Committee will at that time consider further the items of Liability
and Withdrawal, and prepare its final report for the Plenary.

The Representative of Algeria stated that he represented his delegation both
in Committee I and II, and since those committees would be meeting at the same
time on Monday, he reserved his position as to any decision taken in Committee II
during his absence.

Adjournment 

The session was adjourned at 6:30 p.m. The next session is scheduled for
Monday, March 17, at 10:00 a.m.

* * *
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Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 10:25 a.m.

Discussion of Item VI - Liabilities of Partners Inter-se 

The Chairman, noting this topic had been deferred until the completion
of the report of the Working Group on Legal status, proposed the Committee
take it up and then consider third-party liability. Noting that a majority
of the Working Group favored legal personality for INTELSAT, the Chairman
suggested the discussion be based on this assumption without prejudice to
the minority view.

The Representative of the United States, at the request of the Chairman,
explained that ArtLcle 14 of its proposed Operating Agreement is essentially
the same as the present Article 13 of the Special Agreement. Responding to
a question by the Representative of Argentina, he stated the proposed pro-
vision did not cover third-party tort liability, that being covered, for
most members, by the Treaty on the Peaceful Use of Outer Space. Article 14
is not intended to absolve a signatory from liability for damage caused by
the space segment to the property of another signatory; Article 14 would
absolve a state only in its capacity as a signatory and not as a party to
the proposed Intergovernmental Agreement.

The Representative of the United Kingdom noted that under the Special
Agreement nothing requires contribution among the various signatories to
ofrset costs and damages incurred by reason of having been held liable in
connection with the operation of the INTELSAT system. This could also
arise under design, development, construction, and establishment of the
space segment. He suggested some method of contribution in the definitive
arrangements; assuming legal personality, a signatory's exposure would be
reduced as INTELSAT would incur liability for operation of the system, not
the signatories.

The Representative of Chile, assuming legal personality, noted the
proposed Article 14 does not speak of the liability of INTELSAT as an entity.
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It should be clearly set forth that neither INTELSAT nor any signatory

would be liable to any other signatory. Article 14 should be closely

coordinated with Article 8 of the Treaty on the Peaceful Use of Outer Space

since, within the framework of INTELSAT, there will be governments signa-

tory to the Operating Agreement.

The Representative of Sweden, referring to the Swedish Draft Agree-

ment (Doc. 8), noted the utilization of a limited liability company
would appear not to require any provisions for liability inter-se.

The Representative of Argentina felt the proposed Article 14 consis-

tent with general liabilities established by the Outer Space Treaty; it

merely supplements and regulates to a certain extent the application of

that Treaty.

The Representative of Chile clarified that Article 14 was not incon-

sistent with Article 8 of the Outer Space Treaty, since the former only
referred to loss or damages at or during launch. Accordingly, he was

only trying to determine what would happen to those states which had al-

ready subscribed to the Outer Space Treaty, in order to clearly indicate

that the intent of Article 14 was to establish an exemption from liability

by way of an exception to the Outer Space Treaty.

The Representative of France stated that he did not quite understand

the scope of this provision which, even under the Interim Arrangements,

was nct completely true. If the Organization is to have legal personality,

there will be no liability of participants inter-se but, possibly, a mutual

liability of participants and the Organization in the event of work per-

formed by a participant under a contract concluded with the Organization.

The Representative of Australia noted his doubt on what was covered by

proposed Article 14. He felt it was primarily concerned with an exemption

from liability for a breakdown in communications facilities through the

satellite. Damage caused by the rocket during launch or a satellite

collision in space should not be exempted by this provision, but come under

the Outer Space Treaty. In either case, the intent should be clearly

stated in the provision. The United States Representative clarified that,

although broader in scope, the essential purpose of the provision pertains

to a breakdown in communications. As drafted, Article 14 would cover loss

of communications because of failure of a satellite to function or an

abortive launch attempt, as well as a collision in outer space. It was not

inconsistent with Outer Space Treaty as the parties to the Intergovernment
al

Agreement would still be responsible. What Article 14 does is to absolve a

signatory of liability to another signatory for almost any kind of dama
ge

that would result from a failure or breakdown of the satellite.

The Representative of the Philippines believed Article 14 intended to

encompass only international public telecommunication services, and inquired

as to whether its scope comprehended such other functions as 
specialized,
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regional and domestic satellites. In response, the Representive
United States stated that Article 14 3s intended to cover all operations
of INTELSAT, but not the independent operations of a signatory.

The Representative of Chile opined that Article 14 is based on the
assumption that INTELSAT will continue as a joint venture in which case
liabthty would run to the signatories. If e.,iven le;a1 personalit,y, the
responsibility will be that of INTELSAT rather than the signatories,
since operations will be conducted by a legal entity separate from the
signatories. Replying, the Representative of the United States stated
Article 14 does not depend upon whether the Organization has legal
personality, since, in either case, INTELSAT may choose to perform
certain functions through a signatory. The Representative of Chile, then
noted that such a signatory would be acting as a representative of
INTELSAT and, as such, would not itself be liable.

The Representative of Australia stated it does not necessarily follow
from granting legal personality to INTELSAT that it will automatically
have limited liability. Nothing would prevent the financial struclsure
fram remaining similar to its present form where signatories are liable.
Since the United States comments indicated that Article 14 was primarily
to cover breakdowns in communications, he wanted to be sure that the scope
of this Article did not conflict with the Outer Space Treaty. As clari-
fcation, he suggested that "mechanical" precede "failure" in Article 14,
and the phrase -at or after launching" be deleted. The Representative
of the United States did not see the need for a change in language.

The Representative of Sweden agreed with the Representative of
Australia that the grant of legal Personality to INTELSAT does not auto-
matically involve limited liability for its members. He referenced the
Swedish proposal (Doc. 8) which provides for a limited liability company.

The Representative of Brazil, noting the commercial nature of
INTELSAT operations, recognized that there exists a problem in determining
those areas of liability which may not be covered under Article 14. The
resolution of such areas of liability should accord with accepted general
principles of law. He did not believe there should be a second provision
in addition to Article 14 regarding liability.

The Representative of the United States clarified further that
Article 14 was intended solely to cover liability inter-se arising out of
the loss or breakdown of a satellite. Other types of inter-se liability,
such as the obligations of the signatories to contribute to the design,
development and construction costs of the Organization are covered
elsewhere in the Agreement.

The Representative of Chile, noting the report of the Working Group on
Legal Status (Com. II/11) and particularly paragraph 6 of Annex A thereto,
said a provision on the extra-contractual liability of INTELSAT vis-a-vis 
signatories would be needed.
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The Representative of Australia, referring to the previous intervention
of Brazil that extra-contractual liability should not be covered by the
definitive arrangements, noted it was standard practice in telecommuni-
cations service agreements that the entity providing service would not be
liable to the user for a breakdown in the system. Such a provision should
be included in the Operating Agreement, and, if there are other forms of
liability, these should be discussed and a decision made on whether ad-
ditional clauses are needed. If the intent was to exempt signatories from
liability inter-se as a result of a failure or breakdown in service, it
should be clearly stated in Article 14.

The Chairman suggested that inter-se liability be further discussed in
the Working Group, taking into consideration the proposals of the United
States and Sweden, and proposed the Australian Representative join the
Working Group.

Discussion of the Third Party Liability 

The Representative of Sweden agreed the concept of legal personality
does not automatically involve a limited liability. Many problems arise if
the concept of undivided shares is combined with legal personality, because
nothing would limit the liability of the signatories for the debts of
INTELSAT. So, he believed it necessary to give INTELSAT legal personality
with the right to hold assets and enjoy limited liability.

The Representative of Japan, noting third-party liability could arise
out of launching of a satellite, cited the work of the Legal Subcommittee of
the United Nations on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space which has been con-
cerned with liability for damage problems arising from the launching of
objects into outer space, and the implementation of Article 7 of the Outer
Space Treaty. Noting this Subcommittee had reached same agreement on
various points, he suggested this Conference await the results of this United

Nations Subcommittee.

Procedure Regarding Item V - Withdrawal 

The Chairman noted it had been agreed in previous Committee discussion

to refer Item V to the Working Group after Committee III submitted its
report. He Proposed the Working Group take up the question of withdrawal,

taking into consideration the Draft Report of Committee III (Cam. III/49).

Procedure Regarding Item I - Definitions 

The Chairman, noting the earlier agreement of the Committee, further

deferred consideration of this item until such time as the entire scope of

the definitive arrangements text is available.
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Procedure Regarding Committeo Work

II/:V1C)

The Chairman, noting the Plenary expects to discuss the report of
Committee II at its Thursday session, requested the Working Group to
complete its report so it can be discussed at the Committee meeting on
Tuesday.

The Representative of Chile asked for a Committee decision on the two
Working Group reports already presented. The Representative of Sweden,
who had previously requested discussion be held open on the Report of the
Working Group on Accession, Supersession, and By-Out, stated he had no
objection to the Committee adopting this report, but reserved the right
of discussion in the Plenary.

The Chairman recalled the understanding reached in the Steering
Committee that Committees should not vote on each proposal but try to
reach consensus, or report various viewpoints to the Plenary. In follow-
ing this procedure, the Chairman intended to prepare a coverins note to
the Conference Chairman explaining the Committee deliberations ana
attaching as annexes the various Working Group Reports adopted by tne
Committee. He then proposed the adoption of the Report on Accession,
Supersession and By-Out Com. II/1°.

L2.2L-212_52112miLLELL2

The Representative of Argentina referred to Com. II/10 and stated
(1) the Spanish terminology in paragraph 1 needs improvement, (2) there
appeared to be gaps in the machinery in proposed Article XI, and (3) the
groposed Article XII(c) regarding provisional entry into fourth was
largely a new concept in international law. As a result, Argentina would
have to abstain if this document were submitted to a vote.

The Representative of Chile requested that his comments at the Ninth
qession of the Comndttee on March 14, be clearly reflected in the Report.

The Representative of Korea requested his suggestions for a time
limit on provisional application of the definitive arrangements and for
a financial quorum requirement in Article XII(c), be included in the
Report of the Committee.

The Chairman observed that the views of the various delegations are duly
recorded in the Summary Record of the Commdttee. He recalled his earlier
decision that the Report include as a footnote the suggestion of Korea con-
cerning a time limit on provisional application. As to the financial
quorum, he noted that the concept was presently included in the Annex of the
Report, Article XII(a).

The Representative of France, while not objecting to the adoption of the Report,

noted it should clearly state there were majority and minority positions but which
only reflect trends. He observed that certain delegations had been unable to attend
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all Working Group meetings, and hoped the final text, with the necessary
editorial improvements, would be decided upon in accordance with the Rules
of Procedure interpreted according to decisions adopted in Plenary, that is
to say, without voting. Moreover, if there had bc:en voting, the rcouired
majority would have been two-thirdc and not half. The Representative of
Algeria supported the French intervention and questioned what was meant by
adoption of the Report. He suggested it would be better to merely indicate
the various trends that evolved during the Committee's work. The Chairman,
agreeing that the adoption of the Committee's 'Report did. not irrevocably
commit the delegates, noted that the adoption of document Com. II/10 as a
Report of the Committee seemed agreeable.

Adoption of Com. II/11 

The Representative of Switzerland inquired whether the Summary Record
of March 12, 1969 (Com. II/SR/8) would form part of the Committee's Report
on Legal Status. The Chairman answered in the affirmative. The Swiss
Representative then asked whether the attachment could be limited only to
the relevant portions of Com. II/SR/8. The Chairman replied, that with the
Committee's approval, he would, with the help of the Secretary, select those
portions directly relevant.

The Representative of the United States noted that Com. II/SRA:, con-
tained a suggestion that the minority view of the United States, contained
as Annex B to Cam. II/9, did not accurately reflect the majority position.
This was because there had been certain refinements in the majority position
which were not available to the minority at the time the latter's views
were written.

The Representative of Argentina stated that he did not fully share the
majority position reflected in this Report. In particular he did not share
those views on legal personality which he found to be stated in a natural
law fashion, nor did he share the view on responsibility of participants
expressed in paragraph 6. As to the minority position, he did not agree
that a willingness to solve problems is sufficient in cases where there is no
legal personality, noting that there could be cases where the parties involved
may not recognize each other. In the opinion of the Argentine Delegation, the
problem of juridical or legal personality is very important and, consequently,
it prefers that its ultimate decision not be taken by means of votes.

In the absence of further discussion or objection, the Chairman declared
the Report adopted.

Adjournment 

The Chairman adjourned the session at 12:20 p.m. until Tuesday, March 18,

at 2:30 p.m.

* * *
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Convenir of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 10:25 a.m.

Discussion of Item VI - Liabilities of  Partners Inter-se 

The Chairman, noting this topic had been deferred until the completion
of the report of the Working Group on Legal status, proposed the Committee
take it up and then consider third-party liability. Noting that a majority
of the Working Group favored legal personality for INTELSAT, the Chairman
suggested the discussion be based on this assumption without prejudice to
the minority view.

The Representative of the United States, at the request of the Chairman,
explained that Article 14 of its proposed Operating Agreement is essentially
the same as the present Article 13 of the Special Agreement. Responding to
a question by the Representative of Argentina, he stated the proposed pro-
vision did not cover third-party tort liability, that being covered, for
most members, by the Treaty on the Peaceful Use of Outer Space. Article 14
is not intended to absolve a signatory from liability for damage caused by
the space segment to the property of another signatory; Article 14 would
absolve a state only in its capacity as a signatory and not as a party to
the proposed Intergovernmental Agreement.

The Representative of the United Kingdom noted that under the Special
Agreement nothing requires contribution among the various signatories to
offset costs and damages incurred by reason of having been held liable in
connection with the operation of the INTELSAT system. This could also
arise under design, development, construction, and establishment of the
space segment. He suggested some method of contribution in the definitive
arrangements; assuming legal personality, a signatory's exposure would be
reduced as INTELSAT would incur liability for operation of the system, not
the signatories.

The Representative of Chile, assuming legal personality, noted the
proposed Article 14 does not speak of the liability of INTELSAT as an entity.

Note: Any changes or corrections in this Summary Record must be submitted
to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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It should be clearly set forth that neither INTELSAT nor any signatory

would be liable to any other signatory. Article 14 should be closely

coordinated with Article 8 of the Treaty on the Peaceful Use of Outer Space
since, within the framework of INTELSAT, there will be governments signa-

tory to the Operating Agreement.

The Representative of Sweden, referring to the Swedish Draft Agree-

ment (Doc. 8), noted the utilization of a limited liability company
would appear not to require any provisions for liability inter-se.

The Representative of Argentina felt the proposed Article 14 consis-

tent with general liabilities established by the Outer Space Treaty; it

merely supplements and regulates to a certain extent the application of

that Treaty.

The Representative of Chile clarified that Article 14 was not incon-

sistent with Article 8 of the Outer Space Treaty, since the former only
referred to loss or damages at or during launch. Accordingly, he was

only trying to determine what would happen to those states which had al-

ready subscribed to the Outer Space Treaty, in order to clearly indicate

that the intent of Article 14 was to establish an exemption from liability

by way of an exception to the Outer Space Treaty.

The Representative of France, noting the importance of determining

whether INTELSAT is to have legal status, stated that under the normal

rules of international telecommunication operations the participants, to

avoid disputes among themselves, proscribe inter-se disputes. In those

situations where a signatory acts on behalf of the Organization, it

would do so presumably under a contract which would determine the inter-se

rights and obligations of the Organization and the signatory.

The Representative of Australia noted his doubt on what was covered by

proposed Article 14. He felt it was primarily concerned with an exemption

from liability for a breakdown in communications facilities through the

satellite. Damage caused by the rocket during launch or a satellite

collision in space should not be exempted by this provision, but come under

the Outer Space Treaty. In either case, the intent should be clearly

stated in the provision. The United States Representative clarified that,

although broader in scope, the essential purpose of the provision pertains

to a breakdown in communications. As drafted, Article 14 would cover loss

of communications because of failure of a satellite to function or an

abortive launch attempt, as well as a collision in outer space. It was not

inconsistent with Outer Space Treaty as the parties to the Intergovernmental

Agreement would still be responsible. What Article 14 does is to absolve a

signatory of liability to another signatory for almost any kind of damage

that would result from a failure or breakdown of the satellite.

The Representative of the Philippines believed Article 14 intended to

encompass only international public telecommunication services, and inquired

as to whether its scope comprehended such other functions as specialized,
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regional and domestic satellites. In response, the Representative of the
United States stated that Article 14 is intended to cover all operations
of INTELSAT, but not the independent operations of a signatory.

The Representative of Chile opined that Article 14 is based on the
assumption that INTELSAT will continue as a joint venture in which case
liability would run to the signatories. If given legal personality, the
responsibility will be that of INTELSAT rather than the signatories,
since operations wjll be conducted by a legal entity separate from the
signatories. Replying, the Representative of the United States stated
Article 14 does not depend upon whether the Organization has legal
personality, since, in either case, INTELSAT may choose to perform
certain functions through a signatory. The Representative of Chile, then
noted that such a signatory would be acting as a representative of
INTELSAT and, as such, would not itself be liable.

The Representative of Australia stated it does not necessarily follow
from granting legal personality to INTELSAT that it will automatically
have limited liability. Nothing would prevent the financial structure
from remaining similar to its present form where signatories are liable.
Since the United States comments indicated that Article 14 was primarily
to cover breakdowns in communications, he wanted to be sure that the scope
of this Article did not conflict with the Outer Space Treaty. As clari-
fication, he suggested that "mechanical" precede "failure" in Article 14,
and the phrase -at or after launching" be deleted. The Representative
of the United States did not see the need for a change in language.

,
The Representative of Sweden agreed with the Representative of

'Australia that the grant of legal personality to INTELSAT does not auto-
matically involve limited liability for its members. He referenced the
Swedish proposal (Doc. 8) which provides for a limited liability company.

f
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The Representative of Brazil, noting the commercial nature of
INTELSAT operations, recognized that there exists a problem in determining
those areas of liability which may not be covered under Article 14. The
resolution of such areas of liability should accord with accepted general
principles of law. He did not believe there should be a second provision
in addition to Article 14 regarding liability.

The Representative of the United States clarified further that
Article 14 was intended solely to cover liability inter-se arising out of
the loss or breakdown of a satellite. Other types of inter-se liability,
such as the obligations of the signatories to contribute to the design,
development and construction costs of the Organization are covered
elsewhere in the Agreement.

The Representative of Chile, noting the report of the Working Group on
Legal Status (Com. II/11) and particularly paragraph 6 of Annex A thereto,
said a provision on the extra-contractual liability of INTELSAT vis-a-vis 
signatories would be needed.
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The Representative of Australia, referring to the previous intervention
of Brazil that extra-contractual liability should not be covered by the
definitive arrangements, noted it was standard practice in telecommuni-
cations service agreements that the entity providing service would not be
liable to the user for a breakdown in the system. Such a provision should
be included in the Operating Agreement, and, if there are other forms of
liability, these should be discussed and a decision made on whether ad-
ditional clauses are needed. If the intent was to exempt signatories from
liability inter-se as a result of a failure or breakdown in service, it
should be clearly stated in Article 14.

The Chairman suggested that inter-se liability be further discussed in
the Working Group, taking into consideration the proposals of the United
States and Sweden, and proposed the Australian Representative join the
Working Group.

Discussion of the Third Party Liability

The Representative of Sweden agreed the concept of legal personality
does not autamatically involve a limited liability. Many problems arise if
the concept of undivided shares is combined with legal personality, because
nothing would limit the liability of the signatories for the debts of
INTELSAT. So, he believed it necessary to give INTELSAT legal personality
with the right to hold assets and enjoy limited liability.

The Representative of Japan, noting third-party liability could arise
out of launching of a satellite, cited the work of the Legal Subcommittee of
the United Nations on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space which has been con-
cerned -with liability for damage problems arising from the launching of
objects into outer space, and the implementation of Article 7 of the Outer
Space Treaty. Noting this Subcommittee had reached same agreement on
various points, he suggested this Conference await the results of this United
Nations Subcommittee.

Procedure Regarding Item V - Withdrawal 

The Chairman noted it had been agreed in previous Committee discussion
to refer Item V to the Working Group after Committee III submitted its
report. He proposed the Wbrking Group take up the question of withdrawal,
taking into consideration the Draft Report of Committee III (Com. III/49).

Procedure Regarding Item I - Definitions 

The Chairman, noting the earlier agreement of the Committee, further
deferred consideration of this item until such time as the entire scope of
the definitive arrangements text is available.
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Procedure Regardin Committee Work 

The Chairman, noting the Plenary expects to discuss the report of
Committee II at its Thursday session, requested the Working Group to
complete its report so it can be discussed at the Committee meeting on
Tuesday.

The Representative of Chile asked for a Committee decision on the two
Working Group reports already presented. The Representative of Sweden,
who had previously requested discussion be held open on the Report of the
Working Group on Accession, Supersession, and By-Out, stated he had no
objection to the Committee adopting this report, but reserved the right
of discussion in the Plenary.

The Chairman recalled the understanding reached in the Steering
Cammittee that Committees should not vote on each proposal but try to
reach consensus, or report various viewpoints to the Plenary. In follow-
ing this procedure, the Chairman intended to prepare a covering note to
the Conference Chairman explaining the Committee deliberations and
attaching as annexes the various Working Group Reports adopted by the
Committee. He then proposed the adoption of the Report on Accession,
Supersession and By-Out Com. II/10.

Adoption of Com. II/10 

The Representative of Argentina referred to Com. II/10 and stated
(1) the Spanish terminology in paragraph 1 needs improvement, (2) there
appeared to be gaps in the machinery in proposed Article XI, and (3) the
proposed Article XII(c) regarding provisional entry into fourth was
largely a new concept in international law. As a result, Argentina would
have to abstain if this document were submitted to a vote.

The Representative of Chile requested that his comments at the Ninth
Session of the Committee on March 14, be clearly reflected in the Report.

The Representative of Korea requested his suggestions for a time
limit on provisional application of the definitive arrangements and for
a financial quorum requirement in Article XII(c), be included in the
Report of the Committee.

The Chairman observed that the views of the various delegations are duly
recorded in the Summary Record of the Committee. He recalled his earlier
decision that the Report include as a footnote the suggestion of Korea con-
cerning a time limit on provisional application. As to the financial
quorum, he noted that the concept was presently included in the Annex of the
Report, Article XII(a).

The Representative of France, while not objecting to the adoption of the
Report, noted it should clearly state there were majority and minority
positions. He observed that certain delegations had been unable to attend
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all Working Group meetings, and hoped the final text, with the necessary
editorial improvements, would be decided upon in accordance with the Rules
of Procedure. The Representative of Algeria supported the French inter-
vention and questioned what was meant by adoption of the Report. He sug-
gested it would be better to merely indicate the various trends that evolved
during the Committee's work. The Chairman, agreeing that the adoption of
the Committee's Report did not irrevocably commit the delegates, noted that
the adoption of document Com. II/10 as a Report of the Committee seemed
agreeable.

Adoption of Com. II/11 

The Representative of Switzerland inquired whether the Summary Record
of March 12, 1969 (Com. II/SR/8) would form part of the Committee's Report
on Legal Status. The Chairman answered in the affirmative. The Swiss
Representative then asked whether the attachment could be limited only to
the relevant portions of Com. II/SR/8. The Chairman replied, that with the
Committee's approval, he would, with the help of the Secretary, select those
portions directly relevant.

The Representative of the United States noted that Com. II/SR/8 con-
tained a suggestion that the minority view of the United States, contained
as Annex B to Com. II/9, did not accurately reflect the majority position.
This was because there had been certain refinements in the majority position
which were not available to the minority at the time the latter's views
were written.

The Representative of Argentina stated that he did not fully share the
majority position reflected in this Report. In particular he did not share
those views on legal personality which he found to be stated in a natural-
istic fashion, nor did he share the view on responsibility of participants
expressed in paragraph 6. As to the minority position, he did not agree
that a willingness to solve problems exists in cases where there is no
legal personality, noting that there could be cases where the parties in-
volved may not recognize each other.

In the absence of further discussion or objection, the Chairman declared
the Report adopted.

Adjournment 

The Chairman adjourned the session at 12:20 p.m. until Tuesday, March 18,
at 2:30 p.m.

* * *
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PROVISIONAL SUMMARY RECORD - ELEVENTH SESSION OF COMMITTEE II
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1969

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 11:45 a.m. He directed the
attention of the Committee to the report of Working Group II B (Com. II/15)
regarding privileges and immunities and he asked the Representative of
France, the Chairman of this Group, to introduce the report.

Report of Working Group II B 

The Representative of France expressed his appreciation to the members of
the Working Group. He noted the report contained views referred to as majority
and minority but no votes were held in the Working Group.

There being no comment, the Chairman took it that the Working Group report
was deemed adopted. He asked the Representative of France to outline the
status of the remaining items before the Working Group.

The Representative of France explained that of the five items referred to
the Working Group,time had prevented withdrawal, responsibility of associates,
and liability of partners being covered. Questions of amendments and revisions
still required drafting.

The Chairman recalled that the Steering Committee had asked Committee II
to report to Plenary on Thursday. He suggested that the Committee submit the
reports of the Working Group on accession, supersession and buy-out (Com. II/10),
legal personality (Com. II/11), and privileges and immunities (Com. II/15).
The Chairman could explain the status of the remaining items in a covering
letter which, in view of the shortage of time, he read to the Committee. He
suggested the Committee hold a final meeting Thursday, March 20, to consider
the final documents of the Working Group. If nothing further is completed by
the Working Group, he would so report to the Plenary. He asked if this procedure
was acceptable to the Committee.

The Representative of Switzerland generally agreed and asked that the
Committee II meeting be arranged to avoid a conflict with the Committee I meeting.

NOTE: Any changes or corrections in this Summary Record must be submitted
to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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A suggestion of the Representative of the United Kingdom to remove the
brackets in Annex B, page 2, and Appendix I to Annex B, page 2, in Com. 11/15
was accepted.

The Representative of Chile suggested that relevant points, as given in
the Summary Record, of the discussion dealing with accession, supersession,
and buy-out be attached to Com. II/10 as part of the submission to the
Plenary.

The Representative of the United States disagreed with the suggestion of
the Representative of Chile since the Summary Record statements were not
intended for inclusion in the Committee report on accession. The attachment
to the report on legal personality (Com. II/11) was made with the understanding
that the Summary Record would be made part of the report so that the report
reflected all the opinions expressed on that subject. The report regarding
accession was intended to be inclusive of the various opinions expressed and
attachment of the Summary Record would require a more careful reading if it
were to be attached.

The Representative of Argentina stated the function of the Summary Record
was to insure that the various views expressed in Committee consideration of
reports are available to all the members of the Conference. It was therefore
unnecessary to attach such Summary Records to Committee reports.

The Representative of Canada agreed with the Representative of the
United States, pointing out there were significant differences between views
included in the Summary Record and the report of the Committee.

The Representative of Malaysia suggested the content of the proposal of the
Representative of Chile could be included in the covering letter of the
Chairman to the Plenary.

The Representative of Switzerland agreed with the suggestion made by the
Representative of Malaysia and suggested the Chairman's letter note the report
was drafted by a small group.

The Representative of the United States disagreed with the suggestion of
the Representative of Malaysia and pointed out that the report of Committee

was intended to reflect all the views of the Committee. To submit a report

adopted unanimously by the Committee and then state in a letter from the

Chairman that some countries had reservations regarding the report was

contradictory. He suggested some reference might be made in the letter of

the Chairman indicating the Summary Record contained the differing opinions

regarding the proposals in all the reports made by this Committee.

The Representative of Chile suggested that the report regarding accession,
supersession and buy-out be noted in the letter of the Chairman as a report

adopted by the majority of the members while some minority views obtained.
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The Chairman recalled the procedure adopted at this morning's Plenary
was that no report was binding on members. The Summary Record is available
to all members of the Conference and would be considered in future delibera-
tions, together with the reports. He, therefore, asked that no specific
reservations be made in the Plenary presentations.

The Representative of Chile stated his suggestion was made in order to
avoid repetition in the Plenary. If no indication were made regarding his
delegation's reservations regarding the Committee's reports,he would have to
take them up in the Plenary. Then ahairman Ogiso said this course of action
was agreeable.

The Representative of Mexico noted a number of inaccuracies in legal
terminology existed in the Spanish translation and suggested corrections be
made. Chairman Ogiso asked the Mexican Representative and other Spanish-
speaking representatives to bring any translation inaccuracies to the
Secretary.

The Representative of Japan asked if the questions of Settlement of Dis-
putes was still under consideration by the Working Group as Com. II/15
contained a report on this subject. Chairman Ogiso responded negatively and
stated his covering letter would be revised to reflect the fact.

He stated that the next meeting of Committee II would be Thursday,
March 20, at a time to be announced by the Secretariat.

The meeting was adjourned at 12:55 p.m.

* * *
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SUMMARY RECOPD - ELEVENTH SESSION OF COMMITTEE TT
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1969

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 11:45 a.m. He directed the
attention of the Committee to the report of Working Group II B (Com. II/15)
regarding privileges and immunities and he asked the Representative of
France, the Chairman of this Group, to introduce the report.

Report of Working Group II B 

The Representative of France expressed his appreciation to the members of
the Working Group. He noted the report contained views referred to as majority
and minority but no votes were held in the Working Group.

There being no comment, the Chairman took it that the Working Group report
was deemed adopted. He asked the Representative of France to outline the
status of the remaining items before the Working Group.

The F,e-3resentative of France explained that of the five items referred to
the Working Group,time had prevented withdrawal, responsibility of associates,
and liability of partners being covered. Questions of amendments and revisions

-still required drafting.

The Chairman recalled that the Steering Committee had asked Committee II
to repo-,t to Plenary on Thursday. He suggested that the Committee submit the
reports of the Working Group cn accession, supersession and buy-out (Com. iipo),
legal personality (Com. II/11), and privileges and immunities (Com. II/15)-
The Chairman could explain the status of the remaining items in a covering
letter which, in view of the shortage of time, he read to the Committee. He
suggested the Committee hold a final meeting Thursday, March 20, to consider
the final documents of the Working Group. If nothing further is completed by
the Working Group, he would so report to the Plenary. He asked if this procedure
was acceptable to the Committee.

The Representative of Switzerland generally agreed and asked that the
Committee II meeting be arranged to avoid a conflict with the Committee meeting.
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A --:.ggestion of the Representative of the United Kingdom to remove the
brackets in Annex B, page 2, and Appendix I to Annex B, page 2, in Com. II/15
was accepted.

The Representative of Chile suggested that relevant points, as given in
the Summary Record, of the discussion dealing with accession, supersession,
and buy-out be attached to Com. II/10 as part of the submission to the
Plenary.

The Representative of the United States disagreed with the suggestion of
the Representative of Chile since the Summary Record statenents were not
dlatended for inclusion in the Committee report on accession. The attachment
to the report on legal personality (Com. II/11) was made with the understandinc
that the Summary Record would be made part of the report so that the report
reflected all the opinions expressed on that subject. The report regarding
accession was intended to be inclusive of the various opinions expressed and
attachment of the Summary Record would require a more careful reading if it
were to be attached.

The Representative of Argentina stated the function of the Summary Record

was to insure that the various views expressed in Committee consideration of
reports are available to all the memters of the Conference. It was therefore
anl_ecessary to attach such Summary Records to Committee reports.

Ilhe Representative of Canada agreed with the Representative of the

United S-::..;es, pointing out there were significant differences between views

inc1.17, in the Summary Record and the report of the Committee.

The Representative of Malaysia suggested the content of the proposal of the

Representative of Chile could be included in the covering letter of the

Chairman to the Plenary.

TIle Representative of Switzerland agreed with the suggestion made by the

:iepresentative of Malaysia and suggested the Chairman's letter note the report

was drafted by a small group.

The Representative of the United States disagreed with the suggestion of

the Representative of Malaysia and pointed out that the report of Committee II

was intended to reflect all the views of the Committee. To submit a report

,?acvi)ted unanimously by the Committee and then state in a letter from the

.1.airman that some countries had reservations regarding the report was

contradictory. He suggested some reference might be made in the letter of

Chairman indicating the Sunnary Record contained the differing opinions

regaa-ding the proposals in all the reports made by this Committee.

The Representative of Chile suggested that the report regarding accession,

;upersession and buy-out be noted in the letter of the Chairman as a report
adopted by the majority of the members while some minority views obtained.
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The Chairnan recalled the procedure adopted at this morning's Plenary

was that no report was binding on members. The Summary Record is available

to all members of the Conference and would be considered in future delibera-

tions, together with the reports. He, therefore, asked that no specific
reservations be made in the Plenary presentations.

The Representative of Chile stated his suggestion was made in order to

avoid repetition in the Plenary. If no indication were made regarding his
delegation's reservations regarding the Committee's ret,orts,he would have to
take them up in the Plenary. Then Chairman Ogiso said this course of action
was agreeable.

The Representative of Mexico noted a number of inaccuracies in legal
terminology existed in the Spanish translation and suggested corrections be
made. Chairman Ogiso asked the Mexican Representative and other Spanish-
speaking representatives to bring any translation inaccuracies to the
Secretary.

The Representative of Japan asked if the questions of Settlement of Dis-
putes wa8 still under consideration by the Working Group as Com. II/15
contained a report on this subject. Chairman Ogiso responded negatively and
stated his covering letter would be revised to reflect the fact.

He stated that the next meeting of Committee II would be Thursday,
March 20, at a time to be announced by the Secretariat.

The meeting was adjourned at 12:55 p.m.

* * *
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Convening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 2:45 p.m. He asked the
Chairman of Working Group II-B, M. Lemaitre of France, to introduce the
Group's Report (Com. II/16) on Amendment Processes, Withdrawal Provisions,
and Liability of Partners, Inter-se.

Discussion of the Report of Working Group II-B 

M. Lemaitre in introducing the Report, noted that Chile and Australia
should be added to the list of members. The Report first takes up amend-
ments, noting four general principles on which consensus was reached, as
well as a number of majority and minority positions, and concludes with a
discussion of review procedures. The Working Group did not have sufficient
time to delve into Liability Inter-se and Withdrawal. Most members felt
it better to leave these matters for later consideration when sufficient
time is available.

The Representative of Mexico asked whether the parentheses around the
words "majority" and "minority" would be deleted.

The Representative of Korea recalled he had concluded that the report
was a summary of the Working Group discussions and that the majorities and
minorities should be noted as those of the Working Group and not of the
Committee. He further noted that the word "draft" on page 1 of the Annex
should be deleted and that Com. II/11, the Report of the Working Group on
Legal Status, referred only to the majority/minority opinions of the Working
Group.

The Representative of India favored deleting notations of majority and
minority support and substituting language to the effect that some of the
delegates were of a certain opinion while others were of a different opinion.
This would avoid long discussions to determine the majority and minority
opinions in the full Committee.

NOTE: Any changes or corrections in this Summary Record must be submitted
to the Secretary General within 48 hours.
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The Renresentative of the United States agreed with removing "draft."
He suggested Committee discussions to determine the majority and minority
positions.

The Representative of Mexico noted that this Report would be Annex C
to Com. 11/15 in which majority and minority positions were stated regard-
ing other items. The procedure should remain the same. He supported the
suggestion of the United States.

The Representative of Chile believed that, without a point-by-point
discussion, it would be impossible to ascertain whether these majorities
and minorities were those of the Committee.

The Representative of Tunisia, recognizing the efforts put forth by
the Working Group, suggested that the iieport should be reflected as the
product of the Working Group.

The Representative of the United Kingdom opposed using an inconclusive
form of recommendation since he believed that the majority and minority
positions of the Committee could be determined. He noted that the Committee
had usually concurred in the findings of its working groups.

The Representative of the United States, supporting Mexico, Tunisia, and
the United Kingdom, noted that the Working Group's determination of views
had required much work and should not be diminished by the Committee. If
any delegation believed that any majority or minority proposition did not
reflect the true sentiment of the Committee, it should be examined and
the actual sentiment determined. The Chairman proposed that this be done
as to the relevant propositions. The Representative of Switzerland agreed
and associated himself with the statements by the United Kingdom and the
United States.

The Representatives of Algeria, Federal Republic of Germany, Israel,
Italy, Lebanon and Syria felt the statement on page 1 of the Annex to Com. II/16,
"A (majority) of the Committee felt that no amendment to the Operating Agree-
ment should be made without the consent of Parties," was the majority sentiment.
The Chairman, noting these sentiments, concluded that the -parentheses should
be removed.

On the next point (Annex, page 1), "A (minority) expressed the view
that any amendment to the Operating Agreement should be approved only by
Signatories," the Representatives of Alp;eria, Italy, Lebanon and Syria supported
removing the parentheses. The Chairman, noting this, concluded that they
should be removed.

The next point considered (Annex, page 2) was: "A (majority) considered
that the amendments to the Intergovernmental Agreement should enter into force
in a manner similar to that by which that Agreement itself enters into force:,"
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The HepresentmtAve or Syria fet, the word "majority" expr
essf:d the Committee's

sentiment. The Hepresentative of Argentina, reserving as to whether
 thLs

expressed the majority sentiment of the Committ
ee, noted that the procedure

for entry into force of the definitive arrang
ements contains certain factors

which may create obstacles which would, likew
ise, apply to amendments. The

Chairman concluded that the parentheses shoul
d be removed.

Next considered was the sentence (Annex, page
 2): "A (minority) felt

that it was impossible to consider this que
stion until a decision is taken

on the procedure for the entry into force of the
 Definitive Agreements."

The Representative of Algeria felt it diff
icult to express the sentiment of

the Committee until the provisions for entry 
into force of the definitive

arrangements are known. For that reason, he felt that "minority" should

either be deleted or, retained with the parentheses.
 The Representative of the

United States stated that this statement ha
d to be a minority view since the

preceding one had been determined to be a maj
ority view. The Representative

of Tunisia felt that these were not alternative propo
sitions and opposed

deleting the parentheses. He suggested, as a possible compromise, tha
t the

Report note that a majority felt it preferable to re-examin
e entry into force

of amendments in light of the fUture decisi
on as to the procedure for entry

into force of the definitive arrangements. This received support from Algeria,

France and Mexico, but was opposed by the United 
States. The Chairman concluded

that the reservation by Tunisia should be noted 
in the Summary Record and the

parentheses removed.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of
 Germany supported deleting

the parentheses in the sentence (Annex, page 2)
: "With respect to review, a

(majority) believed that there should be prov
isions for a mandatory review

conference within a certain period of years, on 
the understanding that the

Assembly could cancel such a conference if it were n
ot necessary." The

Representative of Tunisia inquired whether ther
e was a minority position since

he felt the same procedure should be followed here as 
elsewhere in this Report.

The Chairman explained that the Working Group had used t
he expressions of

majority and minority sentiments when it thought it had 
ascertained the

existence of such sentiments within the Working Group. The Chairman of the

Working Group, agreeing with Chairman Ogiso's interpretatio
n, observed that

here it was difficult to determine what the minority position wa
s since there

was no absolute opposition by any member to review procedures. The Repre-

sentative of Israel associated himself with those members wno cons
idered it

necessary to provide for the possibility of a review conference bein
g called

by a certain number or proportion of Parties. The ChaLrman concLuded that

the parentheses should be removed.

Hearing no further comment, the Chairman concluded that the Committee ha
d

adopted this Report of the Working Group. He then read his proposed note to

accompany the Report to the Plenary. At the request of the Representative

of Argentina, the Chairman agreed to include reference to the portions of the

Summary Record relevant to the Committee's discussion of Items V and VI.
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He further stated that he would reflect the fact that the Working Group

was not able to consider these items.

Adjournment

The Committee adjourned at 3:55 p.rrl.

* * *
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Ronvening of the Session 

Chairman Ogiso convened the session at 2:45 p.m. He asked the

Chairman of Working Group II-B, M. Lemaitre of France, to introduce the

Group's Report (Com. II/16) on Amendment Processes, Withdrawal Provisions,

and Liability of Partners, Inter-se.

Discussion  of the Report of Working Group II-B 

M. Lemaitre in introducing the Report, noted that Chile and Australia

should be added to the list of members. The Report first takes up amend-

ments, noting four general principles on which consensus was reached, as

well as a number of majority and minority positions, and condludes with a
discussion of review procedures. The Working Group did not have sufficient

time to delve into Liability Inter-se and Withdrawal. Most members felt

it better to leave these matters for later consideration when sufficient

time is available.

The Representative of Mexico asked whether the parentheses around the

words "majority" and "minority" would be deleted.

The Representative of Korea recalled he had concluded that the report
was a summary of the Working Group discussions and that the majorities and
minorities should be noted as those of the Working Group and not of the
Committee. He further noted that the word "draft" on page 1 of the Annex
should be deleted and that Com. II/11, the Report of the Working Group on
Legal Status, referred only to the majority/minority opinions of the Working
Group.

The Representative of India favored deleting notations of majority and
minority support and substituting language to the effect that some of the
delegates were of a certain opinion while others were of a different opinion.
This would avoid long discussions to determine the majority and minority
opinions in the full Committee.
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The Representative of the United States agreed with removing "draft."

He suggested Committee discussions to determine the majority and minority

positions.

The Representative of Mexico noted that this Report would be Annex C

to Com. 11/15 in which majority and minority positions were stated regard-

ing other items. The procedure should remain the same. He supported the

suggestion of the United States.

The Representative of Chile believed that, without a point-by-point

discussion, it would be impossible to ascertain whether these majorities

and minorities were those of the Committee.

The Representative of Tunisia, recognizing the efforts put forth by

the Working Group, suggested that the heport should be reflected as the

product of the Working Group.

The Representative of the United Kingdom opposed using an inconclusive

form of recommendation since he believed that the majority and minority

positions of the Committee could be determined. He noted that the Committee

had usually concurred in the findings of its working groups.

The Representative of the United States, supporting Mexico, Tunisia, and

the United Kingdom, noted that the Working Group's determination of views

had required much work and should not be diminished by the Committee. If

any delegation believed that any majority or minority proposition did not

reflect the true sentiment of the Committee, it should be examined and

the actual sentiment determined. The Chairman proposed that this be done

as to the relevant propositions. The Representative of Switzerland agreed

and associated himself with the statements by the United Kingdom and the

United States.

The Representatives of Algeria, Federal Republic of Germany, Israel,

Italy, Lebanon and Syria felt the statement on page 1 of the Annex to Com. II/16,

"A (majority) of the Committee felt that no amendment to the Operating Agree-

ment should be made without the consent of Parties," was the majority sentiment.

The Chairman, noting these sentiments, concluded that the parentheses should

be removed.

On the next point (Annex, page 1), "A (minority) expressed the view

that any amendment to the Operating Agreement should be approved only by

Signatories," the Representatives of Algeria, Italy, Lebanon and Syria supported

removing the parentheses. The Chairman, noting this, concluded that they

should be removed.

The next point considered (Annex, page 2) was: "A (majority) considered

that the amendments to the Intergovernmental Agreement should enter into force

in a manner sLmilar to that by which that Agreement itself ente
rs into force."
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The Representative of Syria felt the word "majority" expressed the Committee's
sentiment. The Representative of Argentina, reserving as to whether this
expressed the majority sentiment of the Committee, noted that the procedure
for entry into force of the definitive arrangements contains certain factors
which may create obstacles which would, likewise, apply to amendments. The
Chairman concluded that the parentheses should be removed.

Next considered was the sentence (Annex, page 2): "A (minority) felt
that it was impossible to consider this question until a decision is taken
on the procedure for the entry into force of the Definitive Agreements."
The Representative of Algeria felt lt difficult to express the sentiment of
the Committee until the provisions for entry into force of the definitive
arrangements are known. For that reason, he felt that "minority" should
either be deleted or, retained with the parentheses. The Representative of the
United States stated that this statement had to be a minority view since the
preceding one had been determined to be a majority view. The Representative
of Tunisia felt that these were not alternative propositions and opposed
deleting the parentheses. He suggested, as a possible compromise, that the
Report note that a majority felt it preferable to re-examine entry into force
of amendments in light of the future decision as to the procedure for entry
into force of the definitive arrangements. This received support from Algeria,
France and Mexico, but was opposed by the United States. The Chairman concluded
that the reservation by Tunisia should be noted in the Summary Record and the
parentheses removed.

The Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany supported deleting
the parentheses in the sentence (Annex, page 2): "With respect to review, a
(majority) believed that there should be provisions for a mandatory review
conference within a certain period of years, on the understanding that the
Assembly could cancel such a conference if it were not necessary." The
Representative of Tunisia inquired whether there was a minority position since
he felt the same procedure should be followed here as elsewhere in this Report.
The Chairman explained that the Working Group had used the expressions of
majority and minority sentiments when it thought it had ascertained the
existence of such sentiments within the Working Group. The Chairman of the
Working Group, agreeing with Chairman Ogiso's interpretation, observed that
here it was difficult to determine what the minority position was since there
was no absolute opposition by any member to review procedures. The Repre-
sentative of Israel associated himself with those members who considered it
necessary to provide for the possibility of a review conference being called
by a certain number or proportion of Parties. The Chairman concluded that
the parentheses should be removed.

Hearing no further comment, the Chairman concluded that the Committee had
adopted this Report of the Working Group. He then read his proposed note to
accompany the Report to the Plenary. At the request of the Representative
of Argentina, the Chairman agreed to include reference to the portions of the
Summary Record relevant to the Committee's discussion of Items V and VI.
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He further stated that he would reflect the fact that the Working Group

was not able to consider these items.

Adjournment

The Committee adjourned at 3:55 p.m.

* * *


